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An informal meeting of

Joint Scrutiny Committee members
will be held on Tuesday, 16 November 2021 at 6.00 pm
Virtual meeting
This meeting will be broadcasted live on our YouTube channel. Please follow the link:
https://www.youtube.com/c/southandvalecommitteemeetings
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David Grant

Preferred Substitutes
South
Ken Arlett
Anna Badcock
David Bretherton
Peter Dragonetti
Alexandrine Kantor
Victoria Haval
Kellie Hinton
Caroline Newton
Jo Robb
Alan Thompson

Vale
Eric Batts
Samantha Bowring
Andy Foulsham
Alison Jenner
Janet Shelley
Max Thompson
Elaine Ware
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Alternative formats of this publication are available on request. These include large
print, Braille, audio, email and easy read. For this or any other special requirements
(such as access facilities) please contact the officer named on this agenda. Please
give as much notice as possible before the meeting.
Patrick Arran
Head of Legal and Democratic
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Agenda
Open to the Public including the Press
1. Apologies for absence
To record apologies for absence and the attendance of substitute members.

2. Declarations of interest
To receive any declarations of disclosable pecuniary interests in respect of items on the
agenda for this meeting.

3. Urgent business and chair's announcements
To receive notification of any matters which the chair determines should be considered as
urgent business and the special circumstances which have made the matters urgent, and
to receive any announcements from the chair.

4. Notes of the last informal meeting
(Pages 5 - 7)
To review the notes of the informal meeting held on 13 July 2021.
Informal notes and minutes to date are published here:
http://democratic.whitehorsedc.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?CommitteeId=549

5. Work schedule and dates for all South and Vale scrutiny meetings
(Pages 8 - 14)
To review the attached scrutiny work schedules. Please note, although the dates are
confirmed, the items under consideration are subject to being withdrawn, added to or
rearranged without further notice.
Appendices
1: Vale work programme, page 8 of the pack
2: South work programme, page 12

6. Public participation
To receive any questions or statements from members of the public that have registered to
speak.
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REPORTS AND OTHER ITEMS BROUGHT BEFORE THE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
FOR ITS CONSIDERATION

7. Community Safety Partnership report
(Pages 15 - 137)
Committee are asked to note the progress that the South and Vale Community Safety
Partnership (CSP) made in 2020-21 in delivering its priorities and statutory functions, and
(b) To support the CSP’s view that the 2021-22 plan will continue to deliver core priorities
and statutory functions and focus on three key priorities detailed in the report.
Appendices referenced in the report are ordered accordingly within this pack:
a) The 2021-22 plan, page 36 of the pack
b) The Oxfordshire Strategic Intelligence Assessment, page 48
c) CSP financial summary for 2020-21, page 137

8. Consultation on the draft Joint Statement of Community Involvement
(SCI)
(Pages 138 - 260)
a) To consider the outcome of the public consultation on the joint SCI.
b) To review and consider some suggested amendments to the joint SCI.
c) To provide any comments to inform the final joint SCI for adoption.
The report and two appendices are attached.
Appendix 1: Summary table, page 145 of the pack
Appendix 2: Joint SCI document (draft), page 219
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Agenda Item 4

Notes
of an informal meeting of

Joint Scrutiny Committee
members
held on Tuesday, 13 July 2021 at 6.00 pm
This was an informal meeting of committee members and was held virtually.
Watch the recording of the meeting here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yxDjEXX23zY

Open to the public, including the press
Present:
Members:
South Oxfordshire District Councillors:
Sam Casey-Rerhaye, Kate Gregory, David Turner, Ian White (co chair)
Vale of White Horse District Councillors:
Nathan Boyd (chair), Andy Cooke, David Grant, Alison Jenner (sub),
Officers: Emma Baker, Andrew Down, Adrian Duffield, Candida Mckelvey
Also present: Cabinet members, Councillors Debby Hallett and Anne-Marie Simpson.

Sc.41

Apologies for absence

Cllr Hayleigh Gascoigne submitted apologies. Cllr Alison Jenner attended as a substitute member.

Sc.42

Declarations of interest

There we no declarations.

Sc.43

Urgent business and chair's announcements

Chair ran through the procedure for this informal meeting.

Sc.44

Public participation

There were no public participants or speakers.
South Oxfordshire District Council and Vale of White Horse District Council – Joint Scrutiny informal notes
Tuesday, 13 July 2021
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Sc.1

Sc.45

Oxfordshire Plan 2050 - Regulation 18 (part 2) consultation

This item was introduced by Cabinet member Councillor Debby Hallett. Cabinet member Councillor
Anne-Marie Simpson was also present to answer questions.
This was an item to scrutinise the consultation, not the plan itself.
Emma Baker and Andrew Down were supporting officers for this item. Adrian Duffield also joined
the meeting for this item.
The purpose of this item was to allow scrutiny to view the cabinet report on the Regulation 18
consultation, before Cabinet review it.
It’s the 2nd consultation on Regulation 18. Consultation starts on 30 July for 10 weeks.
Community webinars will be occurring for the public. For Vale, these will happen on 19 August and
22 September (lunchtimes). For South, they will happen on 18 August and 23 September
(evenings).
The five local planning authorities need to endorse the consultation and the statement of
community involvement.
There is a report for both councils. Appendix A contained the draft plan. An edited version was
circulated yesterday. Extra documents were circulated to all councillors by wetransfer.
The item was opened up to comments from members.














Does this come back to scrutiny? It was confirmed that the results would come back to
scrutiny. Detailed schedule of review was not prepared yet. Chair will ensure there will be a
standing item on the work programme.
A view was raised about the intention for more retail / commercial space in Oxford City,
when it could be utilised for housing, given the need. Reclaim the city centre for people.
Councillors were encouraged to submit their views to the consultation.
Duty to cooperate – Officer responded that the documents have been drawn up by a
shared team from County and the 5 authorities, it’s a shared effort. Statutory duty – we
have a statement of common ground for collaboration. It is a separate entity in its own right,
working together on the key issues. It is a strategic plan, and our local plan picks up on the
detail within our district.
There are 5 spacial strategy options identified for consultation. Oxford-led growth is one –
good opportunity to give views. Policy options are identified for councillors to respond to in
the consultation.
Communications – how is it presented? Response cabinet member was that this will be
online, for the statement of community involvement (appendix B). There will be mailing list
distribution, printed copies available to request, webpages, social media and a comms
press release to media. Virtual consultation is mindful of Covid risks.
Website needs to be accessible to all. Plan website and Oxfordshire Openthought. Some
concern over the engagement of offline groups, or people not already on our lists or
following our social media/websites.
This is a consultation for the public to review the options – you can feedback what you think
is missing, what needs to be in focus – Cabinet is being asked to endorse this consultation.
Is the options list ready for public consultation?
Is there a definition of ‘sustainable’? Need a punchy definition. Cabinet member Cllr Anne
Marie Simpson responded that there is some helpful information on page 160 – common
principles.
How are Town and Parish Councils involved? It was responded that the normal process is
that we update all councils and we write to Town and Parish Councils to let them know how
to access this and how to get assistance. There will be communications (print, media etc)
as outlined in the report.
We need to engage young people. Officer responded that social media comms will be
catering for younger audiences too.
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Sc.2










A member asked what was the issue with the data that warranted the edit that was
circulated? It was responded that the housing numbers data was updated as the figures
regarding completions needed adjusting. Satisfied of accuracy.
Can a video be made / easy read documents? A YouTube video to explain? A 2 to 3minute video will be available. This would be an overview, not detailed. It was queried
whether there could be a longer one, to help engage. The Openthought website will have
interactive links also.
Registered blind and partially sighted people – braill will be available by request. Screen
reader software, support at libraries. Could Oxfordshire Association for the Blind be
involved to communicate to residents?
What is the likelihood of net zero carbon not being achieved? Councillor was urged to
submit this to consultation. It could also be raised at local plan level.
Keep Carbon neutral / zero terminology consistent. Officers asked for examples to help
officers pick up this within their teams.
Definitions would be very helpful at the beginning.
Can we ask for Environment Agency (EA) input? Flood risk. Ask EA what is feasible. It was
confirmed that agencies like EA are often involved in such documents. This will be picked
up and officers do their best to get input from EA.
If anyone needed the documents sent by wetransfer, contact communications, who sent the
link. Cllr Hallett is looking into document accessibility options.

Chair thanked all involved, and the committee members for their input.

Meeting closed 19.02

South Oxfordshire District Council and Vale of White Horse District Council – Joint Scrutiny informal notes
Tuesday, 13 July 2021
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Sc.3

Scrutiny work programme
1 November 2021

AGENDA ITEM

Joint Scrutiny
Committee 16 Nov
2021
(informal meeting)

PURPOSE
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CABINET MEMBER

CONTACT OFFICER

Joint South and Vale
Statement of
Community
Involvement

Councillor Debby
Hallett

Emma Baker
emma.baker@southandv
ale.gov.uk

Joint Scrutiny
Committee 16 Nov
2021
(informal meeting)

Community Safety
Partnership report

Councillor Helen
Pighills

Diane Foster
diane.foster@southandva
le.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee 25
Nov 2021

A34 diversion routing

Leader of the Council

Vicky Aston
Vicky.aston@southandva
le.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee 25
Nov 2021

Planning enforcement
statement

Councillor Debby
Hallett

Emma Turner
emma.turner@southandv
ale.gov.uk

Council adopted a motion on
9 October 2019 asking
Scrutiny Committee to
consider this.

Vale of White Horse District Council – Scrutiny work programme - 1 November 2021
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Agenda Item 5

MEETING

MEETING

AGENDA ITEM

Scrutiny Committee 25
Nov 2021

PURPOSE
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CABINET MEMBER

CONTACT OFFICER

Dalton Barracks
Supplementary
Planning Document
(SPD)

Councillor Debby
Hallett

Andrew Lane
andrew.lane@southandv
ale.gov.uk

NEW Scrutiny
Committee 25 Nov
2021

Car park fees and
charges

Councillor Andrew
Crawford

John Backley
john.backley@southandv
ale.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee 10
Feb 2022

Budget setting

Councillor Andrew
Crawford

Simon Hewings
simon.hewings@southan
dvale.gov.uk

Joint Scrutiny
Committee 28 Feb
2022

GLL annual
performance review
2019/20 & 2020/21

Councillor Helen
Pighills

Chris Traill
chris.traill@southandvale
.gov.uk

Items for future meetings (dates to be determined)
Scrutiny Committee

District role in
Oxfordshire Growth
Deal - tbc

Vale of White Horse District Council – Scrutiny work programme - 1 November 2021
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Fawcett
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Andrew Down
andrew.down@southand
vale.gov.uk
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MEETING

AGENDA ITEM

PURPOSE

CABINET MEMBER

CONTACT OFFICER

Scrutiny Committee

Delivery of Affordable
Housing

To receive a progress report

Councillor Judy
Roberts

Jayne Bolton
jayne.bolton@southandv
ale.gov.uk

Joint Scrutiny
Committee January
2022

Future waste services

Councillor Catherine
Webber

Ian Matten
ian.matten@southandval
e.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee
February 2022

Covid-19 Leisure
Support Package

Scrutiny Committee
November 2021

Public consultations

Scrutiny Committee

Councillor Andrew
Crawford
To review how consultations are
run

Chris Traill
chris.traill@southandvale
.gov.uk

Councillor Debby
Hallett

Shona Ware
shona.ware@southandva
le.gov.uk

Flooding - partnership
roles and
responsibilities

Councillor Neil
Fawcett

Andrew Down
andrew.down@southand
vale.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee

Abingdon
redevelopment

Councillor Andrew
Crawford

Jayne Bolton
Jayne.bolton@southandv
ale.gov.uk

Joint Scrutiny
Committee

Didcot Garden Town project update

Cabinet member for
partnership and
Didcot Garden Town

Jayne Bolton
Jayne.bolton@southandv
ale.gov.uk

Vale of White Horse District Council – Scrutiny work programme - 1 November 2021
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MEETING

AGENDA ITEM

Joint Scrutiny
Committee

Oxfordshire Growth
Board - review outcome

PURPOSE

CABINET MEMBER

CONTACT OFFICER

Leader of the Council

Andrew Down
andrew.down@southand
vale.gov.uk
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MEETING

AGENDA ITEM

Joint Scrutiny
Committee 16 Nov 2021
(informal meeting)
Joint Scrutiny
Committee 16 Nov 2021
(informal meeting)

PURPOSE

CABINET MEMBER

CONTACT OFFICER

Community safety
partnership report

Maggie Filipova-Rivers

Joint South and Vale
Statement of Community
Involvement

Anne-Marie Simpson

Diane Foster
diane.foster@southandva
le.gov.uk
Emma Baker
emma.baker@southandv
ale.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee 29
Nov 2021
(informal meeting)

The distribution of
affordable housing on
larger sites

Anne-Marie Simpson

Steve May
stephen.may@southandv
ale.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee 29
Nov 2021
(informal meeting)
NEW Scrutiny
Committee 29 Nov 2021
(informal meeting)

Planning enforcement
statement

Anne-Marie Simpson

Car park fees and
charges

Leigh Rawlins

Emma Turner
emma.turner@southandv
ale.gov.uk
John Backley
john.backley@southandv
ale.gov.uk

Joint Scrutiny
GLL performance report
Committee 28 Feb 2022 for 2019/20 and 2020/21

South Oxfordshire District Council – Scrutiny work programme - 1 November 2021
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Chris Traill
chris.traill@southandvale.
gov.uk

08/11/21

MEETING

AGENDA ITEM

PURPOSE

CABINET MEMBER

Scrutiny Committee 7
Feb 2022

Budget setting

Leigh Rawlins

Joint Scrutiny
Committee January
2022

Future waste services

Sue Cooper

CONTACT OFFICER

Simon Hewings
simon.hewings@southan
dvale.gov.uk
Ian Matten
ian.matten@southandval
e.gov.uk

Items for future meetings (dates to be determined)
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Scrutiny Committee

Oxfordshire Electric
Vehicle (EV)
Infrastructure Strategy /
EV Charging Points

Sue Cooper

Michelle Wells
michelle.wells@southand
vale.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee

Public consultations

Andrea Powell

Shona Ware
shona.ware@southandval
e.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee

Covid-19 Leisure
Support Package

Leigh Rawlins

Chris Traill
chris.traill@southandvale.
gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee

Developer Contributions
Supplementary Planning
Documents (SPD)

Anne-Marie Simpson

South Oxfordshire District Council – Scrutiny work programme - 1 November 2021
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MEETING

Scrutiny Committee

AGENDA ITEM

PURPOSE

CABINET MEMBER

CONTACT OFFICER
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Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
Charging Schedule 2021

Anne-Marie Simpson

Scrutiny Committee

Communications
strategy

Andrea Powell

Shona Ware
shona.ware@southandval
e.gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee

Flooding - partnership
roles and responsibilities

Sue Cooper

Joint Scrutiny
Committee

Didcot Garden Town project update

Robin Bennett

Joint Scrutiny
Committee

Oxfordshire Growth
Board - review outcome

David Rouane

Scrutiny Committee

Leisure strategy review

Maggie Filipova-Rivers

Andrew Down
andrew.down@southandv
ale.gov.uk
Jayne Bolton
jayne.bolton@southandva
le.gov.uk
Andrew Down
andrew.down@southandv
ale.gov.uk
Chris Traill
chris.traill@southandvale.
gov.uk

Scrutiny Committee

Delivery of crematorium, To review provision over next
graveyard or alternative 20 years within the district
provision

Sue Cooper

South Oxfordshire District Council – Scrutiny work programme - 1 November 2021
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Karen Lister
karen.lister@southandval
e.gov.uk

08/11/21

Agenda Item 7

Joint Scrutiny Committee

AGENDA ITEM

Report of Head of Housing and Environment
Author: Diane Foster (Licensing and Community Safety Manager) and
Karen Brown (Community Safety Team Leader)
Telephone number: Diane Foster 01235 422116
Karen Brown 01235 422592
Email:
Diane.foster@southandvale.gov.uk or karen.brown@southandvale.gov.uk
Cabinet members responsible:
South Oxfordshire – Cllr Maggie Filopova-Rivers
E-mail: Maggie.Filipova-Rivers@southoxon.gov.uk
Vale of White Horse – Cllr Helen Pighills
E-mail: Helen.Pighills@whitehorsedc.gov.uk
To: Joint Scrutiny Committee
DATE: 16 November 2021

South and Vale Community Safety
Partnership – performance report
Recommendations
(a) To note the progress that the South and Vale Community Safety Partnership
(CSP) made in 2020-21 in delivering its priorities and statutory functions
(b) To support the CSP’s view that the 2021-22 plan will continue to deliver core
priorities and statutory functions and focus on these three key priorities:


tackling domestic violence and abuse, including early intervention to reduce
harm and improving services for victims



working with vulnerable people and children to reduce the likelihood of being
exploited



reducing serious youth violence, knife crime and harm and vulnerability
caused by drugs and alcohol
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Purpose of Report
1. The main purpose of this report is to update the scrutiny committee on the
progress that the South and Vale Community Safety Partnership (CSP) is
making to reduce crime and the fear of crime, focusing on the benefits it
generates for residents, businesses and partner agencies in the two districts.

Background
PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE OF THE CSP
2. The CSP was formed in April 2011, bringing together the two-existing district
CSPs that were created in accordance with the requirements of the Crime and
Disorder Act 1998. This was done so that the partnership was coterminous with
the local police area and mirrored the shared working across the district councils.
3. Under the umbrella of the CSP, a wide variety of local agencies work together to
maintain low levels of crime and protect vulnerable people in both districts to
ensure residents feel safe and stay safe.
4. The CSP involves the community safety portfolio holders from both district
councils and officers representing:











South Oxfordshire District Council
Vale of White Horse District Council
Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)
Oxfordshire County Council (OCC)
Thames Valley Police (TVP)
National Probation Service
Sovereign Housing Association
Soha Housing
Oxfordshire University Hospital Trust
Oxfordshire County Council Fire & Rescue Service

5. The CSP has a statutory duty to develop and publish a plan which sets out its
priorities, actions and measures. The 2021-22 plan is attached as Appendix A.
When drafting the plan and to meet our statutory duties, we review information
from the Oxfordshire Strategic Intelligence Assessment along with the Thames
Valley Police and Crime Commissioner’s (PCC) plan and consult with numerous
agencies. The Oxfordshire Strategic Intelligence Assessment is attached as
Appendix B.
6. The CSP has a statutory duty to monitor the effectiveness of its plan which is
does through quarterly performance reports that are reviewed at quarterly
meetings.
RESOURCES TO SUPPORT THE DELIVERY OF CSP PRIORITIES
7. To help the CSP deliver its priorities and statutory duties, it receives funding from
the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC). This income stream is not secure
and is agreed on an annual basis. The CSP’s 2020-21 grant funding from the
PCC was £106,846. This funding has been slightly reduced to £105,831 for
2021-22.
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8. The CSP uses the funding to support local projects that it believes will help to
deliver its priorities. Managed by the districts’ community safety team, this
involves overseeing the CSP grant application process, directing Service Level
Agreements (SLAs), monitoring contract compliance and running the CSP
budget group to ensure accountability and proper governance. In 2020-21, the
community safety team managed SLAs on behalf of the CSP for a range of
projects, including outreach and diversionary projects for young people who are
vulnerable and displaying ‘risky behaviours’ and the small repairs scheme run by
Mears that helps people who have been a victim of crime remain and feel safe in
their own homes.
9. The CSP financial summary for 2020-21 can be found in Appendix C.

DELIVERING THE COMMUNITY SAFETY PARTNERSHIP’S STATUTORY
DUTIES AND THREE KEY PRIORITIES – SUMMARY OF KEY AREAS OF
WORK IN 2020-21
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
10. There are a number of statutory functions relating to anti-social behaviour (ASB)
that the community safety team is responsible for delivering:
Statutory responsibility
Public Spaces Protection Orders (currently in
place in Thame, and Henley) to tackle antisocial behaviour
see paragraph 39

Relevant legislation
Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and
Policing Act 2014

On behalf of the CSP, managing the
Community Trigger process
see paragraph 15

Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and
Policing Act 2014

Managing the process for the issuing
Community Protection Notices (non-noise
related)
see paragraph 17
Supporting police applications for Closure
Orders
see paragraph 31

11. If residents don’t feel able to report ASB directly to the police, they can contact
the district councils’ community safety team to report the incident. The issues
reported to the team are varied and complex. They range from neighbour
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disputes to abuse and harassment. We investigate and risk assess cases,
working in partnership with relevant agencies and provide updates to the
complainant until the issue has been resolved. This service provides residents
who are unable or unwilling to report ASB to the police with an effective
alternative reporting option. The community safety team works to ensure that
appropriate and joined up action is taken by agencies to resolve cases. If
someone is at risk of danger the team always recommend contacting the police
as they are a 24/7 service.
ASB case Vale
Issue - a Registered Social Landlord (RSL) raised a case surrounding multiple
calls of ASB and drug related activity coming from one of its properties in
Abingdon. The complaints to the RSL primarily surrounded the smell of cannabis
and noise nuisance coming from the address.
Impact – Multiple calls from residents in the area were made to the RSL and the
Police. Residents claimed that the tenant was unreasonable and would not listen
to their attempts to mediate.
Actions – Thames Valley Police liaised with the housing officer from the RSL to
devise an Acceptable Behaviour Contract (ABC) for the resident at the address.
Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs) regularly patrolled the area and
conducted joint visits with the housing officer to the property to provide advice on
their behaviour and give them support with drugs and alcohol by referring them to
Turning Point.
Outcome – Resident signed an ABC and agreed to improve their behaviour and
to stop having visitors at the property. The housing officer and PCSOs continued
to regularly visit the property and resident. A community ASB survey was
conducted by the housing officer and the results demonstrated that there had
been a significant decrease in complaints in the area. The Police also saw a
decrease in calls and demand for the address reduced significantly.

ASB case South
Issue – A resident from Wallingford contacted the community safety team to
report an issue of an unsupervised dog in a local park. The complainant detailed
that they had witnessed a dog roaming the park and causing alarm and distress
to a blind man and his guide dog. The complainant reported that the owner of the
unsupervised dog was unreasonable and made no attempt to control the dog
when asked.
Impact – The blind dog owner was familiar with the route through the park but
became worried about walking through the park with his dog.
Actions – The complainant detailed that the owner of the dog was known to
them and provided their contact details. The community safety team sent an
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advisory letter to the subject of the complaints (owner of unsupervised dog) to
provide some general advice on how their dog’s behaviour was impacting the
complainant. The neighbourhood policing team were also notified and a local
PCSO confirmed that they would continue to patrol the area and provide some
advice to the dog owner if identified.
Outcome – The subject of the complaints called the community safety team and
detailed that they recently got a new puppy and was struggling to keep him under
control. Advice was given to the subject and they agreed to keep their dog on a
leash whilst walking in the park to prevent any further distress on the
complainant. No further complaints were received by the community safety team.

12. In addition, the CSP helps to fund local community-based projects that aim to
improve young people’s resilience and divert them away from committing ASB.
Funding this year has been provided to Didcot Train, Nomad in Henley, and
DAMASCUS who cover South Abingdon and surrounding villages.
Outcomes from a CSP funded ASB diversionary project in South and Vale
(names have been changed to protect the individual’s identity)
DAMASCUS – Provided support during lockdown to vulnerable young people
focussing on self-esteem, mental health, drugs and alcohol, sexual behaviour,
ASB, poor parental control and discrimination in South Abingdon and
surrounding villages.
Case study – young person CDS
Conversations with CDS highlighted the lack of support for older and more isolated
residents in the area. We worked with CDS and other young people to create and
deliver over 100 care packs for residents and local families. The project gave
younger and older generations the opportunity to interact and find common ground.
Building on this common ground resulted in doorstep bingo being formulated. We
worked with CDS and four other young people from South Abingdon to organise and
help on the days we hosted the events. We witnessed a positive change in attitude
and self-confidence. The bingo proved popular for many residents, especially the
older residents who were able to get some fresh air and chat with their neighbours
whilst adhering to the social distanced guidelines. Some of the residents recognised
CDS and the other young people but had avoided contact in the past but after six
weeks this was no longer the case and a sense of community had been created.
This project had a positive impact for the mental health of everyone involved during a
difficult time.
Nomad - Provide targeted support for young people and families
disadvantaged through economic and/or complex social issues in Henley and
surrounding villages.
Case study – young person TP
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TP is 16 and recently finished year 11. They come from a family where the mother is
an alcoholic and the young person has displayed many risky behaviours. Home life
is volatile and chaotic. TP approached Nomad because they hadn’t been enrolled in
college and needed help with the process. We subsequently liaised with Reading
college to secure them a place on one of their courses. We have also been involved
in the transitions meetings to ensure they receive the necessary support. We were
able to provide some emergency funding to purchase a bus pass for TP to be able to
attend. Because of our previous support work and trust earned this young person
felt comfortable asking for help.
Didcot TRAIN – Engage disadvantaged young people in positive activities,
whilst empowering and providing young people with opportunities and tools to
make the right decisions, rather than becoming involved in ASB and being
disengaged with the local community.
Case study – young person Z
Z has been engaging with us since the end of 2019, initially through our Dinner and
Debate project. Z regularly engages in ASB and gets in a lot of trouble at school for
missing lessons and starting fights both physical and verbal with his peers. The
young person faces struggles with their home life, mental health and has a lot of
difficulty with their anxiety. Z does not communicate their emotions well and often
appears angry or impolite. Z is good at forming relationships but struggles to keep
them as he is unable to move on after altercations with peers and professionals.
During lockdown Z started to engage in our virtual hangouts and reach out for chats
with youth workers online. This has helped Z improve their communication skills and
now communicates in a more effective way due to being more aware of their
emotions. Z has also reached out for help and advice with their mental health and
chose to engage in virtual hangouts instead of going out to potentially engage in
ASB.

13. The community safety team is responsible for running Joint Tasking Meetings
(JTM). These meetings maximise partnership working to make best use of
resources. They problem solve complex cases to support the most vulnerable
people in our community. Officers from Thames Valley Police, Community
Safety, Adult Social Care, Children’s Social Care, Environmental Health,
Housing, Soha, Sovereign, Mental Health, Fire & Rescue, Trading Standards and
other agencies share resources, knowledge and data on a monthly basis to
support:







repeat victims of ASB
medium/high risk ASB victims
families in need of intervention to avoid ASB
domestic abuse victims
prolific offenders
vulnerable individuals (e.g. rough sleepers, individuals at risk of
radicalisation, concerns of child exploitation)
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individuals with complex needs that do not meet the threshold for a
safeguarding referral

Joint Tasking Meeting (JTM) Case Study
At JTM, we review the top 10 frequent callers to the police regarding ASB, to see
if they are known to other agencies and if further partnership action can be taken
to try and address the issues. One case from quarter 3 related to a man who the
police were worried about because of the frequency of his calls to them. At JTM,
we were able to confirm that he was known to Adult Metal Health Team (AMHT)
and had been admitted to a psychiatric hospital. He was also known to Turning
Point and because of the case discussion at JTM, their service manager was
able to liaise with AMHT to ensure that a consultation regarding support around
substance misuse could be arranged when the man was discharged. Since these
interventions, the man has not been flagged as a frequent caller to the police.

14. The two-community safety officer’s co-ordinate and chair monthly ASB
neighbourhood meetings across the local police areas to ensure they are
accountable, effective and inclusive of relevant agencies. Due to the pandemic,
face to face meetings were replaced with virtual meetings and where partners
were unable to attend and the meetings did not take place, information was
exchanged via email.
Data to help demonstrate the added value of the multi-agency South and
Vale ASB NH (Neighbourhood) meetings in 2020-21


Consistant multi-agency engagement at all meetings, involving the police,
the district councils’ community safety and environmental protection teams
and numerous registered providers (e.g. Sovereign, Soha, TVH, Green
Square, Catalyst).



26 meetings held in the year:
o 5 – Abingdon
o 4 - Didcot and Wallingford
o 8 - Wantage and Faringdon
o 9 - Thame and Henley



Total number of cases raised - 64. Wantage & Faringdon addressed 24
cases, Didcot 16, Abingdon 13 and Thame and Henley 11.



The most common issue raised at NH meetings in 2020-21 was regarding
drug related ASB (18 cases), followed by neighbour disputes (13) and
public nuisance (11).
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Number of cases resolved - 34 (the remaining were considered ‘on-going’
as at 01/04/20 and still actively on the meeting agendas).



Most common outcomes from cases being raised at the NH ASB meetings
in 2020-21 were:
o Achieving an improved multi-agency response around enforcement
(e.g. joint visits, joint drug swabbing) - 37 cases
o Securing a more joined up approach to supporting both victims and
subjects of ASB cases to tackle the issues (e.g. working together to
refer people to additional support e.g. Turning Point, checking if
additional agencies need to be brough in to ensure people are
receiving support from mental health services and/or social care) 34
o Reduction in ASB - 32 cases

Please note that some cases achieved more than one of the listed outcomes.
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Case example which shows improved multi-agency enforcement and
support:
Issue – Soha Housing and Thames Valley Police were receiving multiple reports
from residents regarding the smell of cannabis and general ASB issues from a
Soha owned property. The case was raised at the Didcot ASB meeting to gauge
previous or ongoing partnership involvement from the attending agencies.
At the meeting, it became clear that agencies other than Soha and TVP (i.e.
community safety, environmental health) had also been contacted by residents
regarding the issues.
Impact - The calls to the Police were having a significant demand on the
resources of officers and residents were becoming increasingly frustrated with the
subjects of the complaints.
Actions – Representatives from TVP and Soha conducted multiple joint-visits to
the property to take drug swabs as evidence as a breach of tenancy agreement.
The assigned housing officer from Soha collated all contact that was made to
partners and evidence to build a casefile against their resident to seek an
injunction, The community safety team liaised with the Adult Mental Health Team
and District Council’s Housing Needs team about the potential implications of the
resident leaving the property. A history of alcohol and drug abuse was discovered,
and the resident was provided with the appropriate advice from their housing
officer to help them get support for their mental health and alcohol/drug use,
including Turning Point and GP. An officer from the Housing Needs team
conducted multiple visits to the subject off the back of this contact to try and
assess their need for temporary or permanent accommodation moving forward.
Outcomes - Reports continued to be made about the anti-social behaviour of the
Soha tenants, which led to an injunction being granted and Soha are now
proceeding with action through the courts to grant mandatory possession of the
property. The Housing Needs team remain in regular contact with the resident to
ensure that they do not become homeless as a result of the court proceedings.

15. The CSP has a legal duty to provide a Community Trigger, in accordance with
the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014. This mechanism gives
victims and communities the right to require agencies to review cases of
persistent anti-social behaviour if they feel the issues have not been properly
addressed already. The trigger could be activated by a member of the public, a
community or a business. Rather than set up a new panel, the CSP use JTM as
the ASB case review panel for the statutory Community Trigger process which
maximises resources and ensures that information is properly shared across a
broad range of agencies. The Community Trigger process is managed by the
community safety team and we received six requests last year of which five met
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the threshold. Four ASB case reviews were carried out (two trigger requests
related to the same neighbour dispute so were covered in the same review).
16. Of the five community triggers actioned in 2020-21, four have been completed
and closed. One trigger remains open as the action plan is being delivered but
has not yet been completed. With regards to the four triggers that have been
completed, no further complaints have been received relating to ASB but a
concern was raised about noise nuisance and advice was provided.

Community Trigger case study
Location Nature of
of ASB
ASB
VALE

Agencies
involved

Stages of trigger
process
completed
Neighbour Environmental Threshold met
dispute Protection
mainly
Case review
around
Registered
meeting held
on-going
Social
noise/
Landlord
Outcomes of
behaviour (RSL)
review tabled at
of
JTM and approved
children
Thames
Valley Police
Action plan
(TVP)
delivered
Children’s
Social Care
(CSC)

CT closed

Outcomes from case
review
Recognition that:
 relevant agencies
had already taken
some proportionate
steps to help
address the
neighbour dispute
and support both
parties
 there had been a
joined-up approach
between agencies
 there were no
current
safeguarding
issues.
Additional actions:
 increasing support
to and engagement
with victim (RSL)
 ensuring party wall
is not unduly
exacerbating the
transfer of noise
between properties
(RSL)
 offering to reinstall
noise recording
equipment
(VWHDC)
 continuing to
monitor good
neighbour
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agreement,
keeping CSC
informed of any
relevant
subsequent
tenancy sanctions
being progressed
(RSL).

17. The community safety officers work closely with partners to deliver warnings to
offenders whose behaviour has a detrimental impact on others. Failure to
comply may result in a Community Protection Notice being served. One
community protection warning was issued in 2020-21 for a neighbour dispute
impacting on two sets of neighbours. The behaviour ceased; therefore, a
community protection notice was not issued. Due to a breach of a community
protection notice issued in 2019-20 a fixed penalty notice was served; payment
was received, and the issues have now ceased.
18. The community safety team co-ordinate the installation of guardcams (covert
cameras) in response to incidents of ASB, burglary and domestic abuse. The
device is normally put in place for up to three months to capture future incidents
and provide additional security and reassurance. After three months the
situation is reviewed with the referring agency and resident. Unless there is a
particular need to keep the camera in place, the resident can purchase the
device from the CSP, or it will be removed for use at another property. It’s hard
to gauge the degree to which the guardcams contributed to the resolution of the
issue(s) but we do know that they provide reassurance to residents who want to
feel safe remaining in their own homes. There is a clear audit trail in place and
the community safety team is responsible for retrieving and reviewing any
evidence captured. A total of 72 cameras were installed in 2020-21 compared to
49 in 2019-20. 11 people chose to retain their cameras and purchased them
from the CSP. Feedback from one of the residents who purchased a camera
described how she was very happy with the service received from both the
community safety team and the contractor who installed the camera, and how
much safer she felt for knowing it was there and for her teenage son.
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19. Between July 2020 and March 2021, the community safety team ran a pilot
project offering mediation to assist partner agencies in tackling anti-social
behaviour complaints between two households. The service, funded by the
South and Vale Community Safety Partnership (CSP), was delivered by
Mediation Bucks at no cost to referring agencies or to residents who take part.
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, all mediation was delivered remotely via virtual
communication platforms (e.g. Zoom) or over the telephone.
20. The team is currently reviewing the pilot project in detail and will share its
findings with the CSP with the aim of agreeing how the Partnership should
access mediation services on a longer team basis.

Summary of outcomes:







Total number of cases where the mediation service was offered to one/both
parties: 22
Total number of referrals made to the mediation service - 10
Number of completed cases that involved mediators – 6
The remaining four cases no longer required mediation as the issues were
resolved and no further reports received.
Number of cases where the mediators met all parties – 2
Number of cases where there was a Joint Meeting – 2
Number of Joint Meetings that reached an agreement – 2
In seven cases an agreement was reached which did not result in a joint
meeting, but mediators were involved. Only one of those cases an
agreement was breached, and further incidents were reported. They are
receiving support from Environmental Protection.
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Case Study
A couple were living next door to a single man. The man complained about the
noise the couple were making and the case was referred to Mediation Bucks by
the Community Safety Team. Our mediators met with the couple and the man
separately on Zoom and they both agreed to come to a Joint Meeting again on
Zoom. At the Joint Meeting, they both explained how the situation affected them
which helped them see the other person’s point of view. The mediators helped
them work through their issues and this resulted in a 15-point agreement detailing
the actions they would take to resolve the dispute. Since the mediation, the
Community Safety Team has received no further complaints or reports from either
party involved.

21. The community safety team co-ordinate the Safe Places scheme in partnership
with multi agencies, such as the police, fire and rescue, Oxfordshire Family
Support Network and local businesses. The scheme helps vulnerable people
feel confident and safe whilst out in the community. If someone feels they are
being abused or harassed whilst they are out in the community, they have a safe
place to go. Window stickers are displayed in public places such as shops,
libraries, community and leisure centres to identify themselves as Safe Places.
As of 23 March 2020, 79 schemes were in place across Abingdon, Faringdon,
Wantage and Grove, Didcot, Wallingford, Henley, Thame and in the villages of
Goring, Woodcote, Sonning Common, Wheatley and Chinnor. The details can
be found on our website here. In 2021-22 the community safety team will review
our safe places, to ensure the businesses signed up are still open for business
and importantly, willing to continue their participation. They will continue to raise
awareness of the scheme through social media and town and parish newsletters
and aim to expand the scheme into Botley.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND ABUSE
22. The CSP provides funding to the Oxfordshire Domestic Abuse Service (ODAS)
to deliver outreach and support for women, men and children whose lives have
been disrupted by domestic abuse in South and Vale. In 2018-19 A2 Dominion
and Reducing the Risk were awarded the contract to deliver this service for the
whole county and West Berkshire. In addition to outreach, they set up and run
support groups and enable those in need to draw upon a range of resources, for
example, providing a local help-line service (0800 731 0055) and refuge
accommodation. In 2020-21, the service received a total of 1,757 calls to their
helpline, of which 406 were from residents in South and Vale which equates to
23 per cent. This compares to 1,892 calls in 2019-20 of which 312 were
residents in South and Vale equating to 16 per cent. 90 per cent of the calls
received came from women and where callers disclosed their age, the largest
proportion of callers were between 35 to 49 years old. Every helpline call
receives safety planning, emotional support, signposting support to relevant
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services (housing, legal support, counselling) and help to access emergency
orders.

23. The main objective of outreach is to support people to reduce the risk towards
them and to help them achieve independence, either through orders or going to
refuge/places of safety. A total of 232 clients were referred for outreach support
in 2020-21. Of these 45 were from South Oxfordshire and 40 from Vale of White
Horse equating to 37 per cent of Oxfordshire.
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Outcomes
Increased feelings of safety
Increased independence/empowerment
Better able to recover and cope with aspects of life
Improved mental wellbeing
Signposted to other services
Planned exit
Safety planning completed for victim and/or children
Disengaged

Q1
13
13
0
13
9
10
11
9

Q2
26
23
21
16
19
25
25
11

Q3
29
30
26
24
39
27
29
23

Q4
24
19
24
21
22
33
36
19

24. A further 80 clients were supported by Independent Domestic Violence Advisors
(IDVA) who support high risk victims of domestic abuse. 31 were from South
and 49 from the Vale. The majority of referrals came from victims themselves,
which highlights the importance of the continued need to raise awareness of
domestic abuse services to ensure victims know who to contact for help and
support. The community safety team promote the helpline number on the district
councils’ webpages and through social media.
Outcomes
Increased feelings of safety
Increased independence/empowerment
Improved mental wellbeing
Signposted to other services
Planned exit
Safety planning completed for victim and/or children
Disengaged

Q1
6
6
7
9
3
2
2

Q2
23
22
23
26
8
23
7

Q3
7
7
6
12
1
12
2

Q4
14
14
13
18
12
19
8

25. The CSP continue to provide support to victims of domestic abuse by coordinating sanctuary scheme works to help vulnerable victims of crime stay and
feel safe in their own homes. In 2020-21 the community safety team coordinated 60 referrals compared to 42 in 2019-20.
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26. The CSP also fund a small repairs/security works to help private tenants/owner
occupiers at risk of domestic abuse stay and feel safe in their own home. 11
properties received security works in 2020-21 compared to 23 properties in
2019-20. Security works can include a change of locks, fire-proof letter boxes,
or covert guard cameras. The total cost of sanctuary works to the CSP in 202021 is £985 compared to £1,485 in 2019-20. Please note this sum does not
include the costs of installing covert cameras. The Community Safety Team coordinate referrals for guard-cams (covert cameras) in response to domestic
abuse and 35 cameras were installed in 2020-21. Feedback from one client who
received works claimed the security works had helped her sleep better at night.
After being shown by the engineer the quality of the image of the guard camera
and the area that can be captured if triggered, she now feels much safer.
27. The CSP has a statutory duty to conduct Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHRs)
under the Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims Act 2004. A Domestic
Homicide Review (DHR) is a multi-agency review of the circumstances in which
the death of a person aged 16 or over has, or appears to have, resulted from
violence, abuse or neglect by a person to whom they were related or with whom
they were, or had been, in an intimate personal relationship, or a member of the
same household as themselves. The main aim of a review is to establish what
lessons can be learned regarding the way in which local professionals and
organisations work individually and together to safeguard victims. The
community safety team is responsible for managing the DHR process and
providing administrative support.
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DHR

Date

Update

Thame (two murders, one
attempted murder)

2012/2013

Review approved by Home Office.
Action plan completed

Joint Serious Case Review
(SCR) and Domestic
Homicide Review (DHR)
Didcot

2013/14

Review approved by Home Office.
Action plan completed

Hales Meadow
(manslaughter)

2014

Home Office requested further
amendments to this review. Report
resubmitted to Home Office in August
2020

Didcot (three murders)

2015

Review approved by Home Office.
Action plan completed

Watchfield (one victim)

2017

Review approved by Home Office.
Action plan completed

Kennington (one victim)

2021

In progress

28. Since their introduction in 2011, there have been 13 DHRs in Oxfordshire, four of
these have taken place in South Oxfordshire and two in Vale of White Horse.
Oxford City has carried out four reviews, one has taken place in West
Oxfordshire and two in Cherwell.
29. During the pandemic, the community safety team have worked with comms to
promote domestic abuse messages to raise awareness of local support available
using the government campaigns, for example, At home shouldn’t mean at risk
and Ask for ANI (Action Needed Immediately), codework scheme to enable
victims of domestic abuse to access immediate help from the police or other
support services, from the safety of their local pharmacy Ask for Ani
EXPLOITATION
30. The community safety team have been working on projects to prevent children
from being exploited. They have co-ordinated a virtual delivery of “Chelsea’s
Story”, a hard-hitting play that shows how young people are can be groomed by
adults for the purposes of sexual exploitation using various methods, ensnaring
young people and eventually taking complete control and dominating their whole
lives. Due to the pandemic this play has been rearranged several times
throughout the year due to children not being in school. However, the play is
being delivered to eight secondary schools in July 2021 and further secondary
schools in October 2021.
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31. From 1 November 2015, specific public authorities have a duty to notify the
Secretary of State of any person identified in England and Wales as a suspected
victim of slavery or human trafficking. The CSP has developed a multi-agency
response to tackling exploitation in South and Vale through the JTM meetings
and this partnership approach addresses the threat, harm and risk of County
Drug Lines, local Organised Crime Groups, Child Drug Exploitation, Labour
Exploitation and Criminal Exploitation. Closure orders are a tool that the police
use to try and tackle the problem relating to abuse of vulnerable people and their
properties. The orders close down or restrict access to properties that are
known to be used by drug gangs and the community safety team is consulted
before the police apply to the courts. In 2020-21, 20 closure orders have been
issued by the police in South and Vale compared to 35 in 2019-20. The closure
orders have a positive impact on residents as they give them back control over
who can access their property.

32. These closure orders are often welcomed by vulnerable people whose lives have
been taken over by organised crime groups. The orders help victims feel
protected and in addition with other security works, they feel safe in their own
homes. A breach of a closure order can result in a fine, imprisonment for up to
three months, or both.
33. As part of anti-slavery day on 18 October 2020, the community safety team
raised awareness of labour exploitation by promoting the “Just Good Work” app,
through social media, which provides information and advice in several
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languages to help workers and job-seekers understand about the recruitment
process, what employment conditions they should expect, how to raise issues
and help plan journeys to and from work.
34. Under Section 26 of the Counter Terrorism and Security Act 2015 local
authorities have a duty to prevent people from being drawn into terrorism. The
Licensing and Community Safety Manager attends the Oxfordshire Channel
Panel meetings when a South or Vale referral is on the agenda. Channel
provides a mechanism for ensuring that individuals identified as vulnerable to
radicalisation are referred to and assessed by a multi-agency panel which
decides on the most appropriate support. The Channel process uses existing
partnership working between the police, local authorities, statutory partners, and
the local community to support those who are vulnerable to being drawn into
violent extremism by: identifying individuals and groups at risk of being
recruited by violent extremists; assessing the nature and extent of that risk
through multi-agency panels; and referring cases to intervention providers (as
required) to develop the most appropriate support package to safeguard the
individual at risk. In addition, low level intelligence/cases of concern relating to
Prevent (for example, protest marches, internet propaganda) are shared at
monthly Joint Tasking Meetings and relevant partnership action is agreed.
35. The community safety team continue to promote messages from Action Fraud
and Get Safe Online through our social media platforms throughout the year.
This year the team have focused on scams relating to the pandemic to help
residents protect their identities and keep safe whilst on- line and on their smart
phones to prevent them from being exploited.
DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
36. The community safety team support the licensing and responsible authority
meetings, a multi-agency group that pools resources to tackle premises of
concern, reduce late night violence and associated crime and disorder. This
year the focus has been to ensure Covid compliance and provide support to
premises as lockdown restrictions ease. Where there has been a breach of
regulations, a multi-agency approach has been taken to prevent any
reoccurrence and offer reassurance to communities.
37. To support vulnerable young people across South and Vale, the community
safety team introduced in March 2021 a Violence Reduction ‘Hub’ to bring
together the voluntary sector to provide a joined-up approach to delivering
positive pathways and alternative activities for young people. The aims of the
‘hub’ is to build community resilience, problem solve issues in relation to serious
youth violence, reduce demand on statutory services, explore collaborative
engagement, provide intervention and diversionary strategies.
38. The team have been working on projects with Thames Valley Police to raise
awareness of youth violence and to prevent children from carrying knives. They
have co-ordinated a life choices event piloting with four local secondary schools.
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The project has involved the charity Prison! Me! No Way! (PMNW). PMNW
involves two prison officers and a prisoner who presents their life story to young
people and shares the impact prison life and crimes has had upon them, their
family, victims and future life aspirations. The project also includes a replica life
size prison cell van for young people to visit. The day also featured Thames
Valley Police True Costs campaign that focuses on drug abuse and exploitation,
a talk on knife crime that involved a poster competition to measure how this
message was received. This project was delayed due to the pandemic and
delivered in June 2021. The team are currently evaluating the project.
39. In 2018, the district council introduced PSPOs in Thame and Henley to help the
police tackle alcohol related ASB. In Thame, the order also covered group
related ASB. The orders last for up to three years so prior to their expiry, the
community safety team carried out a review to clarify their use and identify if
there was a need to extend or vary them. As part of this work, the team
consulted the police and then sought feedback from key stakeholders, including
the Town Councils, Oxfordshire County Council, local councillors and the local
Pubwatch groups. Taking the outcome of this review into account, the district
council agreed to extend the alcohol restrictions in both towns so that police can
continue to ask people to stop drinking alcohol or confiscate their alcohol if they
are behaving (or are likely to behave) anti-socially. In Henley, the police also
now have the power to require groups of three or more people to disperse if their
behaviour is causing alarm, distress, harassment, or a nuisance. This measure
is already in place in Thame but, following an increase in issues in the local area,
the area it covers has now been extended to include Church Road and the
cricket field. If someone fails to co-operate with either request when asked they
can be fined. The measures only target anti-social behaviour and will not
prevent groups from gathering peacefully or people from drinking in public
areas. Both orders remain in place until May 2024.
40. The Community Safety Manager attends the Safer Oxfordshire Partnership Coordination Group which meets quarterly to share information on current crime
issues, priorities, and forward plans. The group aims to identify any overlapping
work streams and gaps ensuring that all boards and partnerships are clear
where and how the main risks are being managed.

Anticipated direction of travel for the CSP in 2021-22
41. The CSP receives all its funding directly from the PCC to support the delivery of
his plan. The new PCC was elected in May 2021 and the Police and Crime Plan
2021 - 2025 was launched on 30 June 2021. It is therefore important that we
ensure that we take the PCC priorities into account when setting our own plan.
The South and Vale CSP 2021-22 rolling action plan was signed off by CSP
members in September 2021.
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Financial Implications
42. The Safer Oxfordshire Partnership Co-ordination Group receives the funding for
Oxfordshire and agrees the formula for allocation with partners. The South and
Vale CSP received £106,846 grant funding for 2020-21 and will receive a slight
decrease of £105,831 for 2021-22.

Legal Implications
43. None

Risks
44. None

Other Implications
45. None.

Conclusion
46. The CSP continues to deliver projects to meet the needs of local communities
and ensure that statutory functions are delivered. The CSP will continue to focus
on protecting and safeguarding vulnerable people.

Background Papers
 Appendix A – South and Vale CSP Plan 2021-22
 Appendix B - Oxfordshire Strategic Intelligence Assessment 2020-21
 Appendix C – South and Vale CSP financial summary 2020-21
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South and Vale
Community Safety Partnership
Rolling annual plan 2021 - 22
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BACKGROUND
South and Vale Community Safety Partnership (CSP)
Each year, the South and Vale Community Safety Partnership (CSP) produces an annual plan
which sets out how partners will work proactively to address crime and protect vulnerable people
in South Oxfordshire and the Vale of White Horse over the coming year.
The plan is informed by the Safer Oxfordshire Partnership Strategic Intelligent Assessment1 which
looks at current data and trends over the previous year to identify priorities for Oxfordshire in
preventing, reducing and tackling crime and disorder.
South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse is one of the safest places to live and work in Thames
Valley and we are focused on keeping it that way, working with local organisations to reduce harm
and support local services.
The mid-2018 population for South Oxfordshire estimated by the Office for National Statistics is
140,500 and for Vale of White Horse 133,700.2
The district of South Oxfordshire covers nearly 260 square miles. Its boundary reaches from the
edge of the City of Oxford in the north-west along the borders of Buckinghamshire and Berkshire
to the outskirts of Reading in the south. It has four main towns: Didcot, Henley, Thame and
Wallingford, with Didcot becoming increasingly dominant as the main urban centre.

1

https://insight.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/system/files/documents

2

https://insight.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/population-0
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2

The district of the Vale of White Horse whose name comes from the oldest chalk figure in Britain
dating back to around 1000 BC stretches from the edge of Oxford to the edge of the Cotswolds.
The district has three historic market towns, Abingdon, Faringdon and Wantage. The area also
covers Botley, located on the edge of Oxford, as well as the large village of Grove near Wantage.

The South and Vale CSP was created in accordance with the requirements of the Crime and
Disorder Act 1998, which established the principles of partnership working. The partnership
involves the community safety portfolio holders from both district councils and officers
representing:
•

National Probation Service

•

Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)

•

Oxfordshire County Council

•

Oxfordshire County Council Fire & Rescue Service

•

Soha Housing Limited

•

South Oxfordshire District Council

•

Sovereign Housing Association

•

Thames Valley Police

•

Vale of White Horse District Council
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Working with the Thames Valley Police and Crime Commissioner
The Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) set out his proposals for the next Police and Criminal
Justice Plan for the Thames Valley in June 2021. The plan aims to reduce crime, catch those that
offend and prevent people from becoming victims of crime. This is laid out in the following five
priorities:
1. Strong local policing
2. Fighting serious organised crime
3. Fighting cybercrime and fraud
4. Improving criminal justice
5. Tackling illegal encampments
The CSP receives funding from the PCC to support the delivery of his plan. We therefore ensure
that we take the PCC priorities into account when setting our own plan.

The South and Vale CSP annual rolling plan
For 2021-22 the CSP will focus on the following objectives in the Thames Valley Police & Criminal
Justice Plan 2021-2024:
•

preventing crime & protecting communities

•

protecting vulnerable people

•

fighting modern crimes

•

reducing reoffending

In addition to delivering these objectives through our core areas of work; anti-social behaviour,
hate crime, rural crime, burglary, fraud and cyber-crime, and terrorism, the CSP will focus on
three key priorities:
1. Tackling domestic violence and abuse, including early intervention to reduce harm and
improving services for victims
2. Working with vulnerable people and children to reduce the likelihood of being exploited
3. Reducing serious youth violence, knife crime and harm and vulnerability caused by drugs

and alcohol
Each of these three priorities has an explanatory introduction and a set of key actions – please
refer to page six. An action plan has been developed for each of these priorities to establish clear
measures so we can track the delivery and impact of our plan. We will deploy our Community
Safety grant from the Police and Crime Commissioner to support these priorities and continue to
invest in early interventions to prevent harm developing.
In addition to our established statutory duties, we will continue to measure crime data and will
respond to any increases in demand. The CSP will review its performance on a quarterly basis,
agree any remedial action necessary and provide an annual report to the district councils’ joint
scrutiny committee.
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Crime Data
Over the past twelve months, recorded crime in South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse has
increased by 0.2 percent, an increase of 22 crimes (excluding fraud). Total of recorded crime for
2020-21 is 12,920. A total of 12,928 crimes were recorded in 2019-20 and 11,867 crimes in 201819. Police recorded crime excludes offences that are not reported to, or not recorded by the
police. Trends can be influenced by changes in recording practices making it difficult to make
long-term comparisons.

Fear of Crime
The chart below shows the public perception of the fear of crime measured by district councils’
resident’s surveys every two years from 2012 to 2018.

2012

Base size: 1,100

2014

2016

2018

South

Vale

South

Vale

South

Vale

South

Vale

Safe in the day (%)

--

96%

99%

99%

98%

98%

98%

98%

Safe after dark (%)

--

93%

84%

90%

82%

79%

91%

91%

ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2020-21
2021-21 has been another busy year for the South and Vale CSP, which has been successfully
operating as a single Partnership since April 2011. For examples of some of the activities that the
CSP supported, please see the CSP’s annual report to Joint Scrutiny Committee
www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk,www.southoxon.gov.uk
The community safety team is responsible for running Joint Tasking Meetings (JTM).
These meetings maximise partnership working to make best use of resources. They problem
solve complex cases to support the most vulnerable people in our community. Officers from
Thames Valley Police, Community Safety, Adult Social Care, Children’s Social Care,
Environmental Health, Housing, Soha, Sovereign Vale, Mental Health, Fire & Rescue, Trading
Standards and other agencies share resources, knowledge and data on a monthly basis to
support:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

repeat victims of ASB
medium/high risk ASB victims
families in need of intervention to avoid ASB
domestic abuse victims
prolific offenders
vulnerable individuals (e.g. rough sleepers, individuals at risk of radicalisation, young
people at risk of child exploitation, persons dependent on drugs and alcohol and
individuals suffering with their mental health)
individuals with complex needs that do not meet the threshold for a safeguarding referral
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PRIORITY 1: Tackling domestic violence and abuse,
including early intervention to reduce harm and improving
services for victims
Domestic abuse is any incident or pattern of incidents of controlling, coercive,
threatening, degrading and violent behaviour, including sexual violence, in the
majority of cases by a partner or ex-partner, but also by a family member or carer.
The abuse can encompass (but is not limited to): psychological; physical; sexual;
financial; emotional: online or digital abuse.

Why is it a priority?
Domestic Violence and Abuse (DVA) makes up a significant proportion of violent
crime, as well as causing long lasting harm in families, and remains a priority for the
Partnership. We know that the long-term impact of experiencing domestic or sexual
violence and abuse, whether directly or indirectly within a family situation, as an adult
or as a child, can have a devastating effect on people’s ability to cope throughout
their life.
In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 7,851 victims of
domestic abuse in Oxfordshire. This was ten per cent above the three-year average
for the years 2017 to 2019, with the greatest increases in Vale of White Horse
(+26%) and Cherwell (11%). Over a quarter of victims of domestic abuse were
subject to repeat occurrences. 69 per cent of victims were female and 29 per cent
male3.
Police recorded crime data show an increase in offences flagged as domestic abuserelated during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, however, there has been a
gradual increase in police recorded domestic abuse-related offences over recent
years as police have improved their recording of these offences; therefore it cannot
be determined whether this increase can be directly attributed to the coronavirus
pandemic. There has generally been an increase in demand for domestic abuse
victim services during the coronavirus pandemic, particularly affecting helplines as
lockdown measures eased; this does not necessarily indicate an increase in the
number of victims, but perhaps an increase in the severity of abuse being
experienced, and a lack of available coping mechanisms such as the ability to leave
the home to escape the abuse or attend counselling4.

3

https://insight.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/system/files/documents/OxonSIA2021_June21.pdf

4

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/articles/domesticabusedurin
gthecoronaviruscovid19pandemicenglandandwales/november202
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What we plan to do
We will:
•
•
•

fund the Oxfordshire Domestic Abuse Service to deliver outreach and support
locally for victims of DVA
fund and co-ordinate sanctuary scheme work for victims of DVA in South and
Vale5 - to provide a rapid response to enable people to feel safe in their
homes and avert homelessness
focus on early intervention and prevention, raising awareness of domestic
abuse pathways, how to spot the signs and how to respond to abuse as a
victim, witness or a concerned person

Mears – for more information about the small repairs/target hardening service, visit
http://www.mearsgroup.co.uk/social-housing/home-improvements/oxfordshire/
5
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PRIORITY 2: Working with vulnerable people to reduce the
likelihood of being exploited.
Why is it a priority?
Exploitation can have a devastating effect on the physical and mental health of
individuals, their families and communities. Traumatic and adverse experiences,
especially in childhood, can have lasting effect and make the individual more
susceptible to harm in later life.
Crimes involving exploitation often involve the criminal exploitation of vulnerable
people, both adults and children on a physical, sexual or financial basis. Gang
activity based around ‘county lines’, where drug dealers from elsewhere set up in
local areas, leads to anti-social behaviour, violence and safeguarding concerns.
In 2020 (Jan-Dec), Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 149 victims of Modern
Slavery in Oxfordshire. This compares to 168 victims in 2019 and 144 in 2018.
Reports of child abuse and exploitation continue to be a significant concern. In 2020
(Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 94 victims of Child Sexual
Exploitation in Oxfordshire. This was 13 per cent above the three-year average (for
the years 2017 to 2019), with the greatest increases in West Oxfordshire (+112%),
Cherwell (+57%) and Vale of White Horse (+50%)6.
In year ending December 20, Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 1,085 Cyberrelated offences in Oxfordshire, a significant increase on the number recorded in
2019 (777, +49%). Between 2019 and 2020, Cherwell, Oxford, South Oxfordshire
and Vale of White Horse districts each saw an increase in cyber-related offences7

What we plan to do
We will:
•

•
•

6
7

work with communities to improve general awareness of the signs of possible
harm including child and adult exploitation and what action to take; and
improve victim confidence to report issues
protect vulnerable adults who are at risk of being “cuckooed” into hosting drug
dealing
provide support for individuals who are vulnerable to radicalisation and
extremism leading to terrorism through the Channel process; and support
collaborative projects and events which build cohesion and offer a positive
alternative narrative to extremism (Channel Panel is made up of multi-agency

https://insight.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/system/files/documents/OxonSIA2021_June21.pdf
https://insight.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/system/files/documents/OxonSIA2021_June21.pdf
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•

•

partners who collectively assess the risk to an individual and decide whether
intervention is necessary)
improve understanding and raise awareness on the use of techniques to
combat cyber-crime, including risks to children and young people’s social and
emotional wellbeing associated with the misuse of technology and risks
associated with child exploitation.
work with older communities to raise awareness of online fraud and how they
can protect themselves from being a victim of both fraud and online scams.
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PRIORITY 3: Reducing serious youth violence, knife crime
and harm and vulnerability caused by drugs and alcohol
Serious violence has a negative impact on individuals, local communities and the
whole of Oxfordshire. It undermines how safe people feel and their wellbeing.
Offences of violence with injury are estimated to have the highest cost impact of all
crimes when considering all the costs to individuals and services.

Why is it a Priority?
In the year ending December 2020, there were 317 violent, sexual and robbery
offences recorded in Oxfordshire where a sharp or bladed implement was linked to
the offence as a weapon. Compared with the three-year average for 2017 to 2019,
this was a four per cent increase, the same as the change across Thames Valley.
The greatest per cent increases were in South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse
districts.
In 2020-21 (Apr-Mar) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 294 victims of knife
crime offences in Oxfordshire. This was three per cent below the previous threeyear average (for the years 2017-18 to 2019-20), however knife crime remains a
significant concern for the partnership8.
Drug and alcohol misuse are often a factor in many offences, particularly crime
relating to the night-time economy, sexual violence, domestic violence, child abuse
and anti-social behaviour. People suffering from poor mental health are more likely
to be targets of crime and ASB; and being the victim can cause poor mental health.
In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded 1,817 alcohol-related crimes in
Oxfordshire, below the number in 2019 (2,221). Alcohol-related crimes were four per
cent of all crimes in the county. Comparing 2020 with the average for 2017-19,
shows a three per cent decline in Oxfordshire and a decline or similar level in all
districts with the exception of Vale of White Horse where alcohol-related crimes
increased by 14 per cent. In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded 135
young people aged under 18 arrested for drug offences in Oxfordshire. Compared
with the average for 2017 to 2019, this was a 22 per cent increase in Oxfordshire,
with the greatest increases in Cherwell, South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse9.

8
9

https://insight.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/system/files/documents/OxonSIA2021_June21.pdf
https://insight.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/system/files/documents/OxonSIA2021_June21.pdf
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What we plan to do
We will:
•
•

•

work with schools to raise awareness of knife crime to prevent young people
from carrying knives
introduce a Violence Reduction Hub to provide a joined-up approach to
delivering positive pathways and alternative activities for young people by:
o building community resilience and problem-solving issues in relation to
serious youth violence and reducing demand on statutory services;
o exploring opportunities for collaborative engagement, intervention and
diversion strategies including funding opportunities
work with communities to raise awareness of alcohol consumption and how
to ‘stay safe on a night out’ and identify areas/premises of concern, review
data and agree necessary action through the Licensing and Responsible
Local Authority Meetings
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CONTACT US
For more information, please contact a member of the South and Vale Community
Safety Team:
Tel: 01235 422590 (textphone users add 18001 before you dial)
Email: communitysafety@southandvale.gov.uk
Websites: www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk or www.southoxon.gov.uk
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This report…


The Safer Oxfordshire Partnership works
together to reduce crime and create safer
communities in Oxfordshire. Each year the
Partnership receives a summary of the latest
data on crime and community safety in a
Strategic Intelligence Assessment (SIA) for
Oxfordshire.



This 2021 update of the SIA makes use of:
 Crime data published by the Office for
National Statistics in May 2021 (for year
ending December 2020) which allows for
comparisons with national averages

Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Rural crime
Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more



NEW for this update
 Interactive dashboard showing crime
data trends and maps for Oxfordshire
built from Home Office crime open data
tables and police.uk
 Use of hospital services related to knife
crime /assaults



With thanks to the SIA Steering Group and
to the analysts and service experts who
worked with us and provided advice and
data extracts.



SIA 2021 lead authors:
 Alick Bird, Insight Analyst, Cherwell
District and Oxfordshire County
Council
 Daisy Hickman, Insight Analyst and
Intelligence Manager Trading
Standards, Oxfordshire County
Council
 Margaret Melling, Senior Research
Officer, Cherwell District and
Oxfordshire County Council



Date of publication: last updated 24th June
2021

 Locally sourced data on crimes, incidents

and victims of crime from Thames Valley
Police, January to December 2020

 Doorstep Crime and Road traffic accident

data from Oxfordshire County Council

 Public Health data on alcohol and drug

use

 Offending and re-offending data from the

Ministry of Justice
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Oxfordshire: total
recorded crime1

Crime trends

year ending Dec20

Oxfordshire total recorded crime by type1

42,889

Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Selected offences2

Road safety3

1,817

Alcoholrelated crime

317

Knife crimes

1,006

1,085

Cyber-related
offences

424

Rural crimes

203

[1] ONS Police recorded crime to year ending Dec20

Road
casualties
Killed or seriously
injured

[2] Thames Valley Police Niche Jan-Dec 2020 [3] Oxfordshire County Council 2020
Icons designed by Freepik from Flaticon
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Summary



Crime trends
Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime



Between year ending Dec 2019 and year ending
Dec 2020, police recorded crime in England
and Wales decreased by 8%. In Oxfordshire
police recorded crime decreased from 44,200
to 42,889, a decline of 1,311 (-3%).



By district the change between 2019 and 2020
was: Cherwell -2%; Oxford -11%; South
Oxfordshire -2%; Vale of White Horse +16% and
West Oxfordshire -3%.
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Fraud and cyber-related crime

Rural crime
Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Crime data to December 2020 for England and
Wales, from both the national crime survey and
national police recorded crime, shows a clear
impact of the first national COVID-19 lockdown
in April/May 2020 with a fall in overall crime,
driven mainly by a decline in theft offences.



There have been significant increases in
in cyber-related offences in Oxfordshire
and in the number of scams reported by
Oxfordshire residents since the start of
the COVID-19 pandemic.



Knife crime offences increased in
Oxfordshire in year ending Dec20
(compared with the 3 year average for
2017 to 2019) by +4%, the same change
as Thames Valley. Oxford City saw a
15% decline in offences.



There was a fall in the number of road
causalities and in alcohol-related road
traffic accidents in 2020



Police detentions under S136 of the
Mental Health Act increased
significantly in 2020, particularly in
Vale of White Horse



The increase in Vale of White Horse was mainly
due to an increase in violence against the
person offences.



Crime comparator data shows that Oxford had
 Adult and juvenile re-offending rates
the highest rate of overall crime of
have continued to decline
Oxfordshire’s districts. Cherwell had above
average rates for several types of crime
Note: police recorded crime excludes offences that are
(including drugs, shoplifting, and theft from
not reported to, or not recorded by, the police. Trends
the person, as well as ‘other’ crime/theft).

Finding out more

can be influenced by changes in recording practices
making it difficult to make long-term comparisons.
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Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime



Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Rural crime

7,851 Victims of domestic abuse
3,608 Child victims of crime
996 Victims of hate crime
555 Older victims of violence or sexual
offences (elder abuse)

There were increases in the number of
victims of:
 Domestic abuse (+10%)
Elder abuse (+55%)

Road casualties



Rape (+7%)

Mental health



Modern slavery (+26%)

Alcohol and drugs



Child Sexual Exploitation (+13%)

Offending and re-offending



Hate crime (+24%)



year ending Dec20

Comparing year ending Dec20 with the
average of the previous 3 years (2017 to
2019), shows increases in police recorded
victims in Oxfordshire for most types of
abuse and exploitation.



Finding out more

Oxfordshire: victims of crime

Summary – victims

And decreases in the number of victims of:
 Honour-based violence


Female Genital Mutilation



Doorstep crime / rogue traders



Knife crime



There has been a significant fall in the
number of recorded child victims of crime
and a relatively large percentage increase
in the number of older victims of crime



The number of knife crime victims fell
slightly in 2020. Knife crime victims were
much more likely to be from a non-white
ethnic background than the population of
Oxfordshire
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Sources of crime data

Summary

There are two main sources of national crime data:
1. The Crime Survey for England and Wales (CSEW) – not available for Local Authority areas
 As a result of the COVID-19 lockdowns, in 2020 the face-to-face CSEW was replaced
with the Telephone-Operated Crime Survey (TCSEW).

Crime trends
Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Rural crime
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Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending
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 Estimates from the TCSEW are derived from telephone interviews conducted with
household residents in England and Wales aged 18 years and over between May and
December 2020 inclusive.
 TCSEW estimates are NOT directly comparable with estimates derived from the faceto-face Crime Survey for England and Wales (CSEW).
2. Police recorded crime (PRC)
 Police recorded crime data shows police activity only.
 Police data is useful for local crime pattern analysis and provide a good measure of
well-reported crimes (for example, homicide, which is not covered by the Crime
Survey for England and Wales).
 PRC is considered to be “considerably affected” by changes in recording policy and
practice.
In this report we have used Office for National Statistics (ONS) reports on crime in England and
Wales in the 12 months to year ending December 2020 based on findings from the TelephoneOperated Crime Survey for England and Wales (TCSEW) and police recorded crime. The majority
of this 12-month period was affected by the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and related
lockdown restrictions.
ONS Crime in England and Wales - Office for National Statistics (ons.gov.uk) released 13 May 2021

Updated
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Telephone-Operated Crime Survey for England and Wales (TCSEW)


Data from the Telephone-Operated Crime Survey for England and Wales showed decreases in
crime at the start of the pandemic, with rises seen over the summer months, specifically in
theft, following the easing of lockdown measures, with overall crime now similar to prelockdown levels of January to March 2020.



The significant fall in theft offences,
reflects the increase in time people
spent at home during the lockdown
period, a reduction in opportunities for
theft in public spaces and the closure of
the night-time economy.

Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
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Fraud and cyber-related crime

Rural crime
Road casualties
Mental health

Percentage of respondents aged 18+ to
Telephone-Operated Crime Survey for
England and Wales who were victims of all
crime and % victims of theft
All crime (including fraud and computer misuse)
All theft offences

Alcohol and drugs

8

Offending and re-offending

6

Finding out more
Crime in England and Wales - Office for National
Statistics (ons.gov.uk)
Coronavirus and crime in England and Wales - Office
for National Statistics (ons.gov.uk)
NOTE: TCSEW estimates are not directly comparable
with estimates derived from the face-to-face Crime
Survey for England and Wales in previous years.
As of May 2021, the TCSEW quarterly data for OctDec 2020 was not yet available

%4
2

6.9

6.8

5.6
2.6

1.7

2.5

0
January to April to June
July to
March 2020
2020
September
2020
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Police recorded crime – national (1)
Between year ending December 2019 and year ending December 2020:


Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime

Total police recorded crime in England and Wales decreased by 8%, driven mainly by the
COVID-19 lockdown in the period April to June 2020.
 Overall, theft offences fell by 26%.


There were also falls in robbery offences (25% decrease), sexual offences (7%
decrease) and criminal damage and arson (11% decrease)



There were rises in drug offences (15% increase) reflecting proactive police activity in
crime hotspots and a slight rise in violence against the person offences (2% increase)

Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Rural crime
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Mental health
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Offending and re-offending

Finding out more



For lower volume crimes, police recorded crime data for the year ending December 2020
showed:
 the number of homicides decreased by 12%; this fall was partly because of the single
incident that took place in the previous year, October 2019, when the bodies of 39
migrants were found in a lorry in Grays, Essex; excluding this incident from the
previous year’s homicide count (from 707 to 668 offences), the number of homicides
shows a 6% decrease in the year ending December 2020 (625 offences)


a 9% decrease in the number of offences involving knives or sharp instruments



an 11% decrease in offences involving firearms

Crime in England and Wales - Office for
National Statistics (ons.gov.uk) Police
recorded crime data, supplied by the Home
Office, are not designated as National
Statistics.

Note: police recorded crime excludes offences that are not
reported to, or not recorded by, the police. Trends can be
influenced by changes in recording practices making it difficult to
make long-term comparisons.

Updated
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Police recorded crime – national (2)


The main crime types
showing the impact of
the COVID-19 lockdown
period April to June 2020
were Sexual offences,
Robbery, Theft, Criminal
damage and Drug
offences



By December 2020, levels
of most crime types were
similar to the 2019
average. Theft and
Robbery each remained
below average.

Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
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Rural crime
Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending
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Home Office – Police recorded crime
Police recorded crime data, supplied by
the Home Office, are not designated as
National Statistics.

New
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Crime trends - Oxfordshire


Between year ending Dec 2019 and year ending Dec 2020, police recorded crime in
Oxfordshire decreased from 44,200 to 42,889, a decline of 1,311 (-3%)



By district the change between 2019 and 2020 was: Cherwell -2%; Oxford -11%; South
Oxfordshire -2%; Vale of White Horse +16% and West Oxfordshire -3%



The increase in Vale of
White Horse was mainly
due to an increase in
‘violence against the
person’ offences

Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Rural crime

Number of police recorded crime offences (excluding
fraud) by local authority (year ending December)

Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

To explore this data please visit our
interactive dashboard
Source ONS Crime in England and
Wales
Note: police recorded crime
excludes offences that are not
reported to, or not recorded by,
the police. Trends can be
influenced by changes in recording
practices making it difficult to
make long-term comparisons.

Updated
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Crime trends
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Between 2018/19 and
2019/20 (pre-pandemic)
the Crime Severity Score
reduced nationally by 1%.
Across Thames Valley the
score increased by 6%.
In Oxfordshire, the Crime
Severity Score increased in
all districts, with South
Oxfordshire seeing the
greatest increase of 13%
compared with the
previous year, however
remaining below the
England and Wales
average.

Crime Severity Score for total recorded crime
year ending March 2003 to year ending March 2020
18
16

Crime Severity Score

Introduction

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

England and Wales

Thames Valley

Cherwell

Oxford

South Oxfordshire

Vale of White Horse

West Oxfordshire

The Crime Severity Score uses (the latest 5 years of) sentencing data – custodial sentences, community orders and fines from the Ministry of Justice as the primary source for calculating offence weights. Once the weights have been calculated
for each individual offence, these are multiplied by the number of incidents recorded by the police. For each year this is
then summed and divided by the mid-year population estimate, to give the Crime Severity Score.
Applying the Crime Severity Score upweights violence against the person, sexual offences and robbery and downweighs
theft, criminal damage & arson and other crimes against society.

ONS (released July 2020); Crime Severity Score
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In 2019/20, the Crime Severity Score
for theft offences was greater in
Oxford (3.6) than England and Wales
(3.5)

Crime Severity Score – Theft Offences (2019/20)
E&W average

For sexual offences, the Crime
Severity Score in Cherwell (4.3) and
Oxford (6.1) were each greater than
that of England and Wales (4.2)
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Rural crime
Road casualties
Crime Severity Score – Sexual Offences (2019/20)

Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending
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The Crime Severity Score uses (latest 5 years of)
sentencing data – custodial sentences, community orders
and fines - from the Ministry of Justice as the primary
source for calculating offence weights. Once the weights
have been calculated for each individual offence, these
are multiplied by the number of incidents recorded by
the police. For each year this is then summed and
divided by the mid-year population estimate, to give the
Crime Severity Score.
Applying the Crime Severity Score upweights violence
against the person, sexual offences and robbery and
downweighs theft, criminal damage & arson and other
crimes against society.

E&W average

ONS (released July 2020); Crime Severity Score
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Change in police recorded crime by type - Oxfordshire

Summary
Crime trends



Police recorded crime by
type shows the greatest
percentage increases in
Oxfordshire between (an
average for) 2017-19 and
year ending Dec20 for
Stalking and Harassment
followed by Public order
offences.



Note that some of these
increases/ decreases will
be due to changes in
recording.

Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
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Change in crime in Oxfordshire between (the average for)
the years 2017-2019 and year ending December 2020

Population change will
have only had a small
effect. Between 2017
and 2019 the population
of Oxfordshire increased
by 1.4%

To explore this data
visit our interactive
dashboard

Source: Home Office Police Recorded Crime Statistics; ONS population estimates NOTES

Small
counts for Homicide (5 in 2020) and Death or injury - unlawful driving (5 in 2020). In 2017, “Stalking
and Harassment” offences were moved out of the sub-category of “violence without injury” and into a
separate sub-category

Updated
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Rural crime
Road casualties
Mental health

Stalking and Harassment – trend


The latest quarterly data for police recorded
Stalking and Harassment (Home Office CSP data)
shows significant increases for all districts in
Oxfordshire
 Between Jan-Dec 2019 and Jan-Dec 2020, the
number of Stalking and Harassment offences
increased by 58% across Oxfordshire


Some of this change is likely to be a result of
changes in recording practice

Stalking and
Harassment Offences

Jan-Dec
2019

Jan-Dec
2020

Cherwell

852

1,259

Oxford City

730

1,160

South Oxfordshire

501

766

Vale of White Horse

473

860

West Oxfordshire
Oxfordshire

431

660

2,987

4,705

Stalking and Harassment Offences by
district (count) by quarter to Dec 2020

Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Source: Home Office Police Recorded Crime Statistics; In 2017, “Stalking and Harassment” offences were
moved out of the sub-category of “violence without injury” and into a separate sub-category. To explore this
data visit our interactive dashboard

New
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Violence and Sexual offences - hotspots
The crime type of Violence and Sexual offences includes Stalking and Harassment.


The areas of Oxfordshire with the highest rates per population of police recorded Violence
and Sexual offences (Jan-Dec 2020) were the Middle Super Output Areas1 of Banbury
Grimsbury, Blackbird Leys and Littlemore, Banbury Cross and Banbury Ruscote



These parts of Banbury and Oxford also include areas ranked as relatively deprived2

Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
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Fraud and cyber-related crime

Rural crime

Rate of police recorded Violence and Sexual offences per 1000 population for
Middle Layer Super Output Areas in Oxfordshire (Jan-Dec 2020)

Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Oxford
From data.police.uk
To explore this data visit
our interactive
dashboard
[1] There are 86 Middle
Layer Super Output
Areas in Oxfordshire
similar in size to wards,
see Oxfordshire Insight
guide to geography
[2] MHCLG IMD 2019

New
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Public Order offences – trend


The latest quarterly data for police recorded Public Order offences (Home Office CSP data)
shows significant increases for all districts in Oxfordshire



The district with the highest rate per population was Oxford City which saw a dip in rates in
Apr-June 2020, followed by increases in Jul-Sept 2020 and in Oct-Dec 2020

Hate crime
Knife crime

Public Order Offences by district (rate per 1000 population) by quarter to Dec 2020

Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Source: Home Office Police Recorded Crime Statistics To explore this data visit our interactive dashboard

New
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Public Order offences - hotspots


The areas of Oxfordshire with the highest rates of police recorded Public Order offences
(Jan-Dec 2020) were mainly retail areas in Oxfordshire, including Central Oxford and
Abingdon Central Middle Layer Super Output Areas1

Rate of police recorded Public Order offences per 1000 population
for Middle Layer Super Output Areas in Oxfordshire (Jan-Dec 2020)

Knife crime
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Oxford

Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

From data.police.uk To explore this data visit our interactive dashboard [1] There are 86 Middle Layer Super
Output Areas in Oxfordshire similar in size to wards, see Oxfordshire Insight guide to geography
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Comparison with similar areas: all crime

Crime trends

Police.uk publish statistics showing how crime rates for Community Safety Partnerships
(equivalent to Oxfordshire’s districts) compare with similar Partnerships.

Comparisons with similar areas
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Based on these statistics for the year ending September 2020, out of all of Oxfordshire’s
districts, Oxford had the highest absolute rate of crime. However, when each district is
compared to a group of districts with similar demographics and levels of deprivation, etc.,
Cherwell had a more unusually high rate of crime than the other Oxfordshire districts.
Rates of all crime per 1,000 population, for Oxfordshire Districts (Community Safety
Partnerships) with similar area comparisons2

Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Police.uk What’s happening in your area? (Data as of year ending September 2020)
[1] How Most Similar Groups are formed [2] Calculating the red and green lines

Note that this data is
no longer available
from HMICFRS and
has been extracted
from police.uk
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Comparison with similar areas: types of crime


Comparisons with similar areas

For individual types of crime, although Oxford generally has the highest rates, when
compared to similar areas, Cherwell has higher rates for more types of crime (including
drugs, shoplifting, and theft from the person, as well as ‘other’ crime/theft).

Abuse and exploitation

Rates of crime per 1,000 population, for Oxfordshire Districts
(Community Safety Partnerships) with similar area comparisons1

Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
Key

Road casualties

- higher
rate than
normal2 when
compared to
similar areas
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– lower
rate than
normal2 when
compared to
similar areas

All crime
Bicycle theft
Burglary
Criminal damage and arson
Drugs
Other crime
Other theft
Possession of weapons
Public order
Robbery
Shoplifting
Theft from the person
Vehicle crime
Violence and sexual offences

Cherwell
70.66
0.80
3.08
6.84
3.32
2.14
6.84
0.65
4.19
0.39
6.72
1.13
4.96
29.61

Oxford
99.31
7.87
4.92
7.94
4.54
1.85
8.25
1.27
7.67
0.91
10.78
2.88
8.01
32.42

South
Vale of White
West
Oxfordshire
Horse
Oxfordshire
49.95
47.2
44.88
0.73
0.84
0.69
3.77
2.52
2.91
6.51
5.74
5.91
1.74
2.21
1.74
1.02
1.08
0.82
4.99
3.10
4.26
0.43
0.44
0.42
3.22
3.90
3.45
0.33
0.15
0.28
2.55
2.33
2.20
0.79
0.58
0.59
4.93
2.70
2.82
18.93
21.6
18.78

Police.uk What’s happening in your area? (Data as of year ending September 2020); [1] How Most Similar
Groups are formed [2] “Calculating the red and green lines” (at bottom of page)
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Victims of abuse and exploitation - summary


Comparing year ending December 2020 with the average of the previous 3 years (2017 to
2019), shows an increase in the number of police recorded victims of domestic abuse, elder
abuse, rape, modern slavery and child sexual exploitation in Oxfordshire.



There was a decrease in the number of recorded victims of honour-based violence and
female genital mutilation.
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Number of police recorded victims1 of abuse and
exploitation in Oxfordshire 2018, 2019 and 2020 (Jan-Dec)
Change from average
of 2017-19 to 2020

Recorded victims of..

2017

2018

2019

2020

domestic abuse

6,986

7,163

7,285

7,851

+706

+10%

elder abuse

250

403

410

555

+198

+55%

rape crimes

428

473

508

503

+33

+7%

modern slavery

99

124

132

149

+31

+26%

child sexual exploitation

83

106

60

94

+11

+13%

honour-based violence

47

33

34

24

-14

-37%

female genital mutilation

5

6

2

1

-3

-77%

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS; [1] count is of total recorded unique victims in the
12 month period, whether or not individuals have been a victim more than once
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Repeat victimisation


Over a quarter of victims of domestic abuse and almost one in five of victims of CSE were
subject to repeat occurrences in Oxfordshire in 2020.



29% of victims of domestic abuse in Oxfordshire were recorded at least twice in 2020 and
13% were a victim of an occurrence on three or more occasions.

Hate crime
Knife crime
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Proportion of
victims1 by
number of times
recorded as a
victim Jan-Dec
2020

Offending and re-offending

Finding out more
Thames Valley Police Crime
Recording System - Niche
RMS (extracted April 2021)
CSE = Child Sexual
Exploitation
[1] Proportion of total unique
victims
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Domestic Abuse and COVID-19 - national
ONS findings


Police recorded crime data show an increase in offences flagged as domestic abuse-related
during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, however, there has been a gradual increase in
police recorded domestic abuse-related offences over recent years as police have improved
their recording of these offences; therefore it cannot be determined whether this increase
can be directly attributed to the coronavirus pandemic.



There has generally been an increase in demand for domestic abuse victim services during
the coronavirus pandemic, particularly affecting helplines as lockdown measures eased; this
does not necessarily indicate an increase in the number of victims, but perhaps an increase
in the severity of abuse being experienced, and a lack of available coping mechanisms such
as the ability to leave the home to escape the abuse, or attend counselling.
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Domestic abuse during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, England and Wales - Office for National Statistics
(ons.gov.uk)
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In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 7,851 victims of domestic abuse
in Oxfordshire



This was 10% above the 3 year average for the years 2017 to 2019, with the greatest
increases in Vale of White Horse (+26%) and Cherwell (11%)
Count of police recorded victims1 of domestic abuse
(all occurrences)
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Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS; [1] count is of total recorded unique victims in
the 12 month period, whether or not individuals have been a victim more than once
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Victims of domestic abuse – district comparison


The rate (per 1,000 population) of domestic abuse victims, for year ending December 2020,
was highest in Cherwell (13.4 per 1,000 population)



Cherwell district’s rate per 1000 population in 2020 was above the Thames Valley rate
(13.0), the Oxfordshire rate (11.4) and above Oxford (12.6), Vale of White Horse (10.8),
West Oxfordshire (9.7), and South Oxfordshire (9.7).
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Police recorded
victims1 of domestic
abuse (all
occurrences), rate
per 1,000
population

Finding out more

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS; ONS 2019 mid year population estimates (Note
that rates for 2019 and 2020 each use the 2019 pop estimate) [1] Total recorded unique victims in the 12
month period, whether or not individuals have been a victim more than once
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Victims and perpetrators of domestic abuse by gender


In year ending December 2020 in Oxfordshire, females remain more likely to be victims of
domestic abuse and males more likely to be perpetrators, however, in each case, almost a
third were of a different gender:
 29% of recorded domestic abuse victims in Oxfordshire were males


29% of recorded suspects/offenders were females
Victims1 of domestic abuse
in Oxfordshire, by gender
(Jan-Dec 2020)

Perpetrators1 (suspects and
offenders) of domestic abuse
in Oxfordshire, by gender
(Jan-Dec 2020)

Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS; ONS 2019 mid year population estimates (Note that
rates for 2019 and 2020 each use the 2019 pop estimate) [1] Total recorded unique victims or perpetrators in the
12 month period, whether or not individuals have been a victim/perpetrator more than once
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In year ending December 2020 in Oxfordshire, the overall age profile of victims and
perpetrators (as % of total) shows some differences, with perpetrators more likely to be in
the broad age range 25 to 44.
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Domestic abuse perpetrators and victims by broad age
Oxfordshire (Jan-Dec 2020), as % of total
compared with the distribution of population by age
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Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS; ONS mid-2019 population estimates from nomis
Total recorded unique victims or perpetrators in the 12 month period, whether or not individuals have
been a victim/perpetrator more than once
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There has been a consistent and significant
upward trend in the number of police
recorded domestic abuse crimes in
Oxfordshire involving children
Reports from organisations such as the
NSPCC indicate a rise in calls to helplines
and highlight the increased risk to children
of abuse during the lockdown.
This may be a result of a genuine increase,
or changes in recording practice or both.



The district with the highest rate per
population in 2019/20 was Cherwell



Q3 Oct-Dec 2020 saw a
drop in both DA
incidents and crimes
involving children

Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Police recorded domestic crimes involving
children, by district per year

Domestic abuse affecting children

Introduction

2018/
19

2019/
20

Cherwell

726

884

158

22%

0.59%

Oxford

735

767

32

4%

0.50%

South Oxfordshire

470

574

104

22%

0.40%

Vale of White Horse

481

533

52

11%

0.39%

West Oxfordshire

447

480

33

7%

0.43%

2,859

3,238

379

13%

0.47%

Oxfordshire

2018/19 to
2019/20

Per
pop

Number of police recorded domestic abuse incidents
and crimes involving children, Oxfordshire per quarter

Thames Valley Police Crime
Recording System - Niche RMS
NSPCC Report
ONS mid-2019 population
estimates from nomis

From JSNA
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Victims of rape crimes


In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 503 victims of rape crimes in
Oxfordshire. This was 7% above the 3 year average (for the years 2017 to 2019), with the
greatest increases in Vale of White Horse (+25%) and Cherwell (+10%)

Abuse and exploitation



91% of victims were female

Hate crime



54% of victims were aged under 25

Crime trends
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Thames Valley Police Crime
Recording System - Niche
RMS. Year is Jan-Dec. NOTE:
that police recorded rape is
at the time of reporting
rather than time of offence.
[1] Total recorded unique
victims in the 12 month
period, whether or not
individuals have been a victim
more than once
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Female genital mutilation, forced marriage and honour based violence


In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of:
 1 victim of Female Genital Mutilation in Oxfordshire, down from 2 in 2019;

Comparisons with similar areas



No victims of forced marriage in Oxfordshire (none in 2018 and 2019);

Abuse and exploitation



24 victims of honour-based violence in Oxfordshire, mainly in Cherwell and Oxford
(see table below). This was well below the number in 2019 (34).

Hate crime
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Note: According to the Crown Prosecution
Service guidance:
There is no specific offence of "honourbased crime". It is an umbrella term to
encompass various offences covered by
existing legislation. Honour-based
violence (HBV) can be described as a
collection of practices, which are used to
control behaviour within families or other
social groups to protect perceived
cultural and religious beliefs and/or
honour. Such violence can occur when
perpetrators perceive that a relative has
shamed the family and/or community by
breaking their honour code.

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2019 to
2020

Cherwell

13

7

10

18

10

-8

Oxford

28

33

19

11

13

2

South Oxfordshire

1

3

0

2

0

-2

Vale Of White Horse

8

2

2

2

1

-1

West Oxfordshire

0

2

2

1

0

-1

Oxfordshire

50

47

33

34

24

-10

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS Note: The above HBV data is a count of unique
victims of offences where either the HBV Latest or HBV Finalisation qualifier has been used or the Occurrence
Type or Classification has been recorded as Honour Based Violence - Non Crime Occurrence.
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Modern Slavery


In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 149 victims of Modern Slavery in
Oxfordshire.



This was 26% above the 3 year average (for the years 2017 to 2019), with the greatest
increases in Oxford City (+57%) and Cherwell (+20%)

Hate crime

Recorded victims1 of Modern Slavery and Trafficking All Occurrences (Crime and Non Crime)
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According to the Home Office Modern
Slavery awareness booklet Modern Slavery
is a serious and often hidden crime in
which people are exploited for criminal
gain. The impact can be devastating for
the victims.
Modern slavery comprises slavery,
servitude, forced and compulsory labour
and human trafficking.
There were an estimated 40 million
people in slavery globally in 2016 and
10,000 –13,000 potential victims in the UK,
however many victims are not identified
or reported.

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS. The above data is for a count of unique victims of
Modern Slavery and Trafficking offences. Modern Slavery offences have been identified where either the HO
Category Number is 106 or the Modern Slavery Finalisation Qualifier has been used. Trafficking offences have
been identified where either the classification or Occurrence Type has been recorded as trafficking for
exploitation or sexual exploitation, into, out of or within the UK. [1] Total recorded unique victims in the 12
month period, whether or not individuals have been a victim more than once
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Child Sexual Exploitation


In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 94 victims of Child Sexual
Exploitation in Oxfordshire.



This was 13% above the 3 year average (for the years 2017 to 2019), with the greatest
increases in West Oxfordshire (+112%), Cherwell (+57%) and Vale of White Horse (+50%)

Hate crime
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Note: The definition of Child Sexual
Exploitation from government guidance
is: Child sexual exploitation is a form of
child sexual abuse. It occurs where an
individual or group takes advantage of
an imbalance of power to coerce,
manipulate or deceive a child or young
person under the age of 18 into sexual
activity (a) in exchange for something
the victim needs or wants, and/or (b)
for the financial advantage or increased
status of the perpetrator or facilitator.
The victim may have been sexually
exploited even if the sexual activity
appears consensual. Child sexual
exploitation does not always involve
physical contact; it can also occur
through the use of technology.

Recorded victims1 of Child Sexual Exploitation All
Occurrences (Crime and Non Crime)

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS. The above CSE data is for all victims of offences
where either the 'Child Sexual Exploitation' qualifier has been used or the Occurrence Type has been recorded as
'Suspected CSE - Non Crime Incident’ [1] Total recorded unique victims in the 12 month period, whether or not
individuals have been a victim more than once
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Child victims of crime


In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 3,608 child victims (aged 0-17) of
all crimes in Oxfordshire



This was 13% below the 3 year average (for the years 2017 to 2019), with the greatest falls
in Oxford City (-30%), Cherwell (-8%) and West Oxfordshire (-8%)
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Number of children (aged 0-17) recorded by Thames
Valley Police as victims1 of crime in Oxfordshire
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Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS. [1] Total recorded unique victims in the 12 month
period, whether or not individuals have been a victim more than once
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In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 555 older victims (aged 65 and over) of
crimes of violence or sexual offences in Oxfordshire.



This was 57% above the 3 year average (for the years 2017 to 2019), above the increase across
Thames Valley (+45%) and with the greatest increases in Cherwell (+81%), South Oxfordshire (+57%)
and Oxford City (+56%)



The increase is above the growth in the older population in Oxfordshire.



The rate of older victims of abuse per 1,000 population aged 65+ was highest in Oxford City (6.9
compared with 4.3 in Oxfordshire and 4.8 across Thames Valley)
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Recorded victims1
aged 65 or over of
violence against the
person or sexual
offences (crimes)
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Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS. [1] Total recorded unique victims in the 12 month
period, whether or not individuals have been a victim more than once
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The most likely reason for a decrease in victims is
a reduction in resource to the doorstep crime
team in 2016.



The majority of victims continue to be elderly
residents.
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In 2019-20 there were 212 victims of doorstep
crime or rogue traders in Oxfordshire, down from
277 in the previous year, a fall of 23% (-65).

140

Top 5 Goods Service Areas used by
rogue traders in Oxfordshire 2019-20
Product
Selling
12%
Garden and
Landscaping
(including
tree care)
15%

Building
15%

Count of victims of doorstep crime and rogue
traders in Oxfordshire

Roofing
34%

Driveways
and Patios
24%

*The category ‘product selling’
refers mostly to ‘Nottingham
knockers’ who target mostly elderly/
vulnerable residents to sell cleaning
or kitchen products. This is often
linked to burglaries.

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20
Cherwell

Oxford City

Vale of White Horse

West Oxfordshire

South Oxfordshire
Oxfordshire County Council Trading Standards
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Profiling victims of doorstep crime in
Oxfordshire
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12 months of data (01/04/2020 –
01/04/2021) from Trading Standards
highlights the tactics used by
doorstep criminals.
191 intelligence reports were
analysed for this period where the
primary area was ‘Doorstep Crime’.

High pressure selling was the most
commonly used tactic (28% n.41) by
doorstep criminals. High pressure
selling is where the salesperson
exerts relentless and persistent
pressure upon the customer, using
inducements and psychological
pressure to gain a fast sale.
Unsolicited doorstep was the most
commonly used approach method
(61% n.54). Unsolicited doorstep
means that the doorstep approach
was not asked for.
Note: business practice may have multiple
values per offence

Business practice used by offender
High pressure sales

41

Failure to observe cancellation
rights

33

Failure to provide written
quotation

31

Charging more than is
reasonable

23

False statements or misleading
omissions

19

Approach method used by offender
Unsolicited doorstep

54

Solicited following leaflet drop

18

Solicited following a phone call

8

Solicited following
advertisement

5

Unsolicited telephone

4

Trading Standards – Community Safety IDB (Intelligence Database)
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27% (53) of intelligence reports in
2020/21 had information relating
to the victim.
Unfortunately, due to lack of
recording or insufficient
information there are 138
intelligence reports that had no
victim details.

Victim description as % of those recorded (2020/21)

Vulnerable
Person Physical
Disability
4%

Vulnerable
Sole
Occupier
2%

Most of the victims of doorstep
crime recorded (43) were a
‘vulnerable older person’.

Other
Vulnerable
Person(s)
9%

Repeat
Victimisation
2%

Tenant
2%

Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more
Vulnerable
Older
Person
81%
Trading Standards – Community Safety IDB (Intelligence Database)
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Hate crime - national


Hate crime is defined as ‘any criminal offence which is perceived, by the victim or any other person, to be
motivated by hostility or prejudice towards someone based on a personal characteristic.’



This common definition was agreed in 2007 by the police, Crown Prosecution Service, Prison Service (now
the National Offender Management Service) and other agencies that make up the criminal justice system.
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There are five centrally monitored strands of hate crime:
 race or ethnicity
 sexual orientation
 religion or beliefs
 disability



transgender identity

The Home Office October 2020 hate crime statistical bulletin reports that..
 Increases in police recorded hate crime in recent years have been driven by
improvements in crime recording and a better identification of what constitutes a
hate crime
 In contrast, the Crime Survey for England & Wales, which is not affected by changes
in crime recording, shows a long-term decline in hate crime, with a 38% fall in these
incidents between the combined year ending March 2008 and year ending March 2009
and the combined year ending March 2018, year ending March 2019 and year ending
March 2020 surveys.
 From the CSEW it is estimated that 47% of hate crime incidents came to the attention
of the police, a higher proportion than for all CSEW crime (38%).
 Victims of hate crime were more likely to report being affected by the incident, 36%
of hate crime victims said they were “very much” affected emotionally following the
incident compared with 15% for all CSEW crime.

Hate crime, England and Wales, 2019 to 2020 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
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Victims of hate crime – Oxfordshire by type


In year ending December 2020, Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 996 victims of hate
crime (crime and non-crime occurrences) in Oxfordshire.



This was a 24% increase in 2020 compared with the average of the previous 3 years (201719), likely to have been affected by improvements in recording. Across Thames Valley the
increase was +19%.

Recorded victims of
hate crime offences in
Oxfordshire (all
occurrences)

Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS extracted 23/4/21 Notes: The data counts people
who have been victims of hate crime on multiple occasions as one individual. However someone may be a
victim of an offence where multiple hate crime qualifiers have been applied, i.e. someone could be a victim of
an occurrence where both the Race and Faith qualifiers have been applied to the occurrence, therefore this will
reflect in the figures for both qualifiers. “Victim” of a hate crime may be an organisation i.e. racist graffiti on
council property will not have a person listed as a victim.
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Victims of hate crime – trend by district


All districts in Oxfordshire saw an increase in recorded victims of hate crime
occurrences (Dec20 compared with 3 year average 2017-19), with the greatest increases
in West Oxfordshire (+53%), South Oxfordshire (+47%) and Vale of White Horse (+47%),
compared with +24% for Oxfordshire overall

Recorded victims of
hate crime offences by
district (all
occurrences)

Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS extracted 23/4/21 Notes: The data counts people
who have been victims of hate crime on multiple occasions as one individual. However someone may be a
victim of an offence where multiple hate crime qualifiers have been applied, i.e. someone could be a victim of
an occurrence where both the Race and Faith qualifiers have been applied to the occurrence, therefore this will
reflect in the figures for both qualifiers. “Victim” of a hate crime may be an organisation i.e. racist graffiti on
council property will not have a person listed as a victim.
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Victims of hate crime

Crime trends

In year ending Dec 2020, demographic details of recorded victims of all types of hate crime
(all occurrences) in Oxfordshire shows…

Comparisons with similar areas



By gender
 53% of hate crime victims were males and 39% were females (8% not recorded).



By age
 69% of hate crime victims were aged 18 to 64

Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
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6% were children and young people aged 0-17 and a further 12% were aged 18-24



3% were older people aged 65 and over

By ethnic background
 It is not possible to present data by ethnic background as three quarters of victims
(76%) did not have an ethnic group recorded

Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS extracted 23/4/21 Notes: The data counts people
who have been victims of hate crime on multiple occasions as one individual. However someone may be a
victim of an offence where multiple hate crime qualifiers have been applied, i.e. someone could be a victim of
an occurrence where both the Race and Faith qualifiers have been applied to the occurrence, therefore this will
reflect in the figures for both qualifiers. “Victim” of a hate crime may be an organisation i.e. racist graffiti on
council property will not have a person listed as a victim.
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Knife Crime Offences


In year ending December 2020, there were 317 violent, sexual and robbery offences
recorded in Oxfordshire where a sharp or bladed implement was linked to the offence as a
weapon. Compared with the 3 year average for 2017 to 2019, this was a 4% increase, the
same as the change across Thames Valley.



Oxford City saw a 15% decline in offences. The greatest % increases were in South
Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse districts.

Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
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Violent, sexual and robbery offences recorded in Oxfordshire where a sharp or bladed
implement was linked to the offence as a weapon (Jan-Dec)

Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending
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Change from
average of 2017-19
to 2020
+11%
+8

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Cherwell

45

77

79

71

84

Oxford

91

114

131

159

114

-21

-15%

South Oxfordshire

25

32

31

34

59

+27

+82%

Vale of White Horse

23

24

37

36

40

+8

+24%

West Oxfordshire

18

20

34

35

20

-10

-33%

Oxfordshire

202

267

312

335

317

+12

+4%

Thames Valley

971

1,240

1,477

1,560

1,487

+61

+4%

Source: Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS extracted January 2021. Note: the above
information is for knife crime offence that meet the Home Office definition. These are certain violent
offences, sexual offences and robbery offences where a sharp, pointed or bladed instrument has been used to
pierce the skin or used as a threat.
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Victims of knife crime – trend by district


In 2020/21 (Apr-Mar) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 294 victims of knife crime
offences in Oxfordshire.



This was 3% below the previous 3 year average (for the years 2017/18 to 2019/20).



Oxford City saw a fall of 14%.

Knife crime
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Source: Thames Valley Police
Crime Recording System Niche RMS extracted April
2021. Note: the information
is for knife crime offence
that meet the Home Office
definition. These are certain
violent offences, sexual
offences and robbery
offences where a sharp,
pointed or bladed instrument
has been used to pierce the
skin or used as a threat.
[1] Total recorded unique
victims in the 12 month
period, whether or not
individuals have been a
victim more than once

Victims1 of violent, sexual and robbery offences recorded in
Oxfordshire where a sharp or bladed implement was linked
to the offence as a weapon (financial year)
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Knife crimes – victims and perpetrators by gender and age

Summary
Crime trends

In year ending March 2021, demographic details of recorded victims and perpetrators of knife
crime in Oxfordshire shows…

Comparisons with similar areas

By gender

Abuse and exploitation



68% of knife crime VICTIMS were males and 30% were females (2% not recorded).



83% of knife crime PERPETRATORS were males and 17% were females

Hate crime
Knife crime
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VICTIMS by age

Rural crime



77% of knife crime victims were aged 18 to 64

Road casualties



18% were children and young people aged 0-17 and a further 21% were aged 18-24

Mental health



2% were older people aged 65 and over

Alcohol and drugs

PERPETRATORS by age

Offending and re-offending

Finding out more



77% of knife crime perpetrators were aged 18 to 64



20% were children and young people aged 0-17 and a further 26% were aged 18-24



1% were older people aged 65 and over

Source: Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS extracted April 2021. Note: the above
information is for knife crime offence that meet the Home Office definition. These are certain violent
offences, sexual offences and robbery offences where a sharp, pointed or bladed instrument has been used to
pierce the skin or used as a threat. Total recorded unique victims in the 12 month period, whether or not
individuals have been a victim more than once. ONS Census 2011 table KS201 from nomis
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Knife crimes – victims and perpetrators by ethnicity

Crime trends

In year ending March 2021, the count of recorded victims and perpetrators of knife crime in
Oxfordshire by ethnic group shows…

Comparisons with similar areas

VICTIMS of knife crime were much more likely to be from a non-white ethnic background

Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Rural crime



29% of knife crime victims were white and 51% were from a non-white ethnic background
(20% had no ethnicity recorded)



This is very different to the ethnic composition of the total population of Oxfordshire
(Census 2011) which was 91% white and 9% from a non-white ethnic background

Road casualties

PERPETRATORS of knife crime may be more likely to be from a white ethnic background, but
there is insufficient recording of ethnic group to be certain

Mental health



50% of knife crime perpetrators were white and 18% were from a non-white ethnic
background (32% had no ethnicity recorded)



It is difficult to assess whether this ethnicity profile is different to the ethnic composition of
the total population of Oxfordshire (91% white and 9% from a non-white ethnic background,
Census 2011) because such a high proportion had no ethnicity recorded

Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending
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Source: Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS extracted April 2021. Note: the above
information is for knife crime offence that meet the Home Office definition. These are certain violent
offences, sexual offences and robbery offences where a sharp, pointed or bladed instrument has been used to
pierce the skin or used as a threat. Total recorded unique victims in the 12 month period, whether or not
individuals have been a victim more than once. ONS Census 2011 table KS201 from nomis
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Knife crimes – use of hospital services


Most people with knife injuries would attend the emergency department rather than as an
inpatient. There is no recording of knife assaults within ED.



The following data is for people attending following an “assault with a sharp object”



In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust recorded a total of:
 479 Oxfordshire residents attending Accident and Emergency units following an
assault with a sharp object, 167 residents of Oxford City (35%) and 156 from Cherwell
(33%)


17 Oxfordshire residents admitted as an in-patient following an assault with a sharp
object

Mental health
Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending
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Source: Oxford University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust; UK Parliament: Knife Crime Statistics
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Impact of COVID-19 on fraud (national)
According to ONS


The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is likely to have had differential effects on trends in
fraud offences as a result of lockdown restrictions.



For example, data from Action Fraud showed a 27% increase in “online shopping and
auctions” fraud in the latest year, which could be accounted for by the increase in online
shopping.



The data also showed a 17% decrease in “other advance fee” fraud (to 26,080 offences),
which could be attributed to a reduction in holiday fraud figures as fewer holidays were
booked.



However, it is too early to say whether this is evidence of a change to longer-term
patterns.
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Fraud and computer misuse - national


National Telephone-Operated Crime Survey data for Jul-Sep 20 shows the quarterly rate of
fraud per 1,000 adults appears to have increased compared with Jan-Mar 2020 (+21%).



The rate of computer misuse had apparently decreased by 1%.



These changes were not statistically significant at the 5% significance level.
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Fraud involves a person
dishonestly and deliberately
deceiving a victim for personal
gain of property or money or
causing loss or risk of loss to
another.
Most incidents include:
• banking and payment card
frauds
• consumer and retail frauds
• advance fee payment frauds
Computer misuse covers
computer viruses and any
unauthorised access to computer
material including smartphones,
games consoles and smart TVs.

Rate of incidents fraud and computer misuse per 1,000 adults from
Telephone-Operated Crime Survey for England and Wales (2020)

ONS Crime in England and Wales, year ending September 2020 - Appendix tables experimental statistics
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Fraud in Oxfordshire


In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded 618 fraud offences in Oxfordshire passed
from Action Fraud for further action.



Between year ending Dec19 and Dec20, the number of fraud offences in Oxfordshire fell by
8% compared with a drop of 15% across Thames Valley.



Cherwell, South
Oxfordshire and Vale of
White Horse each saw a
decline. Oxford City
remained the same and
in West Oxfordshire
offences increased
(from 87 to 95)

Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
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Fraud offences recorded by Thames Valley Police
(passed from Action Fraud as requiring further action)

Offending and re-offending
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Source: Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS, January 2021; Note: the above data is for all
occurrences that have been reported under the occurrence type of Action Fraud - Call For Service and Action
Fraud - NFIB Referral
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Victims of scams

Summary



Nationally, unscrupulous criminals are exploiting fears about COVID-19 to prey on
members of the public, particularly older and vulnerable people who are isolated from
family and friends. Initially, criminals exploited COVID-19 earlier this year by offering the
fraudulent sale of fake PPE, hand sanitiser and testing kits. Between September 2019 and
September 2020, Action Fraud received just over 17,000 reports of investment fraud,
amounting to £657.4m in reported losses. This is a 28% increase when compared to the
same period in 2019.



The number of scams reported by
Oxfordshire residents has
increased significantly since the
start of the COVID-19 pandemic

Crime trends
Comparisons with similar areas
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Fraud and cyber-related crime
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These scams relate to ‘bogus
selling’ which can be via
unsolicited phone call, unsolicited
mail or email.

Oxfordshire residents reporting scams
45
40

35
30
25
20

15
10
5
0
Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov
2018

2019

2020

Action Fraud, National Trading Standards, Citizens Advice data for ‘bogus selling’ Oxfordshire consumers
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Cyber crime - national
Cyber crime is an umbrella term used to describe two closely linked, but distinct ranges of criminal
activity. The Government's National Cyber Security Strategy (published in November 2016) defines
them as:
1.Cyber-dependent crimes - crimes that can be committed only through the use of Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) devices, where the devices are both the tool for committing the
crime, and the target of the crime (e.g. developing and propagating malware for financial gain,
hacking to steal, damage, distort or destroy data and/or network or activity).

Rural crime



The threat from cyber crime to the UK continues to evolve in terms of its complexity. Russian
language OCGs behind financial Trojans present the biggest cyber crime threat to the UK

Mental health



37% of reports to Action Fraud in calendar year 2018 related to hacking of social media and email.

Alcohol and drugs



22% of reports to Action Fraud in calendar year 2018 related to computer viruses, malware or
spyware.



Majority of children aged 10 to 15 years were reported by parents to not have had a negative
online experience within the previous month
 Parents with children aged 10 to 15 years living in their households were asked questions
about online experiences on behalf of their child. Respondents were interviewed during the
months of September to November 2020.
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2.Cyber-enabled crimes - traditional crimes which can be increased in scale or reach by the use of
computers, computer networks or other forms of ICT (such as cyber-enabled fraud and data theft).

Road casualties

Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

National Crime Agency 2019; ONS - Telephone-Operated Crime Survey for England and Wales

Not updated – data not available
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Cyber Crime in Oxfordshire


In year ending Dec20, Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 1,085 Cyber-related offences
in Oxfordshire, a significant increase on the number recorded in 2019 (777, +49%).



Between 2019 and 2020, Cherwell, Oxford, South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse
districts each saw an increase in cyber-related offences.

Hate crime

Cyber-related Offences (Crime and Non-Crime)
Oxfordshire (calendar year)

Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
Road casualties
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2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

**

336
251

182

200

175

141

100
0
Cherwell

Oxford

South
Vale Of White
West
Oxfordshire
Horse
Oxfordshire

Source: Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS, Jan21
*Note that, of the 381 offences recorded in South Oxfordshire in 2018, 287 of those were linked to one
person who was responsible for indecent images/sexual activity offences with a lot of different people,
committed on-line.
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Domestic cyber crime - Oxfordshire


Of the 1,085 cyber-related offences in Oxfordshire in year ending Dec20, 16.9% (183) were
related to domestic abuse occurrences (crime and non-crime).
Total cyber-related occurrences and domestic cyber-related
occurrences (Crime and Non-Crime) Oxfordshire (calendar year)
450

400
350
300

Mental health

200

Alcohol and drugs

150

Offending and re-offending

100

Finding out more

Domestic Cyber
related Occurrences
(Crime & Non Crime)

250

Cyber related
Occurrences (Crime
& Non Crime)

50
0
Cherwell

Oxford

South
Oxfordshire

Vale Of White
Horse

West
Oxfordshire

Note: The above data is for all occurrences of Cyber related offences where the Cyber Crime Qualifier has been
used. Data has also been provided for those cyber related occurrences which also have the Domestic Abuse
qualifiers attached to the occurrence.
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Rural Crime - national
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 This is an increase of nearly 9% on the
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Selected counties from 30 worst affected
by cost of rural crime in 2019 in the UK,
based on NFU Mutual claims statistics
Cambridgeshire
Kent

previous year, making it the highest
cost recorded in eight years.

Warwickshire

 For the second year running, the sharp

Leicestershire

rise was driven by thefts of high-value
tractors, quad bikes and other farm
vehicles.

Road casualties
Alcohol and drugs

According to NFU Mutual’s Rural Crime
report (2020), theft claim figures show
that:
 Rural crime cost the UK £54.3m in
2019

Oxfordshire was one of the top 30 worst
affected counties with £792k in theft
claims.
Unlike the national trend, however,
Oxfordshire’s rural crime theft claims in
2019 were below that in 2018, with a fall
of 3.6%

Hampshire
Norfolk
Northamptonshire
Wiltshire
Hertfordshire
Buckinghamshire
Oxfordshire
£0

£1,000,000

£2,000,000

Rural Crime Report (NFU)
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Summary

Thames Valley Police defines a rural crime as occurring on a farm where the property involved
is agricultural or livestock relate, and the offence is: burglary, robbery, theft, criminal
damage, or a public health offence (fly tipping).

Crime trends
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In year ending Dec20, Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 424 rural crimes (rural crime
definition or qualifier*) in Oxfordshire, below the number recorded in 2019 (563). This
change may be a result of changes in recording.

Knife crime
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Number of recorded rural
crimes in Oxfordshire
(rural crime definition or
qualifier, Jan-Dec)
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Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS extracted January 2021. *The above data is for all
recorded crimes where the offence meets the Rural Crime Definition or has a Rural Crime Qualifier. A Rural Crime
Qualifier includes qualifier words on NICHE such as ‘heritage’, ‘rural’, etc.
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Rural Crime - Oxfordshire


Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation

Out of the total of 424 rural crimes
recorded in Oxfordshire in 2020, 123
(29%) met the Rural Crime Definition and
a further 301 (71%) had a Rural Crime
Qualifier*

Recorded rural crime in Oxfordshire by
qualifier and definition (Jan-Dec20)
Qualifier
Only

Definition Total recorded
Only
rural crime

Cherwell

37

34

71

Oxford

3

16

19

South Oxfordshire

117

34

151

Knife crime

Vale Of White Horse

83

15

98

Fraud and cyber-related crime

West Oxfordshire

61

24

85

Rural crime

Oxfordshire Total

301

123

424
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The top sub-category for rural crime in
Oxfordshire in 2020, was Criminal
Damage (175, 41%)

Recorded rural crime in Oxfordshire by Crime
Group Category (Jan-Dec20)
Criminal Damage

175

All Other Theft Offences

Finding out more

106

Business & Community Burglary

65

Vehicle Offences

Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche
RMS extracted January 2021.
The above data is for all recorded crimes where the
offence meets the Rural Crime Definition or has a Rural
Crime Qualifier. *A Rural Crime Qualifier includes
qualifier words on NICHE such as ‘heritage’, ‘rural’,
etc.

38

Residential Burglary

30

Arson

6

Theft from the Person

3

Bicycle Theft

1

New
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Impact of COVID-19 on car use and cycling – national


Motor vehicle traffic in England fell sharply (-21%) in 2020, compared to 2019.



Pedal cycle traffic, however, increased (+44%) on 2019 levels.

Abuse and exploitation
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Motor vehicle traffic (million vehicle
kilometres), England, annual from 1993

Pedal cycle traffic (million vehicle
kilometres), England, annual from 1993
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Department for Transport Road traffic estimates in Great Britain: 2020. Annual traffic statistics are compiled
using data from around 8,000 roadside 12-hour manual counts, continuous data from automatic traffic counters,
and data on road lengths
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Road safety

Summary



In 2020, there was a total of 1,006 police-reported road casualties in Oxfordshire of which
203 were the more serious “killed or seriously injured” (KSI). This was a decline of 28% on
the number in 2019 (1,397 in total, including 232 KSI) .



Child (aged 0-15) casualties decreased from 98 in 2019 to 47 in 2020. Children Killed or
Seriously Injured decreased slightly from 19 in 2019 to 16 in 2020, although there were 4
fatal casualties (2 male & 2 female) in this age group, up from zero the previous year.
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Source: Oxfordshire County Council Traffic and Road Safety
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Killed and seriously injured by mode of transport


The split of Killed and Seriously Injured (KSI) casualties by vehicle type in Oxfordshire in
2020 was 37% car driver or car passenger (was 41% in 2019), 22% pedal cycle (19% in 2019),
19% motorcycle (19% in 2019) and 11% pedestrian (13% in 2019).



Compared with 2010-14, KSI causalities have continued to decline steadily for all vehicle
types, whilst reductions can be seen when compared with the 2019 figures – although the
numbers from pedal cyclists have seen only minimal change.
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Killed and Seriously Injured casualties by vehicle type
2010 - 2020 in Oxfordshire
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Source: Oxfordshire County Council Traffic and Road Safety
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Road Traffic Collisions attended by Oxfordshire Fire and Rescue


The number of attended Road Traffic Collisions is seasonal, with higher numbers in
October to December.



Between April and June 2020, the coronavirus lockdown caused a dip in road collisions as a
result of far less traffic on the roads.
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Number of Road Traffic Collisions attended by
Oxfordshire Fire & Rescue by month April to March
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Oxfordshire Fire and Rescue - IRS
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The latest data puts Oxfordshire
above the national average on
the crude rate of emergency
admissions for pedal cyclists
aged 0-24 (20.5 per 1,000
accidents).
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Further analysis of hospital data
indicates the majority of
admissions are for those aged
between 20-24 (45 per 10,000
population).
Hospital admissions for pedal cyclists in 2019/20 per
10,000 population
 Road traffic collisions are a
major cause of deaths in
45
38
children, and comprise higher
34
proportions of accidental deaths
as children get older.
16
5


Source: Oxfordshire County Council
Traffic and Road Safety
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Alcohol-related road traffic accidents


In the five-year period 2016 to 2020 there were 206 road traffic accidents in Oxfordshire
where at least one driver either failed an alcohol breath test or refused to provide a sample
when requested.



This latest data puts Oxfordshire below the national average on the crude rate of alcoholrelated road traffic accidents (per 1,000 accidents), although both follow a similar trend
pattern up to 2018, however Oxfordshire saw a large decrease in 2019, and overall
compares similarly to Oxfordshire’s statistical neighbours.
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Group

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

All Accidents (Oxon)

1,502

1,293

1,153

1,101

810

54

47

48

34

23

35.95

36.35

41.63

30.88

28.40

Breath Test Accidents (Oxon)
Breath Test Accs per 1000 Accs
(Oxon)

All Accidents (GB)

136,621 129,982 122,635 117,536

Drink Drive Accidents (GB)

6,070

5,700

5,900

5400

Drink Drive Accs per 1000 Accs (GB)

44.43

43.85

48.11

45.94

no data

Source: Oxfordshire County Council Traffic and Road Safety
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Mental health pre-COVID-19 – Oxfordshire


In Oxfordshire, between the years ending March 2019 and March 2020, the mean score for
feeling “worthwhile” increased slightly. However life satisfaction and happiness have each
decreased slightly.



Levels of reported anxiety in Oxfordshire appear to have increased and remain above the
England average.
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Trend in average wellbeing scores in
Oxfordshire to year ending March 2020

Trend in average level of Anxiety to year
ending March 2020, Oxfordshire vs England
Anxiety
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ONS Personal wellbeing in the UK note that vertical scales do not start at zero

The personal wellbeing estimates are from the Annual Population Survey (APS), which provides a representative sample
of those living in private residential households in the UK. People living in communal establishments (such as care homes)
or other non-household situations are not represented in this survey and this may be important in interpreting the
findings in relation to those people reporting lower personal wellbeing.
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Mental health postCOVID-19 – national
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According to the Opinions
and Lifestyle Survey for
Great Britain, across the
course of the COVID-19
pandemic respondents
have generally reported
lower life satisfaction,
feelings of doing
worthwhile things, and
happiness, as well as
increased anxiety.

Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Source: ONS, April 2021
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Police detentions under S136 of the Mental Health Act

Comparisons with similar areas

Section 136 of the Mental Health Act enables the police to act if they believe that someone is
suffering from a mental illness and needs immediate treatment or care. The police may take that
person from a public place to a place of safety, either for their own protection or for the protection
of others. This is known as a Section 136 detention.

Abuse and exploitation



In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded a total of 349 section 136 detentions in
Oxfordshire.



This was 26% above the 3 year average (for the years 2017 to 2019), and above the increase across
Thames Valley (+20%)



The district with the greatest increase was Vale of White Horse (+93%)

Crime trends

Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Count of Section 136 detentions by district 2016 to 2020 (Jan-Dec)
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Thames Valley Police
Crime Recording System
- Niche RMS.

Updated
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Children in households with “toxic trio” - national

Summary

ONS has published estimates of victimisation and negative behaviours of children aged 10 to
15 years living in a household with an adult who reported experiencing domestic abuse,
substance misuse and mental ill-health (the so-called "toxic trio" factors) based on findings
from the Crime Survey for England and Wales. Note that the findings are pre-COVID (Mar17 to
Mar19).
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ONS notes that the ‘toxic trio’ are hard to measure and can often remain hidden and has also
commented that.. there are lots of factors which influence childhood experiences. The
majority of children living in a household where one or more of the so-called ‘toxic trio’ are
present did not report victimisation or negative behaviours in the 12 months prior to being
interviewed.
 Children living in households with an adult who reported going through mental ill-health or
domestic abuse were more likely to have been a victim of crime in the previous 12 months
than children living in households where the interviewed adult did not report mental illhealth (16.7% compared with 10.8%) or domestic abuse (16.1% compared with 10.7%).
 Violent crime was approximately twice as likely to be experienced by children aged 10 to 15
years living in households with mental ill-health (11.6%) or domestic abuse (9.6%) compared
with children living in households where the interviewed adult did not report mental illhealth (5.4%) or domestic abuse (5.4%).
 Around one-third of children aged 10 to 15 years living in households with mental ill-health
or domestic abuse had been bullied in the last year (32.4% and 29.5% respectively),
compared with under one-fifth of children living in households without mental ill-health
(18.1%) or domestic abuse (18.1%).
 Assuming that the national prevalence applies in Oxfordshire, gives an estimate of 9,500
children aged 10-15 in the county in a household with an adult who reported experiencing
one or more “toxic trio” factors (Mar17 to Mar19).
Childhood vulnerability to victimisation in England and Wales - Office for National Statistics (ons.gov.uk)
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Alcohol – hospital admissions


Comparisons with similar areas
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In 2019/20, there were 3,060
admission episodes for alcoholspecific conditions in Oxfordshire,
equivalent to 461 admissions per
100,000 population, significantly
lower than national and regional rates
 These include admissions to
hospital where the primary
diagnosis or any of the secondary
diagnoses are an alcohol-specific
(wholly attributable) condition
code only



There were 155 admissions of people
aged under 18 in Oxfordshire due to
alcohol-specific conditions in the
three year period 2017/18 to 2019/20



This is equivalent to a rate of 35.7
admissions per 100,000 population,
significantly higher than the England
and South East averages. Unlike the
older age groups, admissions are
higher in females than males.

Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Hospital admission episodes for alcoholspecific conditions (all ages) to 2019/20
England
Oxfordshire

Hospital admission episodes for
alcohol-specific conditions – Under 18s

Oxfordshire
England

Public Health England, Local Alcohol Profiles for England
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Alcohol-related crime


In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded 1,817 alcohol-related crimes in Oxfordshire
below the number in 2019 (2,221). Alcohol-related crimes were 4% of all crimes in the
county.



Comparing 2020 with the average for 2017-19 shows a 3% decline in Oxfordshire and a
decline or similar level in all districts with the exception of Vale of White Horse where
alcohol-related crimes increased by 14%

Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Alcohol-related crimes in Oxfordshire
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Note: This data is for
all recorded crimes in
Oxfordshire where
the substance use
field has been
recorded as 'Alcohol'
related. 2018 data
has also had the new
qualifiers of 'Alcohol
related - crime
suspect' and 'Alcohol
related - crime
victim' added to the
report.
Thames Valley Police Crime Recording System - Niche RMS
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Hospital admissions related to drug misuse


In 2019/20, there were 40 admissions for drug-related mental and behavioural disorders in
Oxfordshire (the same number as in 2019/20). This equates to 6 admissions per 100,000
population, lower than the regional (8 per 100,000) and national (13 per 100,000) rates



In the same period, there were 750 admissions where drug-related mental and behavioural
disorders were a factor (down from 795 in 2019/20), which equates to 110 admissions per
100,000, higher than the regional rate (122 per 100,000) but lower than the national rate
(181 per 100,000)



Admissions for drug related mental and behavioural disorders in England were highest for
people aged 25 to 34.



Admission rates for both drug
related mental and behavioural
disorders, and for poisoning by drug
misuse increase with the level of
deprivation
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Admissions with a primary diagnosis of
drug related mental and behavioural disorders,
rate per 100,000 population (England 2019/20)

Finding out more

NHS Digital, Statistics on
Drug Misuse, England, 2020
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In 2018, 24% of pupils reported they had ever taken drugs, the same as in 2016

Comparisons with similar areas



17% of pupils said that they had taken drugs in the last year, compared to 18% in 2016 (not a
statistically significant difference)

Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime

Pupils who have taken drugs in the last year,
2001 to 2018
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The difference in prevalence between
the proportion of boys (18%) and girls
(16%) who had taken drugs in the last
year was not statistically significant



The likelihood of having taken drugs in
the last year increased with age, from
5% of 11 year olds to 31% of 15 year
olds



Asian pupils were less likely than
other ethnic groups to have taken
drugs in the last year; 13%, compared
to 23% of mixed ethnicity pupils, 18%
of Black pupils, and 17% of White
pupils
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Alcohol and drugs
Offending and re-offending
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NHS Digital, Smoking, Drinking and Drug Use among Young People in England 2018
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Young people and drug offences


In 2020 (Jan-Dec) Thames Valley Police recorded 135 young people aged under 18 arrested
for drug offences in Oxfordshire.



Compared with the average for 2017 to 2019, this was a 22% increase in Oxfordshire, with
the greatest increases in Cherwell, South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse

Hate crime
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Number of young people aged under 18 arrested
for drug offences by district
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Source: Thames Valley Police Custody Recording System - NICHE RMS extracted 21/01/21
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Suicide and deaths from drug misuse


Comparisons with similar areas
Abuse and exploitation
Hate crime

National data show that people born in the 1960s and 1970s are dying from suicide or drug
poisoning in greater numbers than any other generation.
 ONS data for England and Wales has shown that in the late 1980s to early 1990s, the
age at which most people died by taking their own lives or drug poisoning was
concentrated around this generation, when they were in their 20s.


Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime
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Since that time, deaths from these two causes have continued to affect the same
generation, who are currently in their 40s and 50s to a higher degree than any other.
A similar effect is seen in the USA and Canada.

Local data show that Oxfordshire has one of the lowest rates of deaths from drug misuse in
the South East region and is significantly lower than the England rate.
 However there were still 55 deaths (directly standardised rate of 2.7 per 100,000)
from drug misuse between 2017 and 2019 in Oxfordshire, compared to 1,025 in South
East (rate 3.9).


24 of Oxfordshire’s deaths (44%) were in Oxford City.

Finding out more

Public Health England Mortality Profile,
ONS Middle-aged generation most likely to die by suicide and drug poisoning,
Samaritans
Data does not cover 2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic.
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First-time entrants to the Youth Justice System


Between 2018 and 2019, the rate of first time entrants to the Youth Justice System stayed
relatively stable.



For the year ending December 2019, the Oxfordshire rate (195 per 10,000 people aged 1017) was slightly higher than the national rate (177).

Hate crime
Knife crime
Fraud and cyber-related crime

First time entrants into the Youth Justice System,
Rate per 100,000 people aged 10-17 (year ending December 2019)
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Ministry of Justice Criminal justice statistics quarterly
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Children in custody
In 2020/21, there were a total of two young people in Oxfordshire given a custodial sentence.
These young people were both male, and aged 16 and 17.
The number of young people in custody has continued to decline (there were 3 in 2019/20, 11
in 2018/19, and 9 in 2017/18).

Fraud and cyber-related crime

Rate per 1,000 for custodial sentencing of young people for 2019/20 (latest data) was:
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Knife crime

In terms of the rate of custodial sentencing of young people per 1,000 population, Oxfordshire
continues to have a lower rate than the national and regional rates.

Rural crime
Road casualties
Mental health
Alcohol and drugs



Oxfordshire 0.03



England 0.23



South East Region 0.09

Offending and re-offending

Finding out more

Data from Oxfordshire County Council
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Juvenile reoffending


In the year ending December 2018, the proportion of juvenile offenders in Oxfordshire who
were reoffenders was 24.9% (48 out of 193), lower than the national proportion of 38.5%.



The 48 reoffenders committed 130 offences.



These figures represent a continued decrease in Oxfordshire since comparable data began in
2016, in the proportion of juvenile reoffenders, and in the total number of juvenile
offenders.
Proven juvenile reoffending (% of juvenile offenders, year
ending December 2018)

The ranking of
Oxfordshire districts by %
of juvenile offenders
reoffending can vary year
on year due to the small
numbers involved. In
2018, this % in all
districts was below the
England and Wales %
Latest release of data by
MoJ has been delayed

Note: * = small cohorts (SE: 18, WE: 17)
Ministry of Justice Proven reoffending statistics Geographic data tool
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Adult reoffending


In 2018, the proportion of adult offenders in Oxfordshire who were reoffenders was 27.8%
(885 out of 3,186), similar to the national proportion of 27.9%.



The 885 reoffenders committed 3,773 offences.



This represents a continued decrease in Oxfordshire since comparable data began in 2016,
in the proportion of adult reoffenders, and in the total number of adult offenders.
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The ranking of
Oxfordshire districts by %
of adult offenders
reoffending can vary year
on year due to the change
in offender cohort
composition.

Proven adult reoffending (% of adult offenders, year ending
December 2018)

In 2018, this % in all
districts was below the
England and Wales %
Latest release of data by
MoJ has been delayed
Ministry of Justice Proven reoffending statistics Geographic data tool
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Oxfordshire Strategic Intelligence Assessments
Interactive crime dashboard for Oxfordshire

Abuse and exploitation

Oxfordshire Joint Strategic Needs Assessment

Hate crime

Related to COVID-19
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Domestic abuse during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, England and Wales - Office for
National Statistics (ons.gov.uk)



Coronavirus and crime in England and Wales: August 2020

Crime data

Alcohol and drugs



User guide to crime statistics for England and Wales

Offending and re-offending



https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/bulletins/sexual
offencesinenglandandwalesoverview/march2020

Finding out more
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South and Vale Community Safety Partnership (CSP)
End of year expenditure 2020-21
South & Vale CSP
CSP 2020/21

£
Revenue
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PCC Income 2020/21
Other Income 2020/21*
Carry forward from 2019/20
Total income

£106,846
£24,000
£47,247
£178,093

Expenditure (Forecast)
Projects 2020/21
Violent Crime*
Domestic Abuse
Joint Tasking Meeting (JTM)
Security Works*
Young People Outreach Work
Exploitation and Vulnerability
Project funding
Total expenditure 2020/21

£21,000
£51,000
£10,000
£12,000
£50,000
£10,000
£24,093
£178,093

*Other incomes
VWHDC (Domestic Abuse Grant)
Violent Crime 2019/20
Total

3,000
21,000
24,000

£
Actual
Spend

£3,500
£51,000
£4,830
£9,197
£29,999
£0
£1,454
£99,980

£
Committed
Expenditure

£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0
£0

£
Funding
Available

£17,500
£0
£5,170
£2,803
£20,001
£10,000
£22,639
£78,113
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Joint Scrutiny Committee

Report of Head of Policy & Programmes
Author: Rona Knott
Telephone: 07717 271934
E-mail: rona.knott@southandvale.gov.uk
Head of service: Harry Barrington-Mountford
Wards affected: All
Vale cabinet member responsible: Cllr Debby Hallett
South Cabinet member responsible: Cllr Anne-Marie Simpson
Executive member responsible:
Paper for Scrutiny on 16 November 2021

Consultation on the draft Joint
Statement of Community Involvement
(SCI)
Recommendation(s)
(a) To consider the outcome of the public consultation on the joint SCI.
(b) To review and consider some suggested amendments to the joint SCI.
(c) To provide any comments to inform the final joint SCI for adoption.

Purpose of Report
1. To report to joint Scrutiny Committee on the key issues raised following a six-week
public consultation of the joint Statement of Community Involvement (SCI)
(consultation document attached at Appendix 2) and to report on the changes
proposed to the document for adoption.

Strategic Objectives
2. The publication of the SCI supports the delivery of the councils’ strategic objectives
set out in the current Corporate Plans by working in an open and inclusive way
\\savvpspfil02.capitacouncilspartnership.co.uk\modgov\DataVale\AgendaItemDocs\6\2\6\AI00032626\$iiyggze0.docx
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(Vale corporate objective) and supporting openness and accountability (South
corporate objective).

Background
3. The council’s are required, as local planning authorities, to prepare a Statement of
Community Involvement (Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).
4. Planning Practise Guidance states: “Section 18 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 requires local planning authorities to produce a Statement of
Community Involvement, which should explain how they will engage local
communities and other interested parties in producing their Local Plan and
determining planning applications. The Statement of Community Involvement
should be published on the local planning authority’s website”.
5. Vale’s current SCI was adopted in 2020 and is therefore a recent document. South
Oxfordshire’s SCI was adopted in June 2017. SCI’s must be reviewed every five
years, so South Oxfordshire’s SCI is due to be reviewed.
6. A joint SCI is being prepared to cover both districts to reflect the fact that South
Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse have committed to preparing a joint local
plan.

Summary of the Statement of Community Involvement
7. The joint SCI follows a similar format to the existing SCIs for South and Vale. The
joint SCI sets out how both council’s will engage with the community on planning
policy preparation, including neighbourhood planning, and on planning
applications. It also covers planning appeals and enforcement.
8. The draft SCI is set out in three sections:
1) Introduction – our visions and values for community involvement.
2) Planning policy – how we engage when preparing planning policy documents,
including neighbourhood planning, and the support we offer to neighbourhood
planning groups. This section includes information about the temporary measures
in place due to COVID-19 and how we will interact with our communities going
forward.
3) Development Management – how we consult on planning applications,
including information on the pre-application advice service we offer, planning
appeals and planning enforcement.
9. Information is presented in a way that is clear and transparent for the wider
audience and includes a series of flowcharts and diagrams to help illustrate the
council’s practices and procedures for consulting on new planning policy
documents and planning applications.
10. The SCI also contains links to all the relevant pages on our websites and other
external sites so the reader can easily find out more information if they wish.
\\savvpspfil02.capitacouncilspartnership.co.uk\modgov\DataVale\AgendaItemDocs\6\2\6\AI00032626\$iiyggze0.docx
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Outcome of public consultation
11. There is no requirement to consult on the SCI, however, it is good practice to do
so. A six-week public consultation on the draft SCI ran from 8 September – 20
October 2021. 109 complete responses were received. This included responses
from statutory consultees, parish council’s and organisations, with the highest
number of responses submitted by members of the public (71%).
12. The consultation survey asked six questions about the SCI. For the first four
questions, respondents could choose their level of agreement to a statement,
ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. There was also the opportunity to
leave a free text response for each question. The first three questions related to
the three sections of the SCI: Introduction, Planning Policy, and Development
Management, and asked whether respondents found that the information was
presented in a simple and easy to understand way. For these three questions the
majority of respondents stated that they either strongly agreed or agreed that the
information was presented in a simple and easy to understand way – the
breakdown of responses is presented below:
Q1: Section 1 Introduction - Overall did you find that the information in this
section was presented in a simple and easy to understand way?
13. 73% strongly agreed or agreed. Only 8% of respondents either disagreed or
strongly disagreed.

Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1 Strongly agree

18.39%

16

2 Agree

55.17%

48

3 Neutral

17.24%

15

4 Disagree

4.60%

4

5 Strongly disagree

3.45%

3

I don't have a
view

1.15%

1

6

Q2: Section 2 Planning Policy - Overall did you find that the information in this
section was presented in a simple and easy to understand way?
14. 60% strongly agreed or agreed. 13% disagreed or strongly disagreed.

Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices

\\savvpspfil02.capitacouncilspartnership.co.uk\modgov\DataVale\AgendaItemDocs\6\2\6\AI00032626\$iiyggze0.docx
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1 Strongly agree

16.28%

14

2 Agree

44.19%

38

3 Neutral

26.74%

23

4 Disagree

8.14%

7

5 Strongly disagree

4.65%

4

I don't have a
view

0.00%

0

6

Q3: Section 3 Development Management - Overall did you find that the
information in this section was presented in a simple and easy to understand
way?
15. 62% strongly agreed or agreed. 13% disagreed or strongly disagreed.

Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1 Strongly agree

12.94%

11

2 Agree

49.41%

42

3 Neutral

23.53%

20

4 Disagree

8.24%

7

5 Strongly disagree

4.71%

4

I don't have a
view

1.18%

1

6

16. Question 4 asked respondents whether they agree that the processes set out in
the SCI will enable communities to be informed and have timely and meaningful
opportunities to have a say on any planning proposals. There was more of a mixed
response to this question, the largest percentage of respondents selected Neutral.
Slightly more respondents answered that they agree or strongly agree (37%) than
disagree or strongly disagree (31%), but it was a close outcome.

Response Response
Percent
Total

Answer Choices
1 Strongly agree

11.90%

10

2 Agree

25.00%

21

3 Neutral

30.95%

26

4 Disagree

21.43%

18

5 Strongly disagree

9.52%

8
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I don’t have a
view

1.19%

1

17. Question 5 asked whether respondents had any comments on the general format
of the SCI (52 responses). Question 6 provided the opportunity for respondents to
leave any other comments (59 responses). These questions were free text
questions. All of the comments have been read and the points that were raised
most frequently are listed below:











The document is clear, easy to understand and well presented
Good use of diagrams
The SCI is too long / too detailed / contains too much information
A sense that consultation is a tick box exercise and people’s view are not taken
into account
Developers / housebuilders / colleges / central government have too much
control over where development happens
More dialogue is needed to make consultation meaningful, including receiving
feedback on consultations
There should be more engagement at pre-application stage
Greater emphasis needed on complying with neighbourhood plan policies
Some planning processes not subject to consultation and transparent – e.g.
discharge of conditions
The hierarchy of planning documents is not clear

18. A summary of all the consultation responses received, along with an officer
response and proposed amendments, can be found at Appendix 1.

Proposed amendments to the SCI
19. A comment that come up frequently in response to the SCI was that it was too
long. The length of the SCI is in part down to the style and formatting of the
document, which has been chosen to make the document more appealing to look
at and easy to read. The document also contains several flowcharts and other
graphics that take up space. The SCI includes additional information on
neighbourhood planning, and the support we offer to groups, and a section on
looking ahead, which were not part of the existing SCI’s.
20. There are options to address the comments of the SCI being too long / too
detailed:
1) Better use of ‘signposts’ to direct readers to the parts of the document that
contain the key information. For example, the document contains two tables
that summarise the methods that the council’s use to consult on policy
documents and planning applications. The introduction to the SCI could
include a link that takes readers straight to that information.
2) Add an executive summary. This was suggested by some of the
respondents. This was considered when the document was drafted, but
officers decided against an executive summary as it is very difficult to
\\savvpspfil02.capitacouncilspartnership.co.uk\modgov\DataVale\AgendaItemDocs\6\2\6\AI00032626\$iiyggze0.docx
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summarise all the information in the SCI without it being a very lengthy
summary, or to make it short there is the risk of missing out important
information.
21. Officers recommended option is option 1 – add signposting / links to the key parts
of the document that summarise methods of consultation. This would involve some
additional text that would add to the overall length of the document, but it would be
minimal and much less than including an executive summary.
22. Another proposed amendment relates to the removal of Diagram 6: Relationship of
development plan documents and wider national policies and frameworks (p19).
This diagram was included to illustrate the different types of planning documents
(eg NPPF, Local Plan, Arc Framework) and their relationship to each other.
However, on reflection and as a result of consultation feedback, officers are of the
view that this information is not best placed or required in the SCI. It would be
better placed in a planning policy document such as the joint local plan. Several
respondents stated that the diagram was confusing as it mentions documents /
plans that are covered in the SCI. Some respondents felt that the hierarchy of
plans was not clear. The purpose of the SCI is to set out how they will engage local
communities and other interested parties in producing their Local Plan and
determining planning applications (PPG) – it is not intended to explain the planning
process or the planning system, this information can be found elsewhere. As such
officers suggest removing this diagram and inserting some short text to signpost
readers to external websites (e.g. the planning portal) should they wish to find out
more. Instead of diagram 6 a much simpler diagram showing the Development
Plan could be inserted in the relevant section, this is the approach taken in the
current Vale SCI.
23. Another comment that was made by several respondents was related to feedback
after consultations. To address this it is suggested that the SCI explains where
consultation statements can be found on our websites.
24. Some respondents commented that whilst forums were mentioned in the text as a
possible way of consulting, this was not included in the table that summarises
methods of engagement. It is suggested this is added, and could be in the form of
virtual or face to face forums.
25. Other suggested amendments to the SCI relate to corrections, typos, ensuring all
links work correctly and other minor changes.

Climate and ecological impact implications
26. The SCI states that the council’s are using online and social media more than ever
and trying to reduce printing as part of our commitment to tackle the Climate
Emergency. It provides the contact details if people wish to change their contact
preference from post to email. The SCI commits to engaging digitally (e.g. virtual
events) and highlights that this reduces the need for people to travel, and the
knock on impact this has on carbon emissions.
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Financial Implications
27. There will be limited costs associated with any printing or distribution of the SCI
document, however we will limit this to a small number of hard copies for those
who wish to make an appointment to view the document at the offices.

Legal Implications
28. The council is legally required, under section 18 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004, to produce an SCI to set out how we will engage with our
communities who have an interest in matters relating to development in their area.

Risks
29. The council’s would be at risk if they did not have an up to date SCI in place: it is a
legal requirement as per the implications listed above. Vale’s SCI was adopted in
2020. South’s SCI was adopted in 2017 and therefore needs updating.

Other Implications and Timetable
30. It is anticipated that the final document, informed by all representations made, will
be adopted by Full Council in both Districts in December 2021.

Conclusion
31. The council’s are required, as local planning authorities, to prepare a Statement of
Community Involvement (Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).
32. A joint SCI is being prepared to cover both districts to reflect the fact that South
Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse have committed to preparing a joint local
plan.
33. As a result of consultation responses, some amendments are suggested to the
final document, as detailed above. These changes will provide further clarity to the
community, developers, development management team, town and parishes and
councillors who may wish to be involved in the planning process.
34. Scrutiny Committee are asked to feedback any comments on the Statement of
Community Involvement and proposed changes prior to the final joint SCI
adoption.

Background Papers
 Appendix 1 – Summary of consultation responses
 Appendix 2 – Draft joint Statement of Community Involvement – September 2021

\\savvpspfil02.capitacouncilspartnership.co.uk\modgov\DataVale\AgendaItemDocs\6\2\6\AI00032626\$iiyggze0.docx
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Summary table of comments – Joint SCI

1. Section 1 of the draft SCI provides an introduction to the Statement of Community Involvement, and information on the councils'
overall approach to community engagement and involvement in the planning process. Q1. Overall did you find that the information in
this section was presented in a simple and easy to understand way?
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Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
174155654

Seems colleges have all the power around This SCI sets out the statutory process for
Oxford, if they want something built it gets done assessing
planning
applications
and
regardless.
preparing plan making documents, which are
then followed by the councils. Comments
submitted about particular developments are
carefully considered as part of the assessment
process.
Wording was clear and direct. Flow diagrams Noted
provided a concise summary.

ID:
174167724
ID:
174167953

ID:
174160763

Officer Response

Fine words but most feel their voices are heard The councils carefully consider all comments
but ignored unless they coincide with the submitted on planning policy documents and
council's plans.
planning applications and take these into
account alongside national and local policies
when making decisions.
Reads like a white paper. Lots of technical terms The SCI has been written in a way that aims
and formal language. Could be more diagrams to explain the consultation process in an easy
and examples. Doesn't read as though to understand way, without over simplifying
involvement or community are welcome.
the process. A glossary is included to explain
the technical terms. It uses several flow charts
and diagrams to explain the process and
supplement the text. We fully encourage

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

community
process.
ID:
174201658
ID:
174217905

involvement

Proposed
Modification

in

the

planning

Information was fine - however, I am used to Noted
reading and assimilating content and objectives
of large documents.
Flowcharts in all sections very helpful.
Noted
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ID:
174229530

No comment.

ID:
174357995

More about ticking boxes. Does not explain what The methods for consultation on planning
consultation methods I can expect.
policy documents is set out on p22 and for
planning applications on p28 of the SCI.
Set out legislative position and made vague Noted
positive comments without saying anything
useful.
No one listens to the community view. House The councils carefully consider all comments
builders win out.
submitted on planning policy documents and
planning applications and take these into
account alongside national and local policies
when making decisions.
It does the job.
Noted

ID:
174420959
ID:
174573133

ID:
174618685
ID:
174852486

Too long

Noted

Noted. The document contains several flow
charts and diagrams which do make it longer.
It contains information that we feel people will
find helpful in understanding who how and
when we consult.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
175093121

Too much information for someone who hasn’t Noted – the document does contain a lot of
been involved in planning.
information. There is a balance between
providing all the information that we need to so
that people are informed, and trying to keep
the document short. We have tried to get the
balance right and do not want to omit
information that may be useful.
Developers control where development goes. This SCI sets out the statutory process for
Local communities are distanced.
assessing
planning
applications
and
preparing plan making documents, which are
Where does the SCI demonstrate the will/ power then followed by the councils. The councils
to change the approach to planning to address carefully consider all comments submitted on
climate change?
planning policy documents and planning
How is engagement demonstrated?
applications and take these into account
The methods of engagement are proportionate alongside national and local policies when
and meaningful to whom?
making decisions.

ID:
175102902

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification
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Climate change is an important consideration
when developing planning policy, and will be
addressed through the joint local plan.

ID:
175210775

A consultation statement is prepared after
formal consultations that sets out how
engagement was undertaken, what the
responses were and how the responses have
been considered.
Language not as simple as suggested e.g., Noted. We will add infrastructure to the Add
infrastructure can mean different things. If glossary. Under the CIL section the SCI gives Infrastructure
simple English no word should be more than two examples of infrastructure eg transport to glossary
syllables.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

schemes, leisure facilities etc to help explain
Central Government sets the scene of what you what it means.
can do and VWHDC follows the rules. Not made
very clear leaving the reader believing their The councils make decisions in line with
voice counts, which I do not believe is correct.
national and local policy.
ID:
175314624
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ID:
175228434

ID:
175340758

ID:
175722188

42 pages too in depth but text and diagrams Noted – the document does contain a lot of
were clear.
information. There is a balance between
providing all the information that we need to so
that people are informed, and trying to keep
the document short. We have tried to get the
balance right and do not want to omit
information that may be useful.
No indication of the process when 'consultation' The SCI sets out consultation processes that
shows that the proposal is not in agreement with we carry out in line with Regulations. The
the community's desires.
Council has to consider a number of factors in
progressing with policy documents and
determining applications. Consultation is a
one of the key factors: the Council reads all
responses to consultations and gives them
careful consideration.
Welcome the opportunity to comment on the Noted
draft Statement of Community Involvement
(SCI) from the perspective of citizens with
disabilities.
Visually clear and jargon free.
Noted

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

ID:
175817477

Page 3, Paragraph 1.6
“TThe Statement of Community Involvement
will be adopted by both councils…” (typo)
Council is unable to deliver on the aims set out
in the SCI because of government pressure for
development.

Noted

Correct typo
on page 3.

ID:
176389843
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ID:
176530958
ID:
176744593

ID:
176747450

Government has set out a clear intention
within their policies, including the National
Planning Policy Framework to ‘significantly
boost the supply of homes’. This is taken
forward by the Councils at the local level
through our adopted plans.

Simple and straightforward but rather long - only Noted. We will consider adding an executive
for those dedicated enough to want to summary.
contribute.
Too long, needs to be more reader friendly.
The SCI is a statutory document which sets
out how we engage with local communities
Ideals are plausible but track record on customer (local residents, businesses, organisations
engagement has been poor. Needs to be a and statutory consultees). We have, as
change in culture if the LA is to get near its concisely as possible, provided all the
objectives.
information needed and have used diagrams
and other graphical design to make this userfriendly.
Long winded and unspecific on how you engage The methods for consultation on planning
with members of the public e.g. timescales and policy documents is set out on p22 and for
where, if people were looking for information, planning applications on p28 of the SCI. The
they could go on your website. Was helpful to SCI does include links to the councils
say where people could sign up to receive websites, we will review if there are other
emails.
places where links can usefully be inserted.

Check all
opportunities
for linking to
the councils
websites are
included

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why
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Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
176864529

The methods for consultation on planning
What do you mean by meaningful engagement policy documents is set out on p22 and for
and what shape might the involvement take?
planning applications on p28 of the SCI.
The SCI sets out the different methods that
What redress do individuals/organisations have can be used, depending on the type of
if they feel the council have not lived up to the document being prepared, or the type of
statements in 1.14?
application being consulted on. The councils
carefully consider all comments submitted on
planning policy documents and planning
applications and take these into account
alongside national and local policies when
making decisions.
Clear and easy to understand. Could include There are no set targets for public
explicit ‘measures of success’ allowing the engagement, however the Councils are
council to demonstrate that it has met its vision. continually trying to improve its methods to
Could demonstrate that effective and fair reach more people.
engagement and involvement on the criteria
(particularly sections 1.8, 1.10, 1.11) had been
met - building public trust in the planning
process.
Unfortunate that many of the aims cannot be Government has set out a clear intention
carried out in practice due to policy pressure for within their policies, including the National
housing in Didcot.
Planning Policy Framework to ‘significantly
boost the supply of homes’. This is taken
forward by the Councils at the local level
through our adopted plans.
Add Sustainable to the vision.
Sustainability is a key element of planning
policy and will be covered in the joint local
plan. The SCI relates to consultation and

ID:
176920974

ID:
176916499

ID:
176942204

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

Add contact
details of
councils’
complaints
procedure

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
175704669

Comment Summary

Officer Response
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engagement. We explain how digital
engagement has had benefits for carbon
reduction.
(Full
comment
provides
extensive The SCI sets out the processes for
background and context to below summary) consultation on planning policy documents
Approval of planning applications has not been and planning applications, which are followed
consistent with local and national policy.
by the councils. All comments are carefully
considered alongside national and local
It may be that where we live means that we policies.
cannot participate in any ‘Community
Involvement’ activity. If so, we should have The Council provides various options of ways
discussion, and formal statement from, the LPA in which the public can get involved in
to clarify.
consultations, including signing up for email
alerts to receive notifications by email.
Nothing to indicate what residents can do when
we can demonstrate that either 'consultation' or The Councils considers that the SCI
'planning applications' are not dealt with fairly, appropriately covers how to access
equally or meaningfully. Views are ignored.
applications, how to respond to applications
Apart from typos, some paragraphs raise and the grounds for objections. The Council’s
questions of detail:
websites also provides further detail on this. If
you have further questions, you may wish to
1. Para 1.2 – what does ‘fully informed’ mean?
contact our Customer Services Team by
telephone (01235 422600) or via email 2. Para 1.3 – how is ‘successfully’ defined?
planning.policy@southandvale.gov.uk
3. Para 1.6 – who decides what changes are We receive a high volume of correspondence
necessary and which comments are not to be and are unable to respond to individual
included?
comments that we receive during a particular
consultation. The comments we receive

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response
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4. Para 1.9 – Suggest that the 3rd word is regarding planning policy documents and on
‘communities’ or 2nd line ‘they’ is changed to planning applications will be made publicly
‘you’.
available online at the earliest opportunity,
once the consultation has finished.
6. Para 1.14 We have seen application full of
jargon to try to push through approval whilst The Councils have to consider a number of
giving as little useful information to the local factors in progressing with policy documents
community. How would this be countered by the and determining applications. Consultation is
LPA?
a one of the key factors: the Councils read all
responses to consultations and gives them
7. Para 1.14 – penultimate bullet, it is not clear careful consideration.
how this can be achieved.
There are no set targets for public
engagement, however the Councils are
continually trying to improve its methods to
reach more people.
Noted and agreed
Planning application documents are uploaded
on to the website. Please let us know if there
are missing documents on a certain case. For
planning applications it is not possible to
respond to individual comments due to the
large number of comments that we receive.
ID:
177003178

The Consultation and Community Engagement Noted
team have reviewed the draft SCI and will send
comments under separate cover.

Proposed
Modification

Change para
1.9 to: We
want
communities
to have
the…

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
177003949

Long winded and unspecific on how you engage
with members of the public, e.g. timescales and
where, if people were looking for information
they could go on your website. Was helpful to
say where people could sign up to receive
emails.
Vision should include the word 'sustainable'.

The methods for consultation on planning
policy documents is set out on p22 and for
planning applications on p28 of the SCI. The
SCI does include links to the councils
websites, we will review if there are other
places where links can usefully be inserted.
Sustainability is a key element of planning
policy. The SCI relates to consultation and
engagement. We explain how digital
engagement has had benefits for carbon
reduction.

ID:
177039688

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why
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2. Section 2 of the draft SCI provides information on how you can get involved with and influence the councils as we prepare the
Local Plan and other planning policy documents including Neighbourhood Plans. Q2. Overall did you find that the information in this
section was presented in a simple and easy to understand way?
Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
174153472

Too long winded. Length will reduce the amount We have, as concisely as possible, provided
of feedback you receive and thus community all the information needed and have used
input.
diagrams and flow charts to supplement the
text to make this user-friendly
Even if councils object they just go over your The councils make decisions in line with
head.
national and local policy.

ID:
174155654

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why
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Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
174159838

Clear but too much information for most people We have, as concisely as possible, provided
to read. Diagrams are useful.
all the information needed and have used
diagrams and flow charts to supplement the
Language in places could be judged as directive: text to make this user-friendly
is the recent government planning legislation
intended to ‘streamline & modernise’ the The Governments stated objective is to
planning system, or to allow development to streamline and modernise the planning
pass through without question?
process.
A great deal of information to absorb.
Noted – the document does contain a lot of
information. There is a balance between
providing all the information that we need to so
that people are informed, and trying to keep
the document short. We have tried to get the
balance right and do not want to omit
information that may be useful.
Clear wording and good summary flow charts.
Noted

ID:
174161312

ID:
174167724
ID:
174167953

ID:
174160763

Officer Response

Meaningless. Council has no intention of acting The Council has to consider a number of
on input from the community unless it follows the factors in progressing with policy documents
Council’s plan.
and determining applications. Consultation is
a
one of the key factors: the Council reads all
responses to consultations and gives them
careful consideration.
The document is both trying to lay out the Noted – the document does contain a lot of
legislative/regulatory framework as in a information. There is a balance between
government paper and trying to solicit providing all the information that we need to so
involvement. Some statements are highly that people are informed, and trying to keep
inaccessible.
the document short. We have tried to get the

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID
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ID:
174182653

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Can add links to the actual documents for those
who want to go into detail, but this is about
community involvement - need to make the key
ideas clear and make us feel our views count.
Try to understand what it is like for people on the
outside
who
feel
disempowered
and
disillusioned with politics.

balance right and do not want to omit
information that may be useful. The text needs
to strike a balance. The document must be
clear in explaining what the councils are doing
and why. There is a risk that the text can
become oversimplified.

Proposed
Modification

Links are included in the document for readers
wishing to find out more information.
Comments made at Regulation 19 stage are
sent to the examiner, any changes made to
the plan must be done through the
examination process. The diagram shows the
key stages and focuses on the statutory
requirements for plan making.

Key stage diagram does not indicate that notice
will be taken of comments made. Extra stage
needed after Reg 19 to indicate that comments
will be considered and alterations made. This
stage has been included for SPDs and other
documents. Appreciate that diagram shows
minimum requirements, but does not reflect
comments made elsewhere in the document
e.g., that you value community input.
Noted

Add
exhibition /
events to
diagram p.
22
Consider
removing
diagram 6

The diagram on how you will consult does not
include exhibitions/meetings even though you
indicate you may do this.
Noted – this diagram is perhaps not necessary
for the SCI and should be removed. This
Diagram 6 is difficult to understand and diagram would sit better in the joint local plan
uninformative - particularly the relationships and could be included in the new joint Local
between the different plans and who will prepare plan.
them.
Noted – the text will be amended to reflect that
changes may be made to the draft plan as a
result of the comments received during Add text to
consultation
p13

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

For neighbourhood plans an extra stage needs Noted – typo, should read ‘Documents…’
to be included after Reg 14.
Add ‘s’ to
Document
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ID:
174202530

The definition of Development Plan in the
glossary is incorrect. It is not just a document
listing plans, it is the policies and content in all
the plan documents.
Focus reads from a council perspective. E.g., Noted and amended
Diagram 1 has the second consultation in
brackets - but that is an important part of the
engagement process from the point of view of a
person trying to engage with planning.

ID:
174229530

No comment.

Noted

ID:
174357995

More should be done on explaining how We have tried to provide enough information
consultation will actually be done
to keep people informed about we will consult
on planning policy and planning applications
in a concise way so that the document is not
too long and is easy to read. The methods for
consultation on planning policy documents is
set out on p22 and for planning applications
on p28 of the SCI.

Amend text Consultation
on
Publication
version
of
Plan
(minimum 6
weeks)(p8)

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
174420959

Section 1 set out the legislative position and
made general vague positive comments without
saying anything useful
Develop
on
brownfield
land
and
improve/redevelop old areas instead of digging
up valuable fields.
Flow charts were reasonably easy to follow but
text is vague and unhelpful.

Section 1 introduces the document. Further
detail is found in sections 2 and 3.

ID:
174573133
ID:
174618685
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ID:
174852486

ID:
174886382

Proposed
Modification

Development is dealt with via Planning
Policy, rather than the SCI. The SCI deals with
how the LPA will engage with the community..
Noted. The diagrams are intended to
supplement the text.

Couldn't it be summarised. 42 pages is too Noted – the document does contain a lot of
much.
information. There is a balance between
providing all the information that we need to so
that people are informed, and trying to keep
the document short. We have tried to get the
balance right and do not want to omit
information that may be useful.
Too detailed - likely hard for non-specialists to Noted – the document does contain a lot of
absorb.
information. There is a balance between
providing all the information that we need to so
that people are informed, and trying to keep
the document short. We have tried to get the
balance right and do not want to omit
information that may be useful.
Neighbourhood planning is strongly supported
Big weakness of present system is that it is by the councils and groups are provided with
reactive. Outside the limited constraints of a support from a dedicated team.
Neighbourhood Plan - system gives very little
opportunity for communities to promote own
visons for the future.

Consider
adding an
executive
summary

Consider
adding an
executive
summary

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
175102902

Section includes plenty of opportunities for
consultation but how ‘top down’/‘bottom up’ is it?
Too much bureaucracy in neighbourhood plan
preparation. Not possible to impose policy at
parish level that hasn’t been adopted by the
Local Plan. Hands are tied behind our backs –
local people might want to progress more quickly
than those at local or national level.

The SCI cannot set out new policy or make
changes to national policy.

Changes to planning systems demonstrate local
community
powerlessness.
Perhaps
engagement in the planning process should be
measured, not a series of aspirations about
technical communication.
If under 50% of people make comments then
VWHDC should consider whether they are
getting sufficient feedback and what steps they
need to take to achieve 50% minimum to be truly
representative.
How will 'meaningful engagement' result in
changes to/ cancellation of proposals?

There are no set targets for public
engagement, however the Councils are
continually trying to improve its methods to
reach more people.

Page 158

The planning policy team are involved in the
pre-production stage and evidence gathering
when preparing a local plan or SPD. For
neighbourhood pans, the neighbourhood
Who is involved in the ‘Pre-production stage’ of group is responsible for this, with support from
‘evidence gathering and early engagement’?
the planning policy team.

ID:
175210775

ID:
175228434

That would be contrary to national policy

The Council has to consider a number of
factors in progressing with policy documents
and determining applications. Consultation is
If, following 'consultation', the views of the local a one of the key factors: the Council reads all
community are at odds with the 'planning responses to consultations and gives them
process' how will the Council ensure that that the careful consideration.
community's views prevail?

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
175340758
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ID:
175358522

ID:
175795051

ID:
175817477

Comment Summary

Officer Response

What happens if at the end of the local plan
development process the proposals are not
acceptable to either the community and/or the
Council?

Local plans cannot be subject to local
referendum, they go through an independent
examination process before adoption by full
Council.

If neighbourhood plan is subject to referendum
surely the local plan should be as well.
Most of what we say applies more widely to the
council and preparing this response has
encouraged us to take these issues up
elsewhere.
Issue with the website not having live links. Have
attempted to share links with residents to parts
of the planning portal, but links don't work
because of the way the data is stored. Makes it
much harder to share info.
Too much information. Only include info that is
relevant.

Page 14 - Preparing a Neighbourhood Plan
diagram. The “Monitoring and Review” stage is
not explained in the previous text. This should
be given some explanation given that a lot of
Neighbourhood Plans in the District will be
reviewed in the next 5 years.

Proposed
Modification

Noted

Noted and will raise with the communications
team.

Noted – the document does contain a lot of
information. There is a balance between
providing all the information that we need to so
that people are informed, and trying to keep
the document short. We have tried to get the
balance right and do not want to omit
information that may be useful.
This section should be removed to make
consistent with others – all plans need
monitoring and review – as explained in the
monitoring section.

Consider
adding an
executive
summary

Remove last
box from
diagram p14

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why
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Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
176389843

Focus on digital may have enabled some to
participate but disenfranchised those without
internet access. Currently no other way to
address the Planning Committee even if in the
same room as members. Hope that once
temporary measures expire (2.43) paper copies
will be available for larger applications.
Impossible to read documents for developments
of 100+ on-screen and get any context.
More useful if you have previously seen a local
plan - otherwise you are guessing. Very clear in
terms of process.
The general public mistrust the planning system
and the view is it doesn’t matter what we say
they will do what they want.
Planners are often too pally with planning
professionals, consultants and builders and the
views of the general public seem to be second
best and unimportant.
Long winded. Would be helpful to list all the
planning policy documents and explain their
hierarchy.
Links to information re: generation to
neighbourhood plan very useful.

Noted. Restrictions have meant we have had Check do we
to change how some meetings are run.
provide
copies of
The office is currently not open to the public document for
and an appointment must be made if anyone large
wishes to view hard copy documents.
applications?

ID:
176530958
ID:
176744593

ID:
176747450

ID:
176864529

Para 2.29, Typo

Proposed
Modification

Noted

Officers maintain professional working
relationships with all internal and external
stakeholders. The councils are working with a
planning framework set nationally.

Noted. We will consider adding links to Remove
external websites to explain the hierarchy of diagram 6,
documents
replace with
diagram
showing the
Development
Plan
Noted.
Correct
‘accordnsce’

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
176920974

Page 161
ID:
176918135

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

Several parish/town councils have been through
NP process and are helping those starting the
process. Mention of this could be useful
Relatively large number of related documents
discussed but interrelating framework is not
easy to understand. Does not show hierarchal or
legal relationships or how they will be referenced
and weighted in implementing planning policy
and making planning decisions.

This may be usefully be added to the
neighbourhood planning section of the
website rather than in the SCI.
Noted – we will consider adding some
additional wording or links to explain the
relationships.

typo in Para
2.29

Remove
diagram 6,
replace with
diagram
showing the
Development
The SCI should only cover consultation and Plan
Discussion of the legal weight of different plans engagement practices, there is a risk that the
and how they are utilised at a planning policy SCI encompasses too much information that
level. Would be useful.
is best covered in other documents / online, to
avoid the SCI becoming too long.
Including explicit measures against which
progress towards goals is measured, would There are no set targets for public
enable the council to demonstrate it has satisfied engagement, however the Councils are
its commitments on engagement, consultation continually trying to improve their methods to
and feedback.
reach more people. After each formal
consultation the Councils produce a
consultation statement that summarises and
addresses all comments received.
Not clear whether Ox-Cam Spatial Framework The SCI deals specifically with consultation Consider
will form part of the Development Plan and how and engagement on planning policy and adding
it will relate to the Oxfordshire Plan 2050 and planning applications. There is a risk that the somewhere
Joint Local Plan.
SCI encompasses too much information that to direct
is best covered in other documents / online, to readers to.
avoid the SCI becoming too long.
Remove
diagram 6
and replace

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
175704669

Page 162
ID:
177003949

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Would be helpful if there is a facility to download
a draft response to online consultations so that
we can consult Society members prior to
submitting. A facility to download a copy of our
final response as a PDF file would be useful.
No mention of LDOs nor Framework
Masterplans

We will pass this request on to IT to see if this with graphic
is possible.
showing
Development
Plan

The SCI covers the main planning policy
documents that the councils produce. For
further information or for any questions on
How will the LPA guarantee that an SPD (and other documents please contact us by
LDO) will adhere to National guidance, Local telephone (01235 422600) or via email Plans
(including
SCI
para
2.8), planning.policy@southandvale.gov.uk
professional/national guidance and industry
standards if there is no independent SPD’s once adopted are a material planning
examination?
consideration in planning decisions. SPDs are
prepared in Iine with the relevant regulations
Is the AMR explicit enough - contains and in line with national policy.
statements that appear to be inconsistent. E.g.,
para 8.43 states that less than half of the sites This comment relates to the AMR and a
had a masterplan, yet on page 85, CP38 (All specific policy, which is not covered by the SCI
major development has a masterplan and D&A
statement) claims to have been 'achieved'.
Long winded. Would be helpful to list all planning The SCI deals specifically with consultation
policy documents and explain their hierarchy.
and engagement on planning policy and
planning applications. There is a risk that the
SCI encompasses too much information that
is best covered in other documents / online, to
avoid the SCI becoming too long.
How do planning committees link into the local Please see the council’s website and
town and parish neighbourhood plans?
constitution for detail on how committees work

Proposed
Modification

Consider
better
signposts to
websites that
explain
hierarchy of
plans, how
decision are
made etc

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Are the Vale and South Planning approvals Planning proposals are assessed against all
based on the town and parish neighbourhood the relevant policies in national and local
plans.
plans, including in made neighbourhood
plans.
How will this link in with the new proposed
planning regulations? This is not clear.
The SCI does not go into detail on the
proposed changes to the planning system.
The SCI will be reviewed and updated if there
are significant changes to how we consult in
the future.
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ID:
176857965

Nothing to support Para 1.11 and Para 1.16 : the
flowcharts do not provide for engagement until
the council has formulated its ideas “on content,
scope and/or preferred options.

The councils prepare all planning documents
in ljne with national legislation and guidance.
The councils work within the planning
framework set nationally. We also must take
into account the timeframe for preparing
documents.
The SCI gives examples of some statutory
consultees (specific) but does not list any
examples of
non-statutory consultees
(general)

Proposed
Modification

Remove
diagram 6,
replace with
diagram
showing the
Development
Plan

Amend
headings
above 2.29
and 2.30 to
be clear of
the
difference
between
specific and
general
consultation
bodies to
refer to

The section on “Who we Consult” makes no
reference to the Planning Practice Guidance on
non-statutory consultees. Would like to see a list
of non-statutory consultees set up Also, a forum
or citizens’ panel of interested people from all
sectors of the community, providing the
opportunity for meaningful two-way discussion. Noted. We will consider adding more
information about forums. It would not be
appropriate to have development forums on all
applications and could unnecessarily delay
development coming forward. It is therefore
not appropriate to make development forums Under local
mandatory.
interest
groups insert

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
177039688

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Where there is a significant level of public
interest on an application the Council will
consider the use of a development forum
Would like to see a tightening of the exemptions The SCI is not a policy document so cannot
to CIL, e.g., on self-build.
make changes to national or local policy.
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Note the absence of any named non-statutory
organisations such as the Chiltern Society,
CPRE, Woodland Trust, National Trust, etc. who
all have an interest in the shaping of a planning
policy. They should be named, under 2.29 or
2.30

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

eg wildlife
groups

Amend
headings
above 2.29
and 2.30 to
The SCI gives examples of some statutory be clear of
consultees (specific) but does not list any the
examples of
non-statutory consultees difference
(general)
between
specific and
general
consultation
bodies to
refer to

Under local
interest
groups insert
eg wildlife
groups
3. Section 3 of the draft SCI provides information on how to become involved with different aspects of development management
including planning applications, planning appeals, Section 106 (planning obligations), pre-application advice and planning
enforcement. Q3. Overall did you find that the information in this section was presented in a simple and easy to understand way?

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
174155654

Don’t think it matters what I say.

ID:
174158393

VoWH Council has failed to inform nearby
properties about development applications. By
luck only have I discovered nearby applications,
many after consent had been given. I do not
believe this will change anything. I distrust the
Council's intentions to permit local people to
have a say.

ID:
174159838

Diagrams & flow charts at the start make this a
user-friendly section.

Noted. This SCI sets out the statutory process
for assessing planning applications and
preparing plan making documents, which are
then followed by the councils. The councils
consider all comments submitted on planmaking and planning applications.
The table below Paragraph 3.5 sets out the
methods by which the Council publicises
planning applications including, where
relevant: Email alerts, neighbour notification
letters, site notices, press notices and the
weekly list. Diagram 7 sets out the minimum
neighbourhood notification for all applications.
The SCI sets out the statutory process for
assessing planning applications which is then
followed by the councils.
Noted.

ID:
174161312

No comments.

Noted.

ID:
174160763

This section is clearer. But why call it
Development Management? So generic it could
refer to anything that is developed or managed.
Express this at citizen level:
People wanting to extend their property must
follow this path........
A case officer will........

Noted. The term Development Management is
explained in Paragraph 3.1: “Development
management is the name given to the work we
undertake in the
planning service to pro-actively manage
development in the local area. It includes the
process of deciding planning applications,
planning enforcement (dealing with alleged
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Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Put in a very simple
demonstrates the process.
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ID:
174202530

ID:
174203774

ID:
174229530

Officer Response

case

that breaches of planning legislation) and planning
appeals.” It is used Nationally in planning
policy documents and planning legislation and
should remain in the SCI for consistency and
clarity.
The SCI is not intended to explain the planning
process, but sets out how we will consult.
Is this document a policy or an explanation? The SCI is a statutory document which sets
Reads like it's not quite sure.
out how we engage with local communities
(local residents, businesses, organisations
and statutory consultees).
Would be useful to explain that pre-app advice Noted. Clarification to be added into
will be based on policies in the local paragraph 3.30/3.31 that pre-application
development plan.
advice will be based on policies in the Local
Development plan.

Proposed
Modification

study

Make explicit
reference to
Local
Development
Plan in
Should be a statement about the advice given As noted in the SCI, further information paragraph
not being legally binding.
regarding the pre-application advice process 3.30/3.31.
is given on the Councils’ websites which
states advice is not binding
No comments.
Noted.

ID:
174573133

This is a tick box exercise.

The SCI is a statutory document

ID:
174618685

More information about why applications go to The Councils’ constitutions set out the process
committees would be appreciated.
for planning committee, rather than the SCI.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
174852486

42 pages is too much to read. Who is We have, as concisely as possible, provided
concentrating after the first paragraph.
all the information needed and have used
diagrams and other
graphical design to make this user-friendly
Adherence to neighbourhood plan policies Planning proposals are assessed against all
throughout the planning process should be the relevant policies in national and local
emphasised.
plans, including in made neighbourhood
plans. The SCI is not a policy document.
Frustrating to be presented with a development Adherence to policies are set out in the
at ‘outline planning’ stage, to find that when a relevant local and neighbourhood plans.
detailed planning application comes along, it is
too late to change anything.
The SCI cannot make changes to policy or the
planning process, it deals solely with
What is the point in having planning enforcement engagement.
if public perception is that it isn’t carried out?
Para 3.30 – 3.34 covers pre-application advice
What is done to enforce Discharges when it and encourages early engagement with the
appears that they are sanctioned prior to local community and key stakeholders.
developer action?
Comments on policy matters are not dealt with
in the SCI.

ID:
175102902

Officer Response
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Details on enforcement are covered in an
enforcement statement and do form part of the
SCI. Carrying out development without
planning permission includes breaches of
planning permission – or not building in
accordance with approved plans. This would
be investigated in line with our enforcement
statement.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
175228434

How will the Council ensure that local facilities
agreed for large developments are provided
before building commences?
Aspirations are to be welcomed. However, the
SCI will only meet needs of citizens with
disabilities with explicit commitments to and
implementation of particular technologies/
measures.
Only include information that is relevant executive summary of major details and actions
that people will need to take/what they need to
look out for.

We work with developers and communities
throughout the planning process to ensure
infrastructure is appropriately implemented.
Noted. Please contact with us concerns. We
provide documents in accessible formats

ID:
175340758
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ID:
175795051

ID:
175817477

Proposed
Modification

We have, as concisely as possible, provided
all the information needed and have used
diagrams and other
graphical design to make this user-friendly.
We will consider adding an executive
summary.
For ‘Major’ applications, homes and businesses Site notices are posted for major applications
opposite and near to proposed access points and where appropriate a wider catchment is
should be consulted
notified by letter or email. This is set out on
p28
Check all
hyperlinks
Neighbourhood Forums should be listed as a Neighbourhood forums are not classed as Amend Point
consultee as they are not town/parish councils. statutory consultees, this is defined in 6 under
legislation
paragraph
3.4 to refer
Conservation Officer should be consulted if This would be the case
to the
impact son heritage asset.
respective
County Highways Officer should be consulted if This would be the case
constitutions
parking falls below standard.
of the
Councils.
Hyperlink missing for email alerts
Noted and amended.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Press Notice – The use of newspaper seems Press notices are just one method.
contradictory to SODC's approach of modern
technology. No mention of how they publish in
areas where there is not a local newspaper.
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Is it possible for residents to receive a copy of
the weekly?
The list is published on our website and
emailed to councillors.
Typo – consutlation
Noted and amended
This appears to give Council considerable
freedom to close off engagement with the public. Noted – consider amending the wording to
Needs explaining/examples /full transparency.
explain that notification is given but no public
consultation period for permitted development
proposals.
Page 32, Paragraph 3.9
The link only goes to VOWH planning map – Noted and amended.
SODC map link needed.
Page 34, Paragraph 3.10
• This is contradictory "minimum of 21 days to Noted we will amend to make clear
comment" then "comments... within 21 days".
"21 days from the date of our notification letter"
needs explaining. Is it 21 days from the day it is 21 days from when the notice is displayed
printed?

Proposed
Modification

Add in the
hyperlink to
sign up for
email alerts.

Correct
‘consultation’
typo Para
3.5.

Add link to
SODC map
too.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID
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ID:
176530958

ID:
176737883

ID:
176744593

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Areas with made NDPs need to be informed a Information provided as part of a prepre-application discussion has been held application advice request is treated as
regarding specific sites.
confidential until a related formal planning
application is received. Once received all
information relating to the pre-application
request and our response will be made public.
We encourage early engagement with local
communities.
Process very clear. Does not encourage people Noted. The Council has to consider a number
that their views will be taken into account - of factors in progressing with policy
sounds like a high-level process that small documents and determining applications.
comments will have little effect on without Consultation is a one of the key factors: the
coordination.
Council reads all responses to consultations
and gives them careful consideration.
There have been delays between the date an
application is allocated to a planning officer and Noted this will be passed on to the relevant
it being publicised on the council's online team
application register for public comment reducing
the time for interested parties to comment.
Consider automatically notifying when new or Step 5 on p27 states “if an application is
amended documents are uploaded.
formally amended to address any planning
issues raised, we may consult again if we think
the changes may affect different neighbours or
if new issues might be raised”.
See previous comments.
Meetings are one of the ways we enagage.
Public meeting was a tick box exercise.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
176747450

Easy to understand but concern over process.
E.g. if a case officer has come to conclusion on
something there is not opportunity to scrutinise
this decision
Could be clearer on when the deadline on
consultations can be extended.
Section 3 is generally very helpful. Parish
Councils are not statutory consultees. this
section, together with planning law are sufficient
basis for parish to discharge their function.

Case officers carefully consider all comments
before making a recommendation to approve
or refuse.

Parish could/should have key role in dealing with
local
concerns
in
relation
to
major
developments. Could para 3.11 be amended to
show that help may be available in these limited
circumstances.
E.g.
'Where
a
major
development is likely to have a major impact on
a locality or community we will endeavour to
nominate a liaison officer to assist locally elected
groups such as PCs aimed at assisting them, in
the interpretation of planning law and council
policy, to deal with local concerns
Indication of the criteria on size/location that will
cause a planning application to go to committee
or require a site visit.

Noted, we will consider adding some
additional text

ID:
176864529

Page 171
ID:
176920974

Proposed
Modification

This is done on a case by case basis
Noted.

The criteria which cause a planning
application to go to planning committee can be
found in the Councils’ Constitutions.

Further details on the process by which local Paragraph
3.28
priorities will be identified and the community guidance on this.
consulted in relation to drawing up S106
agreements.

provides

appropriate

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID
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ID:
176918135

ID:
175704669

Comment Summary

Officer Response

When developers seek pre-application advice, is
there a standard practice on the response, and
will the Vale facilitate community involvement on
any pre-application advice sought?

As noted in the SCI, further information
regarding the pre-application advice process
is given on the Councils’ websites. We
encourage early engagement with the local
community.

Would be helpful if the Weekly List could be e- The weekly list is published on the websites.
mailed to registered individuals, such as the We will make it easier to find.
Society's Planning Field Officers who each
cover several parishes in the Chilterns part of
South Oxfordshire
Where the Chiltern Society comments on
planning applications, comments need to be Noted. We will pass this on
shown to be from the Society and not just the
named individual making the comment.
Presented in a simple and easy to understand
way
The classification of Major and Minor The classification of development is set
applications based on size of development nationally
seems to be routinely ignored.
Local Plans stress that a 'high quality of design' Proposals are assessed against local and
is required for developments. By what measures national policy.
are the 'quality of design' assessed?
LPA does not ensure factors such as National We read and consider all comments carefully.
Guidance, Local Plans, professional guidance Consultation is one factor to consider when
etc. are considered
assessing a proposal.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
176857965
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ID:
177008678

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Once a decision has been made, mainly based
on delegated powers, there is no mechanism
available to residents to challenge the
‘soundness’ of the decision before approval is
given. Process is seriously flawed.
Can't find any reference on website to the
weekly list nor have we been made aware of its
existence.
S106 Planning Obligations paragraph 3.28.
Communities (especially those with NDPs)
should have opportunity to contribute to
preliminary
discussions
about
planning
conditions, S106 obligations and S278
Agreements. It is not acceptable for District and
County officers to impose these conditions
without involving the communities which will be
affected.

Process is set in national legislation. There is
no third party right to appeal.

The weekly list can be found on the Councils’
websites at the following links: South / Vale
Paragraph
3.28
provides
appropriate
guidance
on this, stating that “We do not consult on
Section 106 agreements. However, we work
with town and parish councils and local district
councillors, to find out which community
facilities may be impacted by new
development or that require investment as a
result
of the development. Once we have a Section
106 agreement in place and the development
has commenced, we will notify town and
parish councils or parish meetings of the sums
available for identified community facilities and
provide an update to them on a six-monthly
basis.”

Pre-Application Advice: Paragraph 3.31: Local Para 3.30 – 3.34 covers pre-application advice
communities should have the opportunity to and encourages early engagement with the
engage in this process (especially those with local community and key stakeholders.
NDPs). Must be a real engagement in planning

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

proposals from the beginning to ensure that local
priorities and concerns are considered.

ID:
177039688

Planning officers should expect to engage with
local parish councils.
A very useful and well-presented summary of Noted.
the planning application process.
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4. Q4. Overall, to what extent do you agree that the processes set out in the SCI will enable communities to be informed and have
timely and meaningful opportunities to have a say on any planning proposals we make? You can view the draft SCI here.
Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
174154598

Local views are almost never listened to if they
don't agree with what you want to do. You do it
as a regulatory exercise that is not expected to
make a difference in how you do it or the wanted
outcome.
I know that comments need to be relevant to
Planning policies etc, or they may get ignored. Is
it worth highlighting this?

The councils carefully consider all comments
submitted on plan-making and planning
applications

ID:
174154576

Noted. The Council’s website provide
guidance on how to comment on a planning
application effectively. See South / Vale.
Reference could be made to these webpages
in the SCI.

Proposed
Modification

Add in links
to the ‘How
to comment
on a
planning
application
effectively’

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

pages of the
websites.
ID:
174153472
ID:
174155654

Past experience has led to distrust of the Council The SCI is a statutory document
and its long-worded commitments to community
engagement.
Don’t think so.
Noted.
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ID:
174158393

See previous response (comments captured Comments in Q3 noted.
in section 3)

ID:
174159092

If you keep to the statements made and respect Noted.
all comments.

ID:
174159838

Potentially. Depends whether their views will
actually be taken into account; no amount of
time helps if it makes no difference.
Make it highly visible to seek input and use
questionnaires etc. that are:
1. NOT slanted towards particular outcomes.
2. NOT overly simplistic (like this one).
3. Comprehensive (i.e. do NOT make enquiry
into only certain aspects of a planning proposal
that are then used to suggest a level of
consultation that has not actually occurred.)
4. reported on comprehensively and clearly and
NOT selectively/ opaquely.
5. enquired and reported on in the simplest
language possible.

ID:
174161555

Noted, the Council reads all responses to
consultations and gives them careful
consideration.

There is a balance between providing all the
information that we need to so that people are
informed, and trying to keep the document
short. We have tried to get the balance right
and do not want to omit information that may
be useful.
A consultation statement is prepared after
formal consultations that sets out how
engagement was undertaken, what the

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

responses were and how the responses have
been considered.
ID:
174167953

No confidence that anything I say, in this survey
or as part of the feedback process on planning,
will be read let alone acted upon.
Parish councils are an underutilised means of
engaging communities. Zoom meetings have
enabled people to attend PC meetings remotely
and hear what decisions are being made, even
if we are not allowed to take part in the
discussion.
Don't see how the document differs from existing
practice.

Noted, the councils consider all comments
submitted on plan-making and planning
applications.
Noted and agree use of virtual meetings has
been a benefit

ID:
174182653

A stage needs to be added before/ after Reg 19
to demonstrate that you intend to take notice of
community
views.
The
diagrams
are
inconsistent with the explanatory text.

ID:
174191829

Communities and Individuals should be notified
as soon as there is an outline plan - before
planning applications are formally submitted. It
often seems that, once a formal planning
application is submitted, there is little likelihood
of it not going ahead, despite objections from
Communities.

Comments made at Regulation 19 stage are
sent to the examiner, any changes made to the
plan must be done through the examination
process. The diagram shows the key stages
and focuses on the statutory requirements for
plan making.
Para 3.30 – 3.34 covers pre-application advice
and encourages early engagement with the
local community and key stakeholders.
Information provided as part of a preapplication advice request as confidential until
such time that a related formal planning
application is received. Once a formal planning
application is received all information relating

ID:
174160763

Page 176

ID:
174180415

Noted.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

to the pre-application request
response will be made public.
ID:
174199579

Proposed
Modification

and

our

We may have timely and meaningful
opportunities to have a say, but all comments
and genuine concerns are ignored.
The processes are straightforward, but it is
difficult to overcome community apathy - until
someone wants to build something next door.
But the approach you are using is fair and will
work.
I've no idea - the document manages to be very
clear, and also leave me with no greater feel for
what it means for me.
No differences between the plan and what
currently happens.

Noted, the councils consider all comments
submitted on plan-making and planning
applications.
Noted.

ID:
174229530

No comments.

Noted.

ID:
174357995

Will depend on how the consultation is
undertaken. E.g., for planning applications there
is never feedback so it is difficult to know if
comments have been taken into account etc.

We receive a high volume of correspondence
and are unable to respond to individual
comments that we receive during a particular
consultation. The comments we receive
regarding planning policy documents and on
planning applications will be made publicly
available online at the earliest opportunity,
once the consultation has finished. The
councils consider all comments submitted on
plan-making and planning applications.

ID:
174201658
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ID:
174202530
ID:
174217905

Noted.

Noted.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

The councils carefully consider all comments
submitted on planning policy documents and
planning applications and take these into
account alongside national and local policies
when making decisions.
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Most consultation processes do not appear to be
a dialogue rather a process of write your
comments and we may or may not take them
into account. It is not possible to speak to
planners. For effective consultation planners
need to be resourced and have processes to
enter into dialogs with consultees.

ID:
174420959

ID:
174424762
ID:
174573133
ID:
174618685

We receive a high volume of correspondence
and are unable to respond to individual
comments that we receive during a particular
consultation. The comments we receive
regarding planning policy documents and on
planning applications will be made publicly
available online at the earliest opportunity,
once the consultation has finished.

The SCI makes general positive comments but Noted.
it’s how these are implemented that will decide
whether it enables communities to be informed
and have timely and meaningful opportunities to
have a say on any planning proposals
Stronger local democracy could be achieved This would be contrary to national policy
through mini referendums.
Having a say is one thing. Listening and acting Noted, the councils consider all comments
on what the community wants is another.
submitted on plan-making and planning
applications.
Doubt communities can have meaningful Noted.
opportunities to have a say, given the extent to

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID
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ID:
174724350

Comment Summary

Officer Response

which the government interferes with the Para 3.30 – 3.34 covers pre-application advice
process.
and encourages early engagement with the
local community and key stakeholders.
Doubts about pre-planning advice since the
process seems to lack dialogue with the public.
Pre-planning advice needs to identify all
planning issues which may impact on the
neighbourhood, the town or village, etc. It can
only do this if the public is aware that advice is
being sought.
Planning process is biased towards developers. The Council has to consider a number of
SCI designed to pretend that residents have a factors in progressing with policy documents
say when the reality is that their views are and determining applications. Consultation is
ignored.
one of the key factors: the Council reads all
responses to consultations and gives them
careful consideration.
Most planning committee members don’t have The Councils’ constitutions address matters of
local knowledge
process regarding planning committees. This
is not addressed by the SCI.
Objectors are limited to a pitiful amount of time
to present arguments while Officers are granted
unlimited time.
Once planning permission has been granted, The SCI cannot deal with policy issues
the ground is 'broken' and then no more work
needs to be done. Housing shortage is
deliberately maintained - no new houses are
built – the shortage can then be used to press
the case for another development.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
174886382
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ID:
175093121

ID:
175102902

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Planning regulations are seldom enforced, and
Section 106 money is often never forthcoming.
There is no faith that what communities want or
say will make much difference. We try to
convince people otherwise but it's a major uphill
battle.
Those who register to be notified of planning
applications have a wider sphere of interest than
just their postcode. I think 500m radius
minimum.
Please see previous comments.

Please see our websites for information on
CIL monies
Noted.

We also publish a weekly of applications that
can be viewed on our websites

Comments noted in response to earlier
questions.

ID:
175210775

Only if you connect with at least 50% of the That would be contrary to national policy
community.

ID:
175314624

Lacks active feedback for Major Applications.
Attended Public consultation for Valley Park
years ago but none of the feedback seems to
have made it to the plans. Planners need to
develop a list of lessons learnt and implement
them into future applications. There is no
feedback process for volunteered community
comments.
All public meetings must be held at venues with
step free access and any ramps or lifts must
comply with the relevant standard. The seating
arrangements at public meetings must be
flexible enough to incorporate spaces for those

ID:
175340758

We receive a high volume of correspondence
and are unable to respond to individual
comments that we receive during a particular
consultation. The comments we receive
regarding planning policy documents and on
planning applications will be made publicly
available online at the earliest opportunity
once the consultation has finished.
Noted

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
175358522
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ID:
175722188

ID:
175795051

ID:
175966398

Comment Summary

with disabilities, such as wheelchair users and
their carers, which provide them with the ability
to sit where, they wish to, rather than where they
are put. A wheelchair accessible WC must be
available.
Not sure how this SCI is different to the current
one. Large sections of the public are excluded
with the way we do things, unsure what we've
changed to improve that.
Is 3.17 (time limit on speaking at committee)
standard practice regardless of the size of
development?

Officer Response

Noted.

The Councils’ constitutions address matters of
process regarding planning committees. This
is not addressed by the SCI.

42-page PDF is too long for most people. A 2- Noted – the document does contain a lot of
page summary of the main points will be much information. There is a balance between
more helpful.
providing all the information that we need to so
that people are informed, and trying to keep
the document short. We have tried to get the
balance right and do not want to omit
information that may be useful. We will
consider adding an executive summary.
Community involvement is very internet based Site notices and letters are used to notify those
and will miss residents who do not use/ have who are likely to be directly affected by a
access to the internet.
proposal.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
176389843

The theory is fine but much of it cannot be
carried out in practice (see answer to q1).
(comments captured in Q1 summary)
Given the legal requirements it is probably as
good as it gets. Harder to say that it gives
meaningful opportunities, although I expect it
depends on the type of application and the
position of the person giving comments.
No change to the current system.

Noted.

ID:
176530958
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ID:
176623728
ID:
176737883

ID:
176744593

The councils carefully consider all comments
submitted on planning policy documents and
planning applications and take these into
account alongside national and local policies
when making decisions.
Noted.

Paragraph 3.10
There have been delays between the date an Noted this will be passed on to the relevant
application is allocated to a planning officer and team
it being publicised on the council's online
application register for public comment reducing
the time for interested parties to comment.
Step 5 on p27 states “if an application is
Consider automatically notifying when new or formally amended to address any planning
amended documents are uploaded.
issues raised, we may consult again if we think
the changes may affect different neighbours or
if new issues might be
raised”.
change of culture in the planning department This SCI sets out the statutory process for
needs to take place. Words and objectives set assessing planning applications and preparing
are not worth the paper they are written on if the plan making documents, which are then
people in the departments concerned don’t followed by the councils.
believe in your goals.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
176747450

Be more clear and specific about how policy is
consulted, the methods employed, the specific
timescales and where these will be found on the
Council website.

ID:
176864529
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ID:
176920974

Officer Response

We have tried to provide enough information to
keep people informed about how we will
consult on planning policy (section 2) and
planning applications (section 3) in a concise
way so that the document is not too long and
is easy to read.
The SCI could support South and Vale and Noted
parish/town councils in explaining the rationale
and law behind applications thus removing the
potential for ill-informed rancour that often
surrounds applications.
Processes of providing information on planning Noted. The SCI deals with engagement and
applications and enabling comments are good. not the planning process
Public understanding of the decision-making
process, and consideration given to various
plans needs to be addressed more clearly.
Document preparation would benefit from More detail will be added on forums.
formally
documented
public/
local
representation at the pre-drafting stage.

ID:
176916499
ID:
176942204

The Authority Monitoring Report is useful and we The AMR is published on our websites
would welcome a higher profile to its publication.
The Planning and Development Committee are This does not relate to the SCI
gravely concerned at the Council's inability to
defend the Local Plan.
Minimum area of neighbourhood notification Noted
should be appropriate to rural locations where
houses can be further apart.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
175704669

LPA is approving development that is contrary to
policies in the local plans, that has an adverse
effect on the local environment and those who
live and work here.
Unacceptable that the LPA ‘cannot answer
questions on individual applications because
there are too many applications to deal with’
when approvals are destroying the credibility of
the LPA.

We determine applications in accordance with
local and national policy.

No mechanism available to residents to
challenge conclusions expressed in Delegated
and Committee reports where they are less than
complete or inaccurate, before applications are
approved.
Be more clear and specific about how policy is
consulted, the methods employed, the specific
timescales and where these will be found on the
Council website.

Noted, reports are published with the decision
or ahead of the committee meeting.
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Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
177003949

ID:
176857965

If the proposals in the recent White Paper go
ahead, this section will be largely irrelevant.

The 3-minute time-limit for public comments at
Planning Committee meetings is very restrictive.
Perception that the operation of the planning
system is weighted in favour of developers, and

We cannot respond to individual comments on
applications due to the high number of
comments that we receive. We summarise and
address comments in the delegated or
committee report.

We have tried to provide enough information to
keep people informed about how we will
consult on planning policy (section 2) and
planning applications (section 3) in a concise
way so that the document is not too long and
is easy to read.
The SCI does not go into detail on the
proposed changes to the planning system. The
SCI will be reviewed and updated if there are
significant changes to how we consult in the
future.
The Councils’ constitutions address matters of
process regarding planning committees. This
is not addressed by the SCI.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

against local residents/ other interested third
parties. Through pre-application discussions,
the developer has opportunities to persuade
planning officers to see things the applicant's
way.

Page 185
ID:
177008678
ID:
177039688

Officer Response

The councils carefully consider all comments
submitted on planning applications and take
these into account alongside national and local
policies when making decisions. The Councils
consider it appropriate that the
pre-application advice given is disclosed when
The SCI should do whatever it can to redress the application is formally submitted.
this perception of imbalance and unfairness.
This could include:
- greater willingness of planning officers to
engage with third parties - not just with the
developer - before an application goes forward The SCI sets out how we engage with local
for decision
communities (local residents, businesses,
- better opportunities for third parties to make organisations and statutory consultees).
their case at committee meetings. Include an The Councils’ constitutions address matters of
opportunity for third parties to respond to points process regarding planning committees. This
made to the committee by the applicant in their is not addressed by the SCI.
remarks.
- possibly taking more items to committee, so
that councillors get a better sense of how the
system is actually working.
The need for further meaningful involvement is Comments noted under Q3.
set out in Q3 above. (comments captured in
response to section 3)
It is imperative that there is a robust system in The SCI sets out how the Council will engage
place for encouraging communities, both with the local community on planning
organisations and individuals, to engage with, documents and planning applications.
and participate in, consultations.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

5. Q5. Do you have any comments on the general format of our draft SCI? Is it clear and suitable for your needs?
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Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
174154598

Fine, easy to read and understand. A little Noted
patronising but does the job.

ID:
174153472

Too long. Makes work for more council
employees to work towards and around. Not
worth the paper it is written on without real
commitment and action to engage.
Yes it was all very clear.

We have, as concisely as possible, provided
all the information needed and have used
diagrams and flow charts to supplement the
text to make this user-friendly
Noted

No - who is going to take on board what I say,
thousands of people objected to the building at
Iffley who took any notice you went and passed
it anyway.
Too long. Diagrams & flow chart are most useful
aspect for most. Public will feel disengaged
when presented with 42 pages of process detail.

This comment appears to relate to a planning
application in Oxford City.

ID:
174154276
ID:
174155654

ID:
174159838

Officer Response

Noted. We have, as concisely as possible,
provided all the information needed and have
used diagrams and flow charts to supplement
the text to make this user-friendly
Noted

ID:
174161555

No comments

ID:
174167724

Presented in an easily legible format and is Noted
accompanied by clear flow charts.

Proposed
Modification

Consider
adding an
exec
summary

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
174167953

No

Noted

ID:
174160763

Reads like a paper to committee. Where is We have tried to wrote this document in an
community? Where is involvement?
easy to understand way, using flow charts and
diagrams to supplement the text.
The format is clear and language generally easy Noted – we will consider whether information
to understand.
could be combined to make the document
more concise.
Where actions for different documents will be the
same the explanations and lists of actions could
be combined to make the document more
concise.
Too many words. Too much process.
Noted. We have, as concisely as possible,
provided all the information needed and have
used diagrams and flow charts to supplement
the text to make this user-friendly
Very clear. Words and diagrams stating the Noted
same information, means it should be clear to
all, and clear, concise language is used
throughout.
Clear and easy to read.
Noted

ID:
174182653
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ID:
174184980

ID:
174191829

ID:
174199579
ID:
174202530

Appreciate the desire for making things clear The target audience is a range of people –
and explaining them.
local residents, businesses, organisations,
town and parish councillors.
Would suggest that the whole document needs
a rethink. Who is the target audience? Rather
than explaining the council to them, what are the

Proposed
Modification

Consider
signposting
to key points
in the
document

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
174203774

Comment Summary

Officer Response

key interacting points that they can access, and
then work from them to the detail, rather than
working from the detail to the (hard to identify)
access points. Start with a clear flow for each
section, and then expand.
It's fine and clear.
Noted
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ID:
174210371

Very wordy; but clearly laid out and entirely Noted
understandable.

ID:
174215338

Concern is that community involvement is just
another box to be ticked, and comments made
do not materially change anything, such that an
answer is given to the commentator which
justifies why the proposals should go forward,
with no amendment made, or with a reply that
details will be dealt with at a later stage.

ID:
174217905

Flowcharts are very helpful.

ID:
174221903

Very clear & straight forward. Filling out the Noted.
questionnaire online works well with clear
options that work.
No comments.
Noted

ID:
174229530

The council has to consider a number of
factors
in
determining
applications.
Consultation is a
one of the key factors: the council reads all
responses to consultations and gives them
careful consideration. In some cases details
may be dealt with by a planning condition, or if
the application is at an outline stage, the
details will be dealt with by way of a reserved
matters planning application.
Noted.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why
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Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
174357995

Format is clear and well presented.

Noted

ID:
174466189

Clearly presented.

Noted

ID:
174473787

It’s a bit of management speak.

ID:
174573133

Too long and wordy.

ID:
174618685

No

We have tried to wrote this document in an
easy to understand way, using flow charts and
diagrams to supplement the text.
Noted. We have, as concisely as possible,
provided all the information needed and have
used diagrams and flow charts to supplement
the text
Noted

ID:
174724350

A complete waste of time.

Noted

ID:
174852486

Too long.

ID:
174886382

Noted. We have, as concisely as possible,
provided all the information needed and have
used diagrams and flow charts to supplement
the text
Too long and complex for most people to take Noted. We have, as concisely as possible,
in/ want to take in.
provided all the information needed and have
used diagrams and flow charts to supplement
People want to see real benefit of getting the text
engaged with planning. Believe this is still too
complex and process driven a document to
break through the general sense of malaise.

Proposed
Modification

Consider
adding an
exec
summary

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
175093121

Have frequently searched the planning system.
For large developments that have multiple
entries it is difficult to see which is the relevant
set of docs and what they're covering. A simple
summary of the specific application and better
named documents may help.
Presentation is clear and easy to read and
understand.

Noted. This comment relates to how
subsequent
planning
applications
are
referenced and then searched for on the
website.

ID:
175102902

Noted
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ID:
175210775

Most people will not be interested and thus will We have tried to write the document in an easy
not understand or appreciate what is going on.
to understand way and used diagrams to
supplement the text, making it easier to pick
out the key points.

ID:
175314624

If followed, should be an improvement. More
active approach for comments/ lessons learnt on
major
plans
(evidence
gathering
&
engagement); better feedback when/if changes
implemented. Plans will need to be presented so
that Residents can understand, all applications
require too much skill to interpret for the average
member of the Community.
Zoom was probably the preferred software for
virtual meetings and that good practice would be
to make slides and other images available in
large format in advance.
Respondent (Oxfordshire Association for the
Blind) provided detailed advice on best practice.

ID:
175340758

Proposed
Modification

We recognise that some plans are detailed
and contain a lot of information. Please contact
our Customer Services Team by telephone
(01235 422600) if you need help interpreting
specific plans on an application we are dealing
with.

Noted.

Consider
better
signposting
to key
points.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID
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Comment Summary

Officer Response

Our communications officer will make contact
about this issue. We are committed to making
sure all our document are fully accessible.

ID:
175358522

PDF file that contains the SCI is not fully
accessible to screen readers and fails some of
the standard tests for PDF accessibility.
Document is good at describing what stages
there are to planning processes. While it
frequently mentions digital technology, it is not
particularly clear on the ‘how’ of community
consultation or the way that consultation will be
implemented.
Need to consider exclusion of those groups who
do not have the technology to access
consultations/ documents.
We do not know what font size site notices are
in and we would ask these questions to be
referred on to development control.
Clear document - easy to read. Could be more
concise.

ID:
175795051

See my previous comments.
captured in earlier Qs)

ID:
175817477

A great improvement from the previous version Noted
and is easy to read / understand.

ID:
176066830

Really easy to follow.

ID:
176287108

Not enough proactive community interaction on We engage at each formal stage of the
specific issues for that community. Interaction process. We also identify and consult key
should be earlier in the process. There should stakeholders. We do not weight the influence

Proposed
Modification

We will continue to explore new digital ways on
engaging and will use a variety of methods to
ensure we reach as many people as possible.

Noted.

Noted.
Noted

(comments Noted

Noted

Consider an
exec
summary

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
176324517
ID:
176530958
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ID:
176737883
ID:
176744593

ID:
176747450

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

be a period added to identify the key of stakeholders, a balance must be made on a
stakeholders and their weighting on the case by case basis.
decision-making process.
Quite wordy but the direction of travel is good.
Noted
Stimulating meaningful community involvement Your comments about Didcot are noted. The
is difficult, particularly in Didcot when SCI does not deal with policy matters.
discussions regarding the Garden Town have
resulted in little local visible effect. Some plans
which have easy to see effects would be helpful.
Clearly set out.
Noted
Please see previous comments. (comments The Council has to consider a number of
captured in earlier Qs)
factors in progressing with policy documents
and determining applications. Consultation is
Needs to be openness, transparency and one of the key factors: the Council reads all
honesty in all that goes on (currently not the responses to consultations and gives them
case). I know there is huge political pressure to careful consideration.
build and generate income for LA’s that have
many financial pressures. Local views, despite
the Localism Act are always bottom of the pile,
last to be considered and carry the least weight.
Summary/appendix at the end with key points of Noted. We will consider adding an appendix of
how the public can engage and find key points, or a way to highlight where this
documentation, consultations etc. would be information can be found
helpful.

Add
‘signposts’
or appendix
of key points

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
176920974

Summary poster/ leaflets of key points, relevant Noted. We will consider adding an appendix of
plans, what is changing and the relationship key points, or a way to highlight where this
between documents would be useful as many of information can be found
the groups that the council is trying to reach
could be put off by a 40 page document.
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ID:
176918135

Officer Response

Survey concentrated heavily on whether the Noted, we will consider this for future
document is understandable, we suggest that consultations
there is scope for some specific questions
beyond those on clarity.
Very clear and easy to read.
Noted

ID:
176942204

Clear and understandable.

Noted

ID:
175704669

Format is generally good. By explaining how
Officers go about the assessment of planning
applications - who does what and how weighting
of Local Plan policies is brought into the
development of conclusions, and how
consistency and balance are achieved, the
process would be clearer to communities and
residents (who are not planning experts).
Summary/appendix with the key points of how
the public can engage and find documentation,
consultations etc. would be helpful.

There is no set weighting of polices. Each
planning decision has a report wich sets out
which policies are considered and explains
how a decision has been reached.

ID:
177003949

Noted. We will consider adding a summary or
appendix of key points

Noted. This can be found on the councils
Details of how to join the online planning websites.
meetings would be useful.

Proposed
Modification

Add
‘signposts’
or appendix
of key points

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
176857965

Clearly presented but a bit short and "high- Noted. We have tried to be concise to avoid a
level". Needs more flesh to demonstrate that you long document that may be off putting to read.
are serious about effective and early
engagement and to show people how they can
get involved.
No further comments.
Noted

ID:
177008678
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ID:
177039688

Clear, concise, and well presented.

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Noted

6. Q6. Do you have any other comments on our draft SCI?
Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
174154598
ID:
174154576

No

Noted

Seems very "involving" for ordinary members of
the public, but people do not always understand
that their comments need to be relevant to
Planning policies etc,

The SCI refers to material planning
considerations and provides a link to our
websites to find out more information on what
can and cannot be considered when
determining a planning application.

Residents may get frustrated if their comments
are ignored because they are not relevant or are

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
174154204

ID:
174154276
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ID:
174161555
ID:
174161312

ID:
174167953
ID:
174199579
ID:
174201658

Comment Summary

outside the scope of Planning policies etc. (gave
example in full comment)
Very little is done to protect communities from
large construction companies regarding the
distress caused by their lorries driving through
small towns and villages. This is usually illegal
but as nobody monitors it, they do it anyway.
Some information with housing needs, waiting
lists within specific areas would assist those with
the un-affordability within South Oxford whereby
social housing can reduce social care should
relatives of elderly locals needing care be
required. Some housing will always be required.
Refer back to the answer and comments given
to Q4. (comments captured under Q4)
Too much information for people who don’t
understand the planning process, e.g.
acronyms. For many it is too lengthy to absorb.

No.
Consult us all you like, but until you listen and
pay proper attention to residents’ concerns it’s
all lip service
Pandemic will exacerbate decline of town
centres. Approach to planning and development
could help to overcome many problems - empty

Officer Response

Noted, unfortunately this is an issue that is
outside the remit of the SCI.

These
comments
relate
to
housing
affordability, social care and affordable
housing provision. These issues are covered
in other policy documents prepared by
planning (the local plan) and by the Housing
team.
Noted
Noted. We have, as concisely as possible,
provided all the information needed and have
used diagrams and flow charts to supplement
the text. We have tried to avoid using
acronyms and will check the document for
them.
Noted
The Councils read all responses and give
them
careful consideration.
This comment relates to matters outside the
remit of the SCI.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

shop fronts, declining business rate income for
councils and the need for low cost housing for
the younger generation.
Consultation needs to be genuine and not
paying lip-service to community involvement.
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ID:
174203774
ID:
174210371
ID:
174215338

ID:
174217905
ID:
174229530
ID:
174160445

Clear strategies for towns and villages are
needed. This would be easier to show how
developments comply with the agreed strategy.
No.

Local plans have an overall strategy, and
sometimes more local strategies e.g. for the
main towns. This is something we will consider
when preparing the joint local plan.
Noted

No.

Noted

Community involvement is just another box to be The Council has to consider a number of
ticked, and comments made do not materially factors in progressing with policy documents
change proposals
and determining applications. Consultation is
one of the key factors: the Council reads all
responses to consultations and gives them
careful consideration.
I missed a summary section on what is new Noted, we will consider adding a summary of
compared to current practice.
what is new
No comments.
Noted
Would be helpful to give more detail about how Applications for outline planning permission
outline planning applications are dealt with.
seek to establish whether the scale and nature
of a proposed development would be
acceptable to the local planning authority,

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

before a fully detailed (reserved matters)
proposal is put forward. Consultation on these
types of applications is carried out in the same
way as for full applications.
Para 3.32 of the SCI states that any preapplication advice letters between the applicant
and the authority will be published. This should
include minutes of any meetings too, including
meetings with other authorities.
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Information provided as part of a preapplication advice request as confidential until
such time that a related formal planning
application is received. Once a formal planning
application is received all information relating
to the pre-application request and our
response will be made public. We normally
publish the meeting notes if they are produced
instead of the letter, often a letter is done
following the meeting(s).

The online SODC planning portal should be Noted. This comment will be passed on to the
made more efficient and user-friendly. It is very communications team.
slow and content is difficult to access.

ID:
174357995

Planning committee members should be
required to formally confirm that they have read
and considered all comments submitted on an
application before granting or denying planning
permission.
Provides a good summary of the planning
processes but doesn’t understand/ recognise
that for effective consultation a dialogue is

The process for committee meetings are set
out in the councils constitutions rather than in
the SCI.

We receive a high volume of correspondence
and are unable to respond to individual
comments that we receive during a particular

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
174249396
ID:
174466189
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ID:
174573133
ID:
174618685
ID:
174724350
ID:
174852486

ID:
174886382
ID:
175228434

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

needed between the parties. Comes across
more of a box ticking exercise
Not convinced it will alter how planning
applications are considered as local comments
seem to be ignored.
The way in which the summary of results of any
statutory public consultations will be reported
and published is unclear in terms of the level of
detail which will be published. These are vital to
ensure a transparent process

consultation. We welcome opportunities for
dialogue where appropriate.
The councils will continue to read and give
careful consideration to all comments
received.
The consultation statement will include the
number of responses received to a
consultation and where respondents could
choose their level of agreement to a statement
a breakdown will be provided. A summary of
the all the comments will be provided and how
we propose to respond to the comments.
Primary development should be restricted to The SCI itself is not a policy making document.
brownfield sites. Improving existing areas.
Leave farm fields and nature alone.
No.
Noted
It is a complete waste of time.

Noted

Summarise the main bits. Who has time to We have, as concisely as possible, provided
review 42 pages and who is really concentrating all the information needed and have used
after the first paragraph?
diagrams and flow charts to supplement the
text
See the Thame Green Living Plan for an Noted
alternative approach.
Will be irrelevant if it does not allow the local Referendums are held for neighbourhood
community to have genuinely meaningful input plans but not for local plans or planning

We will
consider
adding an
executive
summary

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
175340758
ID:
175358522
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ID:
175795051
ID:
175817477
ID:
175966398
ID:
176006820

ID:
176324517

Comment Summary

Officer Response

into the planning process. This must include the
ability to prevent unwanted and unsustainable
development by referendum/ some other
means.
OXTRAG would be happy to meet with you and
your colleagues to discuss the issues if helpful.
Mentions reaching those members of society
who are 'seldom involved' but how? No detail on
how you intend to enable the public better.

applications. This would be contrary to
legislation and is not something the councils
can undertake.

Proposed
Modification

Noted, thank you

Noted, we will consider adding more about the Add more
methods used for engaging with seldom heard detail on
groups.
possible
ways to
engage eg
forums
Another example of redundant information for Noted
the reader/user - you have already asked this in
the previous question.
Page 39 (Glossary)
Noted and corrected
Correct
Typo – ‘omes’
‘omes’ typo
on Page 39.
Community involvement is very internet based Site notices and letters are used to notify those
and will miss residents who do not use/ have who are likely to be directly affected by a
access to the internet.
proposal.
Section 3.10: time given to respond to The consultation period of 21 days is set out in
applications should be more than minimum 21 legislation.
days. Suggest for major applications it should be
2 calendar months.
We have encountered significant delays re. Noted, we endeavour to respond within our
certain action and decision making. Understand stated timeframes.
that these delays are driven by lack of resource
in the relevant department.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
176389843

The concept of Community Involvement is The councils read and give careful
irrelevant when set against the resources of consideration to all comments received.
developers.
Good but too long for most people.
We have, as concisely as possible, provided
all the information needed and have used
diagrams and flow charts to supplement the
text

ID:
176623917
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ID:
176623728

Consultation on planning applications is not
transparent. Discussions take place prior to
applications being made yet not with those
people directly affected. large developments are
not known about until an application is made. No
evidence in the SCI that this is considered.

ID:
176737883

Paragraph 3.10
There have been delays between the date an
application is allocated to a planning officer and
it being publicised on the council's online
application register for public comment reducing
the time for interested parties to comment.
Consider automatically notifying when new or
amended documents are uploaded.

ID:
176744593

Officer Response

Pre-application discussions between the
council and applicant are encouraged and
have many benefits. Information provided as
part of a pre-application advice request is
treated as confidential until a related formal
planning application is received. Once
received all information relating to the preapplication request and our response will be
made public.
Noted this will be passed on to the relevant
team

Step 5 on p27 states “if an application is
formally amended to address any planning
issues raised, we may consult again if we think
the changes may affect different neighbours or
if new issues might be raised”.
Too much is discussed and decided behind The councils’ constitutions set out how
closed doors. The general public have no decisions are made and the procedures the

Proposed
Modification

We will
consider
adding an
executive
summary

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
176747450
ID:
176920974
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ID:
176916499

ID:
176918135
ID:
176942204
ID:
175704669
ID:
176984903

Comment Summary

Officer Response

confidence or belief that their voices will be councils follow to ensure that these are
heard and taken into account.
efficient, transparent and accountable to local
people.
No.
Noted
Information on how internal consultation on
planning is handled and reviewed would be
useful to inform public engagement in the
planning process.
Digital consultation has limited the involvement
of those without access to the internet.

Comments made on planning applications by
other officers of the council are uploaded on to
the website with all public comments.

Continue engaging local communities.

Noted

See previous documentation.

Noted

We will continue to use different methods,
including digital to engage, recognising that
this does not work for everyone and other
Due to the temporary measures expiring on 31st methods will also be needed
December 2021, the Committee hope that paper
documents are reintroduced, especially for Noted
larger applications which are difficult to interpret
on a small screen
No further comments.
Noted

Missed out the importance of encouraging Para 3.30 – 3.34 covers pre-application advice
developers to engage with local residents and and encourages early engagement with the
businesses before they submit their application. local community and key stakeholders.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Comment Summary

ID:
176857965

Would like the SCI to demonstrate commitment We are committed to reviewing our methods of
to using some of the more innovative forms of engagement including the use of digital
engagement and reaching out to a wider section technologies.
of the community.
Noted, we will consider adding some
The 2020 Corporate Plan commits you to “seek additional text about the use of forums.
to ensure the creation of community liaison
Add text on
groups to form part of all early stages of
forums
development planning” this doesn’t appear in
the draft SCI
We welcome feedback on the draft document
and will take all comments into account and
An example of good intent would have been to make necessary changes.
invite the community to engage with the SCI
before it was drafted rather than presenting us
with what looks like the finished article.
No.
Noted
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Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

ID:
177008678
ID:
177039688
ID:
177045932

ID:
177083289

No.

Officer Response

Noted

The email contains pages of detail about Unclear what this comment means
procedures, which must have taken hours of
input into the system at considerable cost, but
no details about the draft SCI. Could you not
save much time and cost by providing these
details for us to comment upon rather than doing
a tick box exercise.
(Generic email response from Marine Noted
Authority – no comments on the SCI)

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

ID:
177094503

South and Vale Council areas lie outside the Noted
defined coalfield and therefore the Coal
Authority has no specific comments to make on
your Local Plans / SPDs etc.

ID:
177094866
ID:
177098423

National
Highways
has
reviewed
the Noted
consultation and have no comments
1.3 Both links are to the South corporate plan. Noted, link will be added
No link to the Vale plan.
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1.6 TThe typo
Be clear that paper copies will only be provided
at specified locations, and paper will not
otherwise be used. Suggest committing to
making electronic access available at specified
locations for use by people without internet
access.

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

Add
hyperlink to
the Vale
Noted
corporate
plan.
We are required in legislation to provide paper Correct ‘The’
copies (when not covered by temporary typo
measures). We are fully supportive of digital
engagement and reducing paper use, but also
need to consider the needs of those who
cannot use the internet.

Not clear why the sentence about focus groups. Noted, we will add more text to explain focus
If they will be used, please be more precise.
groups
Status and role of databases needs better Noted this will be
definition. If you ask to be added to the communications team
databases it is not clear what will happen, and
on what you will be consulted. If you receive
details of nearby planning application, the email
has no link for unsubscribe, nor a link to update
preferences.

passed

on to the

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

Does the legislation allow for a Development Yes, legislation allows for plans to cover more
Plan to cover more than one District, or will there than one district.
end up being two plans, prepared jointly?
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Diagram 1 after 2.7
The consultation statement will include the
More detail needed about how representations number of responses received to a
are reviewed and incorporated into the plan..
consultation and where respondents could
choose their level of agreement to a statement
a breakdown will be provided. A summary of
the all the comments will be provided and an
2.12
officer response to the comments.
The Vale link uses http: instead of https:
Inconsistent terminology. Most of the rest of the
document just refers to Vale and South. E.g. see
2.9
Noted – we will consider removing this
Diagram 6 after 2.26
diagram as it is not best placed in the SCI.
Muddled diagram - does not describe any
hierarchy.Includes a cog for OX-CAM arch,
which is not mentioned in the text.
Consider
2.29
adding
A link to the Duty to Cooperate would be useful Noted, we will consider adding neighbouring neighbouring
along with a list of neighbouring councils
authorities as an appendix
authorities
as an
2.29
appendix
“including neighbouring councils 1.” This Noted
Fix hyperlink
footnote link does not work
in footnote.
Noted, we will consider consolidating this text.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

2.29 accordsnce typo

Noted

Correct
‘accodsnce’
typo.

2.31-2.35 Repetition of consulting goals outlined
in 1.16 – 1.9
Table after 2.35 Please could all Tables be Noted
numbered.
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2.36 Preferring use of the online survey is often
a means of restricting comment. Free format Noted
comment (such as this document) should be
encouraged.

Give all
tables a
table
number.

2.39 should state the District Council’s AMR’s are published annually
commitment to a detailed report at least every
three months and not be satisfied with ‘regularly
publish’.
3.3 'major', 'minor' and 'other' are categories of Noted, we will amend this
applications not types.
Clarification needed as to which applications are
for public consultation & which ones are just for Noted we will consider adding as an appendix
public information.
Particularly useful would be details of the This could be added to an appendix
purpose of Scoping and Screening applications
and what consultation is involved with these

3.3: Change
type to
category

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Email Alerts. The links for signing up for alerts Noted.
do not work.
3.5 Second table Statutory Bodies
Noted.
Suggest “the planning practice guidance” is
expanded, to “the national planning practice
guidance (NPPG)”.
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3.5 Second table Town and Parish councils
Clarify under what circumstances paper copies Parish councils are not routinely provided with
will be provided to Parish Councils.
paper copies.
Table after 3.9 Middle paragraph starting “We
provide guidance on how to comment on
planning applications on our websites.” Implies
that if amendments require another consultation,
earlier comments are not considered/ need to be
resubmitted.

In that table it states : “if an amendment is
made to a current application, comments
originally submitted are taken into account and
do not need to be made again”

3.12-3.14 Needs something on how decisions
are communicated where S106’s are still to be Please refer to the relevant application on the
agreed.
website
3.15 Information provided in this paragraph is
too ‘thin’.
Further information on delegated powers and
planning committees can be found on our
websites and in the councils constitutions
3.17 Please bring Vale time limit of 3 mins in line
with the 5 mins in South.

Proposed
Modification

Add links to
sign up for
planning
alerts.
Consistently
refer to the
PPG as the
national
planning
practice
guidance.
Fix the
hyperlink if it
is not
working.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification
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Noted and passed on to democratic services.
The process at planning committee is provided
3.23 & 3.25
for in Council’s constitution and cannot be
Links do not work (mailto:)
amended through the SCI.
Check all
3.28 We do not consult on Section 106
links
agreements.
Noted and amended
This is bad. S106 is the one area where the
community can see some benefit from a Para 2.8 states that “we work with town and
development and where there is almost no parish councils and local district councillors, to
scope for engagement and consultation.
find out which community facilities may be
impacted by new development or that require
investment as a result of the development. Fix
Once we have a Section 106 agreement in hyperlinks in
place and the development has commenced, 3.23 and
we will notify town and parish councils or 3.25.
parish meetings of the sums available for
3.35 – 3.38 Monitoring and enforcement needed identified community facilities and provide an
to make sure development is carried out in update to them on a six-monthly basis
conformity with planning permission.
Carrying out development without planning
permission includes breaches of planning
permission – or not building in accordance with Fix
approved plans. This would be investigated in hyperlinks.
Glossary
line with our enforcement statement. Details
Major Developments
on enforcement are covered in an
"Applications for developments of 10 or more enforcement statement and do form part of the Fix
omes, ....." should be "homes"
SCI
hyperlinks.
Noted

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Clarification is requested for each type of
application listed on the search function about
the consultation involved:
Noted
Full consultation / information only / no
notification
For Statutory Bodies / Parish councils / General Consider adding as an appendix
Public
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ID:
177099691

Changes should be made to the designation of The categories of planning application
Minor for developments of up to 9 homes to be (Major/minor) are prescribed by Government
changed to Major in an AONB all three planning and cannot be changed through the SCI.
categories (Major/Minor and Other) to be
considered as Major.
Do the planning authorities retain photographic A photo is taken of the site notice and kept on
dated records of a site notice?
record.
Minimum notification buffer: minimum range of 5 This sets out the minimum. Where proposal
metres is inadequate and consideration should may directly affect we will consult more widely
be given to properties outside this range but as our discretion.
directly opposite the development site. Of
particular concern is proposals in AONB
Page 30 Permitted Development: Why are There is no opportunity to comment on
parish councils not notified of permitted permitted development proposal
development proposals?

Page 33 Sect 3/10:- Current processing of
applications does not always allow sufficient

Proposed
Modification

Correct
‘omes’ typo

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

time for a parish council to meet . 21 days is not The 21 day period is set out in article 15 of the
sufficient, site notices are hit and miss
Town and County Planning (Development
Management Procedure) Order
Email alerts and the weekly list are useful tools
for finding out about planning applications.
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No mention of how to ensure a cohesive
approach to infrastructure needs, the document
does not present an opportunity to respond to The SCI sets out how the Council will engage
the “wider picture” required for planning issues
with the local community on planning
documents and planning applications.
Expanding the document to cover more
general planning matters would not be
appropriate. How the councils will respond to
planning issues will be covered in other
planning documents such as the joint local
Planning application register for SODC: each plan.
planning application should be presented in a
consistent and logical order/clearly labelled
Noted
No means for public to access an “easy to read”
annual report as to how the District Council has
spent CIL monies.
See the councils websites for detail on how
CIL monies are spent and recorded. This is
Concerns expressed at creation of a Joint Local covered in detail in the SCI.
Plan when the former only adopted its Local
Plan for 2035 in December 2020. Also refer to Noted, these comments do not relate
the current consultations for the Oxford Plan specifically to the SCI
2050/Ox-Cam ARC/ the many Neighbourhood
Plans being formed throughout Oxfordshire

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID
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ID:
177101554

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Parish councils would welcome an improved
planning system with District authorities working
to create an inclusive partnership - not the
current negative environment
Officers do not wish a parish council’s objection
to realise an automatic referral to a planning
committee -. A Parish council representative at
such a meeting being restricted to 5 minutes to
support the submitted objection but the applicant Noted. These matters relate to the council’s
allowed 15 minutes to speak – all of which constitutions and are not in the remit of the
negates the endeavours undertaken by parish SCI.
councils on behalf of local residents.
Note this comment is very long and detailed
and has been heavily summarised where
possible.
Need to have greater transparency for those This is covered in an enforcement statement
decisions
made
about
unauthorised rather than in the SCI.
development and be wary of officer delegation
for such cases. Should be a referral to the
Planning Committee. If reported to Planning
Committee, time limit of 3 minutes is too short.
5. Planning officers should be limited in use of
delegated
decision-making
powers
for
amendments when decisions would normally be
addressed
during
the
main
planning
assessment. This should apply even when

If an amendment is made to a current
application, comments originally submitted are
taken into account and do not need to be made
again

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

single third-party objections remain (currently
allowed) under the scheme of delegation.
The local plan is supported by a robust
Local research work should take place during evidence base. This comment does not relate
the Local Plan work programme, starting from to the SCI
first principles, often poorly evidenced
Noted and agreed
7. Citizens have the right to be informed about
policy formulation in the Local Plan including its
evidence.
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ID:
177102219

8. References for Urban Design guidelines and Noted.
Building Design Guides must not exclude
Building Services equipment.
This comment relates to the
9. No reason why any development constitutions
management guidelines and scheme of officer
delegation should not be subject to public
scrutiny prior to decisions about them and be
regularly reviewed.
1. SODC's website application management Noted and comment passed on
system is deficient

councils’

2.The process/management of land supply These comments relate to a specific site / case
numbers
has
been
inadequately and not the SCI which deals with methods of
managed/grossly mis-managed resulting in the consultation.
loss of expensive planning appeals.
3. The preparation for and presentation by
'experts' appointed and guided by SODC has
been poor

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

ID:
177102407

Communications from the LPA are often unclear
and assume a level of knowledge not commonly
available to residents. This statement should
make clear how this issue will be resolved. E.g.
this document assumes that everyone knows
what a ‘joint local plan’ is. Does this mean that
housing needs for the two separate districts will
be combined or met separately?

A glossary is included to help explain technical
terms.
Housing Needs will be dealt with through the
joint local plan and is not covered in the SCI.
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Paragraph 1.6: What feedback will be given to consultation statement is prepared after
those submitting comments in this consultation? formal consultations that sets out how
How will we know if any notice is taken of the engagement was undertaken, what the
comments?
responses were and how the responses have
been considered. The consultation statement
will include the number of responses received
to a consultation and where respondents could
choose their level of agreement to a statement
a breakdown will be provided. A summary of
the all the comments will be provided and how
we propose to respond to the comments.
Paragraph 1.15 & Paragraph 1.16
Many residents do not go to libraries nor pass
community notice boards so it is important that
information which affects residents is still
delivered to their homes.
Can you provide a list of “deposit locations”?

We use several methods to communicate with
residents and are always looking to improve.
We are also trying to reduce paper use where
possible.
There is no definitive list of “deposit locations”,
though these are typically libraries within the
district and sometimes other public buildings.
The location and number of deposit locations

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

will depend on the type of document/s being
consulted on and where it is appropriate to
make copies available.
It should still be possible to sign up for
consultations and be communicated with by mail Where possible we are trying to reduce paper
(post).
usage. If a residents cannot access the
internet or emails we will send a letter to notify
them of consultations.
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Involvement seems to mean submitting The councils read all responses to
comments which the council may ignore.
consultations and gives them careful
consideration. The councils have to consider a
number of factors in progressing with policy
documents and determining applications.
Consultation is a one of the key factors
Further details about how CIL monies are
allocated and reported on can be found on the
There is no explanation of how the community councils’ websites.
can get involved in decisions about how CIL
funds are spent.
No mention made of Oxfordshire Growth Needs This is not an issue to be considered in the
Assessment
SCI. This will be considered as part of the
Oxfordshire Plan and local plans.
Unclear how residents register their interest Please call the planning service number 01235
except by providing an email online. How can 422425.
residents asked to be contacted by post?

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

It will depend on the type of planning
Diagram in paragraph 2.35 states “we may document being consulted on and the scope of
consult consultees that are registered on our that document. Officers will take a view.
general consultation database if we think they
may have an interest in the consultation” who
makes the decision that they have an interest
and on what basis is this decision made?
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Table in paragraph 3.4 should be expanded to
include a paragraph in step 2 stating that This is not considered necessary.
neighbouring households can contact their
District Councillor with any concerns/questions.
Table in paragraph 3.4 should be expanded to
include the fact that the application can go to This is included in the table on p32 with a link
committee if there are material planning to the website for further information.
reasons. A list of what constitutes material
planning reasons would be useful.
16) Diagram in paragraph 3.5: “If you’re
interested in planning applications in your area
(postcode), you can sign up for email alerts” this
does not meet the aims in Paragraph 1.13. It
should still be possible to sign up for alerts and
be communicated with by mail.

The councils are trying to
part of our commitment to
Emergency. We will
notification letters by post
email address

reduce printing as
tackle the Climate
send neighbour
where there is no

If there will be significant traffic impact, a large
building or a major development, shouldn’t the As stated on p28 where proposed new
consultation be wider?
development is likely to affect more properties
than those that are immediately adjacent to the

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Paragraph 3.15 should include role of
councillors and that a Councillor can “call in” an
application. No mention is made of the obligation
of the individual district councillor to call in an
application if an individual or the town or parish
council requests it.

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

boundary of the site (e.g. ‘major’ applications), Check for
wider consultation may be carried out.
typo in
practice.
These points are covered further in the
councils’ constitutions which set out the
procedures the councils follow for committee.
This is not covered in the SCI.
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What grounds does the councillor or chairman
have for refusing to call in an application?
Paragraph 3.17 states that someone can speak
for up to three minutes (at Vale of White Horse
planning committees) or five minutes (at South
Oxfordshire). Why is this different?
23) Paragraph 3.17 - 'planning committee In the unlikely event of a last minute change
arrangements can change' – please define in we will endeavour to make contact by any
what manner arrangements can change. If a reasonable means we can to make contact.
member of public is down to speak and so far
their communication has been in writing as they
are not on-line, how will changes be
communicated to them?
24) Paragraph 3.21 spells practice without a “c”.
Typo – 3.21
25) Paragraph 3.28 does not make clear how Detail about S106 is not included in the SCI. practise
community groups can be assured that the We do not consult on S106.

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

District/Town/Parish council will cascade info
about S106 and methods of applying for funds. We will notify town and parish councils or
parish meetings of the sums available for
26) The status of S106 contributions (already identified community facilities and provide an
paid, still available, ringfenced) should be update to them on a six-monthly basis
updated regularly by the District Council and
communicated to the town/parish councils.
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27) Section on Pre‐application advice states that We normally publish the meeting notes if they
any pre‐application advice letters between the are produced instead of the letter, often a letter
applicant and the council will be disclosed when is done following the meeting(s).
the application is formally submitted. No mention
is made of notes of any discussions held either
by phone or face to face meetings.

Add that
meeting
notes are
published
when
available

28) No mention of the enforcement of CIL and This is not directly relevant to the SCI.
S106 commitments. These should be included.
29) Material reasons for objecting to a planning This is covered on our website and a link is
provided
application should be included in the glossary.
30) No mention of development forums. We Noted. Further detail will be included on
have found the development forums for Crab Hill forums.
and Grove Airfield a useful way of providing
communication
channels
between
the
community and the developer. Suggest that
these should be made a formal part of the
process for any large development where

Include
further
information
on use of
forums

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Proposed
Modification

applications involve /are part of a large scheme
of more than 200 dwellings
ID:
177103094

ID:
177103341
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Natural England are unable to comment, in
detail, on individual Statements of Community
Involvement but information on the planning
service we offer, including advice on how to
consult us, can be found on our website.
Key sustainability objective for the preparation of
Local Plans and Neighbourhood Plans should
be for new development to be co-ordinated with
the infrastructure it demands and consider the
capacity
of
existing
infrastructure.

Noted

This point relates to a matter of policy. The SCI
sets out how the LPA will engage with the
community
on
planning
documents.
Representations regarding policy will need to
be made on the appropriate document and at
the appropriate time.

Thames Water (TW) consider that the specific Noted.
consultation bodies should be identified,
including identification of relevant water and
sewerage undertaker, in the SCI. TW consider it
would also be helpful if the specific
sewerage/water undertakers covering the area
are
listed
i.e.
TW.
Adequate time should be allowed for TW to Please liaise with the councils at the relevant
consider options/ proposals so that an informed time to discuss engagement on the local plan
response
can
be
formulated. if it is felt further time is needed.
Realistic consultation periods with water and Noted. The SCI sets out how the LPA will
sewerage undertakers will need to be taken engage with the local community and key
account of in the preparation of the Local Plan. stakeholders such as Thames Water.

We will
consider
adding an
appendix of
statutory
consultees

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Name/
Organisation/
Comment ID

Comment Summary

Officer Response

Important that Thames Water are consulted The remaining points relate to a matter of
early regarding Neighbourhood Plans and their policy. The SCI sets out how the LPA will
impact on water supply and sewerage capacity. engage with the community on planning
documents. Representations regarding policy
TW would expect to be consulted on most major will need to be made on the appropriate
planning
applications. document and at the appropriate time
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TW support the reference at paragraph 3.34 to
encouraging applicants to consult TW.

ID:
177106933

SODC registering applications for discharging This comment relates to specific case.
conditions is difficult to find online and is not
good practice
Discharge of condition applications generally
relate to technical issues; therefore, the LPA
will undertake consultation with the relevant
It is wrong and undesirable for officers to be able technical consultee where necessary.
to take decisions in circumstances where:
1. There has been a highly material change in This comment will be passed on.
circumstances That information should be
highlighted in the officers report and was not
mentioned.

Proposed
Modification

Agree/
Disagree
with
Modification
and reason
why

Statement of
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DRAFT STATEMENT OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
SOUTH OXFORDSHIRE AND VALE OF WHITE HORSE DISTRICT COUNCILS

1.
1.1

September 2021

INTRODUCTION
This Statement of Community Involvement sets out the overall approach we take to
involving the community with land use planning.

1.2

As residents, businesses and organisations within the local community, we want
you to feel empowered to get involved with planning should you wish to. We aim to
work positively and proactively with local communities to make sure:

1.3

•

you are fully informed

•

you feel involved in the decision-making process

•

you have timely and meaningful opportunities to have a say.

The district councils have a significant role in shaping our built environment. As the
Local Planning Authorities, we are responsible for making planning decisions in the
districts. We have made a commitment in our South and Vale Corporate Plans to
ensure this is done successfully and in a way that is in the local communities’ best
interests.

1.4

This draft Statement of Community Involvement is a joint one covering both South
Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse district councils, and will replace the existing
Statements of Community Involvement for each district. We have decided to
produce a joint Statement of Community Involvement because the councils are now
working together to prepare a joint local plan.

1.5

This draft Statement of Community Involvement is being made available for
comment for a six-week period from 8th September to 20th October 2021. By
consulting on this document, we are providing an opportunity for local communities,
businesses and other relevant stakeholders to comment on the process and
methods that we intend to use across the planning service.

1.6

Once the consultation has ended we will review all the comments received and
make any necessary changes. TThe Statement of Community Involvement will be
adopted by both councils, expected to happen in December 2021, and we will then
carry out consultation on planning policy document and planning applications in line
with the processes set out in the document.
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WHAT IS A STATEMENT OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT?
1.7

A Statement of Community Involvement explains when, how, and why you
will be invited to participate in planning related issues, such as plan making,
neighbourhood plans and planning applications.

1.8

National Planning Practice Guidance issued by central Government sets out that
Statements of Community Involvement must be reviewed every five years. Each
time, we review our consultation methods to ensure that we engage effectively with
local communities at all key stages of the planning process. Technology is opening
new ways to get involved in planning, which we have added in this review. We have
also updated our practices to take account of the COVID-19 pandemic and the
need to keep our communities safe.

3
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OUR VISION AND VALUES FOR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
1.9

We want you to have the opportunity to make a real and lasting difference to the
areas where they live and work. We value involvement from the community in local
plan preparation and in planning applications.

1.10 Our vision is for consultation to be fair, equal, meaningful and worthwhile.
1.11

We will do this by:
•

involving you in all formal stages of plan making and wherever
possible ensure early involvement in the preparation of our planning policy
documents, so that you are involved from the start

•

make information available, raise awareness of planning matters and
ensure people are kept up to date at all relevant stages

•

analyse responses carefully and, where appropriate, provide clear
feedback to participants after an engagement exercise within a published
timescale. Where possible, this will include changes we have made as a
result of comments

1.12 We will do this while complying with all legislation that is currently in force or that
comes into force in the future. All data that we store and publish will be compliant
with the councils’ data protection policy.
1.13 We are committed to equality and ensuring that everyone has access to our
services. We comply with the Equalities Act 2010 and the Human Rights
Act 1998 and have developed a Corporate Equality Policy which sets out
our commitment to equality in everything we do. As active members of The
Consultation Institute we are committed to the Consultation Charter, which
encourages high standards of engagement and consultation.
1.14 In line with best practice, we aim to:
•

use Plain English in our documents and consultation

•

reduce the use of planning jargon

•

increase meaningful engagement

•

improve how we use online technology and social media platforms

•

live-stream and record meetings where possible

•

reach out to all sectors and age groups, including those who are ‘seldom
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heard’
•

be transparent and clear about the planning process, what is being
proposed and the scope for you to influence the outcome

•

improve the style and accessibility of our documents.

OUR METHODS OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
1.15 We will use the most appropriate methods to consult and engage local residents,
businesses, organisations and statutory consultees to ensure that engagement is
proportionate and meaningful. We will combine written methods like emails, online
technology (including our website and social media), and face-to-face methods.
1.16 We will make consultation documents available to view in hard copy in selected
deposit locations, such as local libraries, across the districts. We will use posters
and put them up in libraries, community noticeboards and other venues as
appropriate. We may also use focus groups, workshops, meetings (face to face and
virtual) and the telephone to engage with communities.

REGISTER FOR UPDATES
1.17 We use tools like press releases and social media to let people know when we are
consulting on planning policies. To make sure you don’t miss out on consultation
news, you can register on the council’s ‘have your say’ consultation database to
hear from us directly. Here are some examples of the types of information you might
receive:
•

If you sign up to the general consultation database you will receive
notifications on a wide range of council matters and policies for example,
car parking, homelessness and rough sleeping, taxi licensing, council tax
and the Corporate Plans.

•

If you sign up to the planning policy consultation database you will
hear about planning consultations and find out how to get involved in the
development of planning policies and documents, for example the joint
local plan.

1.18 The councils’ consultation databases are kept in accordance with General Data
Protection Regulations. Please sign up if you would like to be registered to either of
our consultation databases.

5
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1.19 If you change your mind and do not wish to receive updates from us, you
can always opt out. Please note, we may still need to contact you for certain
consultations if we have a legal obligation to do so.

2.
2.1

PLANNING POLICY
Planning policies are prepared and implemented by the district councils to guide
where, when and how development can take place. Planning policies are found in
a variety of policy documents which all make up both district’s Development Plans.
The Development Plan is then used to determine planning applications.

2.2

Development Plans set out a vision and a planning framework for future
development of an area. Development Plan Documents include local plans and
neighbourhood plans. They often cover topics such as:
•

safeguarding the environment (eg. climate mitigation, renewable energy,
sustainable construction)

•

community facilities

•

infrastructure

•

high quality design

•

the economy (including how much office/research/business space is
needed and where)

•
2.3

housing (how many homes are planned for and where).

The statutory stages in the preparation of these documents are set out in the Town
and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.

2.4

The councils have produced a timeline for preparing all of our planning policy
documents - the Joint Local Development Scheme. It is regularly updated so
people are aware of upcoming opportunities to participate in the preparation of
planning policy documents.
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POLICY DOCUMENTS WE PREPARE
AND HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED
LOCAL PLAN
2.5

Local plans are tools used in guiding decisions about individual development
proposals, from large scale new housing sites to a single new home or extension.
local plans generally plan ahead for at least the next 15-20 years.

2.6

All local authorities are required to have an up-to-date local plan (no more than five
years old).

2.7

We are working to produce a joint local plan that will cover both South Oxfordshire
and Vale of White Horse districts. The joint local plan, when finished and adopted,
will replace the existing South Oxfordshire Local Plan 2035 and the Vale of White
Horse Local Plan 2031 Parts 1 and 2. It will become part of the Development Plan
for both districts.

The key stages of preparing a local plan and when you can get involved are:
•

Plan Preparation (Regulation 18)
This stage includes public consultation for a minimum of six weeks on a
draft plan. There can be more than one consultation during this stage as
the plan develops.

•

Plan Publication (Regulation 19)
This stage consists of a public consultation for a minimum of six weeks
on the proposed policies that will be in the plan.

•

Plan Examination (Regulation 24)
The plan is examined by an independent planning Inspector. During the
examination process the Inspector will review the comments submitted
during the Regulation 19 consultation. People who have made
comments can ask to participate in the local plan hearings.

•

Plan Adoption (Regulation 26)
The plan is formally adopted by the council(s). The plan becomes part of
the development plan and is used to determine planning applications.

These key stages are shown in Diagram 1

7
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Diagram 1: Key stages of preparing a local plan

Pre - production stage
- evidence gathering
Public participation on content, scope
and/or preferred options (minimum six weeks)

Community
Involvement

Regulation
18*

Representations received

Preparation of plan

Representation
and
participation

Publication of plan
(minimum six week consultation)

Regulation
19*

Submission of plan to Secretary of State

Regulation
22*

Examination by Independent Planning Inspector
(appointed by Secretary of State)

Regulation
24*

Adoption of final plan by Full Council

Regulation
26*

Monitoring and Review

* The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
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SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING DOCUMENTS
2.8

Supplementary planning documents, also known as SPDs, add further detail to
policies in a local plan. They can provide further guidance about development
on specific allocated sites, or on particular issues, such as design or affordable
housing. They help explain how the policy should be implemented but cannot be
used to set out new policy. SPDs can generally be produced in a shorter period
of time than a local plan because, although they go through a formal consultation
stage, there is no examination by a planning inspector.

2.9

More information on SPDs for South and Vale can be found on our websites.

2.10 As with local plans the statutory requirements for preparing supplementary planning
documents are set out in the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England)
Regulations 2012 and summarised below.
•

Supplementary planning document preparation
In this stage the councils work on preparing a draft supplementary
planning document

•

Public consultation on draft supplementary planning document
(Regulation 13)
This stage consists of a public consultation for a minimum of four weeks
on the draft document

•

Review of consultation responses
In this stage the council will consider all the comments received during
the consultation and make any changes to the supplementary planning
document. The council will produce a statement summarising the main
issues raised during consultation and how they have been addressed.

•

Adoption of supplementary planning document (Regulation 14)
The supplementary planning document is formally adopted by the
council(s) and becomes a material consideration in planning decisions

This process is summarised in the following diagram 2:		

9
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Diagram 2: Key stages of preparing a supplementary planning document

Pre - production stage – evidence
gathering and early engagment

Prepare draft SPD
Community
Involvement

Consultation on draft SPD (minimum 4 weeks)

Regulation
13*

Changes made to reflect representations
following the consultation
Adoption of final SPD by Cabinet
or Cabinet member

Regulation
14*

* The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
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COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL)
2.11

The Community Infrastructure Levy is a charge that developers pay to councils to
contribute towards the cost of infrastructure. Developers pay the levy based on the
amount of floor space created in their developments. The money collected through
the levy can be spent on a wide range of projects such as transport schemes,
community facilities, parks and leisure facilities.

2.12 Vale of White Horse and South Oxfordshire district councils are both classed as
‘charging authorities’ and so we charge CIL on certain types of development that
are carried out in this area. A CIL charging schedule sets out how much the charges
are, and the types of development that are charged.
2.13 The statutory process for preparing or updating a CIL charging schedule is set
out in the Community Infrastructure Regulations 2010 (as amended) and can be
summarised as:
•

Preliminary draft charging schedule is prepared by the council
During this stage the council gather evidence and draft a charging
schedule

•

Consultation on the preliminary draft charging schedule (Regulation
15)
This stage consists of a public consultation for a minimum of four weeks
on the preliminary draft charging schedule.

•

Publication of draft charging schedule (Regulation 16)
Once the council has reviewed the Regulation 15 consultation
responses and made any changes needed, the draft charging schedule
is then published for a further public consultation of a minimum of four
weeks.

•

Examination of the charging schedule (Regulation 21)
The charging schedule is examined by an independent examiner.
During the examination process the examiner will review the comments
submitted during the Regulation 16 consultation.

•

Approval of charging schedule (Regulation 25)
In this stage the final charging schedule is approved and published by
the council. The new charges can then come into force.

These key stages are shown in diagram 3.
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Diagram 3: Key stages of preparing a Community Infrastructure Levy charging
schedule

Pre - production stage
- evidence gathering
Consultation on Preliminary Draft
Charging Schedule (minimum four weeks)

Community
Involvement

Regulation
15*

Respond to representations on Draft Charging
Schedule and make any necessary changes
Publish Draft Charging Schedule
for consultation (minimum four weeks)
Examination by Independent
Planning Examiner
Approval and publication of a
Charging Schedule by Full Council

Regulation
16*

Regulation
21*

Regulation
25*

* The Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010
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NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING
2.14 Neighbourhood planning is a way for local people and communities to take a lead
on planning for the future of their area. Neighbourhood planning can be led by a
town or parish council or by a designated neighbourhood forum.
2.15 Neighbourhood plans set out the vision, objectives and planning policies that shape
development in a local area. South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse district
councils both support neighbourhood planning and we have dedicated officers to
help communities prepare their own plans. A neighbourhood plan has the same
legal status as a local plan (and other documents that form part of the development
plan) once it has been approved at a referendum. At this point it comes into force as
part of the development plan.
The key stages in preparing a neighbourhood plan and where communities can get
involved are:
•

Council approves a Neighbourhood Area application (Regulation 6)
A Neighbourhood Area application is submitted to the council by a
neighbourhood planning group. This stage includes public consultation
for a minimum of four weeks if the proposed Neighbourhood Area falls
outside the parish boundary. Once the Neighbourhood Area is approved
by the council work can start on preparing a neighbourhood plan.

•

Pre-submission consultation (Regulation 14)
This stage consists of a public consultation for a minimum of six weeks
on the draft neighbourhood plan. The plan is then submitted to the
council.

•

Publication of neighbourhood plan (Regulation 16)
This stage consists of a public consultation for a minimum of six weeks
on the neighbourhood plan. The plan is then sent to an independent
examiner.

•

Examination of the neighbourhood plan
The plan is examined by an independent examiner. During the
examination process the examiner will review the comments submitted
during the Regulation 16 consultation.

•

Referendum on the neighbourhood plan
A local referendum is held where voters are asked whether or not the
neighbourhood plan should come into force. For the plan to be ‘made’

13
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i.e adopted by the council, at least half of voters must vote ‘yes’
•

Plan is made final by Full Council

These key stages are shown in diagram 4.
Diagram 4: Key stages of preparing a neighbourhood plan

Neighbourhood Area Application submitted to
the council. If outside parish boundary minimum
four weeks publicity period
Community
Involvement

Regulation
6*

Draft Neighbourhood Plan is produced

Pre-submission consultation
(minimum six weeks)

Regulation
14*

Submission of draft Neighbourhood
Plan to council
Community
Involvement

Publication of Neighbourhood Plan
(minimum six weeks)

Regulation
16*

Submission of Neighbourhood Plan
and responses to Examiner

Independent Examination
Community
Involvement

Referendum on Neighbourhood Plan

Neighbourhood Plan
made final by Full Council**

Monitoring and review

* Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.
** If more than 50 per cent of people who voted in the referendum supported the
the council must adopt it.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT ORDERS
2.16 A Neighbourhood Development Order (NDO) is another tool that communities can
use, this time to permit different types of development without the need for planning
permission. When preparing a Neighbourhood Development Order, it must still be in
line with national and local policy and other legal requirements. The town or parish
council or neighbourhood forum is the only body that can prepare an NDO. Some
community organisations can develop a Community Right to Build Order in an area.
A Community Right to Build Order is a form of Neighbourhood Development Order
that can be created by a local community organisation, and so not restricted to a
town or parish council or neighbourhood forum and can be used to grant planning
permission for small scale development for community benefit on a specific site or
sites in a neighbourhood area.
The process of developing a NDO and where communities can get involved are set out
below:
•

A draft Order is prepared
A draft Order is prepared by the parish council or neighbourhood forum

•

Pre-submission consultation on draft Order (Regulation 21)
This stage consists of a public consultation for a minimum of six weeks
on the draft Order.

•

Submission of Order to the council (Regulation 22)
Publication of Order (Regulation 23)

•

This stage consists of a public consultation for a minimum of six
weeks on the Order
The Order is then sent to an independent examiner.

•

Examination of the Order (Regulation 25)
The Order is examined by an independent examiner. During the
examination process the examiner will review the comments submitted
during the Regulation 23 consultation.

•

Referendum on the Order
A local referendum is held where voters are asked whether or not the
Order should come into force. For the order to be ‘made’ by the council,
at least half of voters must vote ‘yes’

•

Order is made final by Full Council (Regulation 26)

This process is shown in diagram 5
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Diagram 5: Key stages of preparing a neighbourhood development order

Qualifying body prepares a draft Order
Community
Involvement

Pre submission consultation on draft Order
(6 weeks)

Submission of draft Order to the coundl

Regulation
22*

Publication of Order (6 weeks)

Regulation
23*

Submission of Order and responses to examiner

Regulation
24*

Independent Examination

Regulation
25*

Community
Involvement

Community
Involvement

Regulation
21*

Referendum on Order

Neighbourhood Order is made by Full Council

Regulation
26*

* The Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012
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NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING SUPPORT WE OFFER
2.17 We encourage and support local communities wishing to prepare a neighbourhood
plan or a neighbourhood development order and we have allocated resources to
help with this.
2.18 Our dedicated Neighbourhood Planning Team provides support to groups as they
go through the process of developing their neighbourhood plan or neighbourhood
development order. We also have a step-by-step neighbourhood plan toolkit online.
2.19 Our support includes:
•

advice and guidance throughout plan development including an
introductory meeting to discuss the group’s aims and outline the overall
process

•

a lead officer to attend meetings, where appropriate, and offer expert
advice

•

advice on how to obtain funding

•

advice on external sources of support and guidance that is available to
groups

•

advice on engaging with the local community - including how and why
groups need to record this

•

informing groups which external organisations and statutory bodies will
need to be consulted

•

advice on what evidence is required to help groups write their plan

•

running statutory consultations on area designation proposals (where
appropriate) as well as submitted plans

•

reviewing draft neighbourhood plans to ensure they meet the basic
conditions

•

organising the Independent Examination and Referendum for the plan.

2.20 We run the council’s statutory neighbourhood plan and neighbourhood development
order consultations and publicity periods and advise groups on the statutory duty
they need to follow when carrying out their own consultations.
2.21 We also provide advice to neighbourhood planning groups on best practice
community engagement to help them gather views from all those within their
neighbourhood area. This may be done through meetings, workshops and written
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guidance and we can provide support with surveys, public engagement events and
communications. For example, we advise groups on:
•

the different consultation and engagement methods that could be used

•

the consultation materials required

•

those who should be consulted and at what stage

•

organising consultation and engagement events, and

•

the publication and distribution of consultation documents

2.22 If you would like to find out more information regarding neighbourhood planning
or neighbourhood development orders, including contact details, please go the
neighbourhood planning webpages for South and Vale.

OTHER DOCUMENTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Oxfordshire Plan 2050
2.23 The Oxfordshire Plan 2050 is a joint strategic plan being prepared on behalf of
all of the district and the city councils in Oxfordshire: Cherwell, Oxford City, South
Oxfordshire, Vale of White Horse and West Oxfordshire. It is a strategic planning
document that will provide a joined-up approach to planning across the county over
the period to 2050. Once adopted, it will become part of the Development Plan for
each Oxfordshire council.
2.24 The Oxfordshire Plan 2050 has its own Statement of Community Involvement, and
the Oxfordshire Plan team run their own consultations on the Oxfordshire Plan,
which you can take part in.
2.25 Further information including the timeline for delivering the Oxfordshire Plan,
and how you can sign up and get involved can be found on the Oxfordshire Plan
website.
Oxfordshire Minerals and Waste Plan
2.26 Oxfordshire County Council is responsible for preparing and consulting on this plan
to provide up to date minerals and waste planning policies and proposals for the
period up to 2031. For more information on this plan, please visit the Oxfordshire
County Council website.
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Diagram 6: Relationship of development plan documents and wider national
policies and frameworks
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CONSULTATION ON PLANNING POLICY DOCUMENTS
WHO WE CONSULT
2.27 There are legal requirements on who we must consult when preparing planning
policy documents such as the joint local plan. These are set out in Part 1 of the
Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012.
2.28 There are special requirements for consulting some specific organisations identified
as ‘specific and general consultation bodies’:
Specific and general consultation bodies
2.29 Government regulations are clear about how important it is that certain bodies
are consulted at key stages when preparing local planning policy documents
(these bodies are sometimes referred to as statutory consultees). They include
bodies such as the Environment Agency, Historic England, Natural England and
Highways England, and any other organisation that we have a duty to cooperate
with, including neighbouring councils1. We will always consult on our planning policy
documents with the relevant consultation bodies in accordsnce with the regulations,
as set out above.
Local communities and other interested parties
2.30 The local community includes, but is not limited to:
•

residents

•

town and parish councils

•

local interest groups

•

access groups

•

local businesses

•

local community groups and organisations

•

faith groups, schools, colleges and higher education providers

•

‘seldom-heard’ groups.
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HOW WE WILL CONSULT
2.31 At all stages of plan-making, we will publicise any consultation material and
accompanying documents on our website and via social media and provide links
to these documents. Consultees registered on our planning policy consultation
database will be notified of all planning policy consultations and relevant updates.
From time to time we may also contact consultees registered on our general council
consultation database, where a planning policy document might be of interest. We
will contact you by email, where one is provided and this is your preferred method
of contact.
2.32 If your preferred method of contact is by post we will send you a letter notifying you
of the consultation. We are using online and social media more than ever and trying
to reduce printing as part of our commitment to tackle the Climate Emergency. We
will ask if you are interested in reducing your impact on the environment by going
paper free, and if you wish to change your contact preference from post to email,
please email haveyoursay@southandvale.gov.uk or call 01235 422425.
2.33 We will also make information available in other ways on request (for example,
large print, audio, Braille, Easy Read and alternative languages).
2.34 The methods of consultation we use will vary depending on the nature of the
planning policy document, the stage of the document being consulted on and the
geographical scope or nature of the planning issue covered in the document.
2.35 Depending on the scope of the consultation, the engagement methods we will use
can include one or more of the examples set out in the table below, which is not an
exclusive list.
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Actions
We will send email communications to everyone who is registered
on our planning consultation database to receive planning policy
updates. Relevant stakeholders, including statutory organisations
will also be informed. We may consult consultees that are
registered on our general consultation database if we think they
may have an interest in the consultation.

We will make our planning documents available online on our
website and make you aware when they are published using the
appropriate council communication channels, including social media.

Documents

Website

Local
Press

Social
Media

Letters

We will provide paper copies of consultation documents in selected
deposit locations, such as local libraries, across the district.
Planning documents will be published on our websites and we will
provide hard copies of our documents at our offices upon request.

We will make the following available on our website:
•
planning policy documents
•
consultations
•
supporting information
•
links to online questionnaires and feedback forms

We will promote major consultations in the local press by issuing
press releases and paid notices where appropriate.

We will make use of the councils’ various social media accounts
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube to communicate
planning policy news, including live consultations.

We will post letters to those who have requested to be kept
informed by post, and encourage consultees to use online methods
where possible and when it can make engagement easier.
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HOW YOU CAN RESPOND TO CONSULTATIONS
2.36 For most planning policy consultations, we offer an online survey. We also accept
comments by email or by letter. Using the online survey is our preferred way for you
to respond to consultations as it makes processing the responses simpler. If you
find it difficult to use the online survey, please ask, we are happy to help you.

HOW WE WILL RESPOND TO YOU ON PLANNING POLICY
2.37 Once a consultation period has ended and we have read and logged all the
responses, we will prepare a report and publish a summary of the responses.
The report is called a consultation statement and is prepared after every statutory
consultation. Each consultation statement sets out how we have considered the
comments made during the consultation before moving to the next stage of planmaking. We make our consultation statements available on our website and on
request at our council offices, when open to the public.
2.38 The comments we receive on our planning policy documents will be made publicly
available on our websites at the earliest opportunity, once the consultation has
finished.
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MONITORING OF PLANNING POLICIES
2.39 We regularly publish an Authority Monitoring Report (AMR) for each council. We
use this to report how many new homes and other developments have been
permitted and to check whether adopted policies are being effectively implemented.
It also allows communities and interested parties to track the progress we are
making towards delivering the vision and objectives set out in the local plan.

LOOKING AHEAD
2.40 We have tried to prepare for future changes on the horizon that might require us
to vary our consultation methods. If necessary, we will update our Statement of
Community Involvement to ensure it is up to date.

COVID-19 PANDEMIC
2.41 The restrictions that were put in place in March 2020 changed the way we, and
all councils, had to consult and engage. There has been more focus on digital
consultation instead of face-to-face events. There have been some positive
outcomes from these changes. We have found that more people have taken part in
our consultations and engagement surveys. It is more flexible as people can access
information at any time using mobile phones or devices rather than attending an
event in person. Some people feel more comfortable attending an event online than
in person. It has also reduced the need for people to travel, and the impact this has
on carbon emissions. We have also reduced the number of documents we have
printed, saving paper and reducing waste.
2.42 We will continue to explore new and effective ways to carry out consultations and to
learn from what is and is not successful when engaging with our communities. Even
as restrictions are lifted and face-to-face events are allowed, we will continue to
develop ways that people can engage digitally.
Temporary measures
2.43 In April 2020 the Government introduced temporary measures as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic to change the way we operate, including how we consult.
The measures were designed to make it easier to operate the planning system
during periods of restrictions, and included removing the requirement to provide
paper copies of documents for inspection. The temporary measures expire on 31
December 2021. As a result, we varied our consultation methods and introduced
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new ways of interacting with our communities:
•

holding public meetings online and making livestreams and recordings
available to watch via our YouTube channel;

•

exploring other ways that we can carry out public events, workshops and
exhibitions, for example holding virtual online exhibitions

•

planning documents are published on our website

•

we use digital technology whenever possible

CHANGES TO THE PLANNING SYSTEM
2.44 In August 2020 Government consulted on a package of proposals to reform
the planning system in England, called ‘Planning for the Future’. The aim of the
reforms is to streamline and modernise the planning process. If these proposals
are implemented there could be some significant changes to how and when local
residents, businesses, organisations and statutory consultees engage in the
planning process. One of the key proposals in the reforms is to make more use of
interactive digital technology in the plan-making process.
2.45 The Government is reviewing the feedback on the consultation and will decide what
changes will be taken forward, along with any necessary supporting legislation.
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DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
Development management is the name given to the work we undertake in the
planning service to pro-actively manage development in the local area. It includes
the process of deciding planning applications, planning enforcement (dealing with
alleged breaches of planning legislation) and planning appeals.

3.2

The development management team is responsible for assessing planning
applications in accordance with the adopted Development Plan, the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), the Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) and
other material considerations, including consultation responses about a proposal.
The development management team also defends decisions at appeal and
investigates and enforces against breaches of planning control.

TYPES OF PLANNING APPLICATIONS
3.3

We receive several types of planning applications. The most common types that
we receive include ‘major’, ‘minor’ and ‘other’ applications whose definitions are
prescribed by Government, as set out below:

Major
Applications

Minor
Applications

Other
Applications

Applications for
developments of 10 or
more homes, or 1,000
sqm or more gross nonresidential floorspace
(including changes of use
of existing buildings).

Applications for
devlopments of up to 9
homes or up to 999 sqm
gross non-residential
floorspace (including
changes of use of existing
buildings and changes of
use of open land).

Includes all other types
of planning applications
including applications for
the extension or alteration
to a house, ancillary
buildings in the garden of
a house, advertisements
or listed building consent.
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THE PLANNING APPLICATION PROCESS
3.4

The table below outlines the process from when we receive a planning application
through to making the decision:

1

Registration
and
Allocation

2

Consultation

The application has been validated, registered and allocated
to a case officer.

A letter is sent to neighbouring properties who share a
boundary with the application site letting them know that an
application has been received, who the case officer will be,
and how to comment if they wish to.
The case officer may also use their discretion to write to any
additional neighbours they feel may be directly affected by the
proposal, for example directly opposite the access.
We also inform the town or parish council/parish meeting and
any relevant specialist consultees.
Where required, a statutory notice is displayed at the site.
We publicise the submitted application on our website and
comments made (in accordance with our retention schedules).

3

Site Visit

4

Officer
Assessment

This is when the planning merits of the application are
assessed by the council, once the consultation deadline has
expired.

Potential
Negotiation and
Re-consultation

The case officer may contact the applicant if our assessment
in Step 4 above concludes that we are unable to support the
application as originally submitted or we need some further
information and clarification.

5

We usually visit the application site without an appointment. It
is at our discretion as to whether we need to view the proposal
from neighbouring land or properties.

If an application is formally amended to address any planning
issues raised, we may consult again if we think the changes
may affect different neighbours or if new issues might be
raised.

6

Recommendation
and Decision

Our constitution enables most application decisions to be
made by the Head of Planning, under what we term ‘officer
delegated powers’.
However, large and/or complicated applications are often
referred to the Planning Committee for a decision, which is
made up of our elected councillors.
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CONSULTATION ON PLANNING APPLICATIONS
3.5

Once we have registered a planning application, we will carry out consultation on
the application. We will use the following methods to publicise planning applications
that are submitted to us.
Method

@
Email
Alerts

Methods used
If you’re interested in planning applications in your area (postcode),
you can sign up for email alerts. Once registered, you will receive
an automatic email notification informing you of any new planning
application or planning decision made in your area (within 100m
radius of a postcode area) with a link to the relevant documents on
our website.
We encourage residents and businesses to subscribe to our
email alerts, which (by post code) will automatically notify you of
applications made in your street.
If you live in South Oxfordshire you can sign up for email alerts here
If you live in the Vale of White Horse you can sign up for email alerts
here
We will send a notification by either letter or email to properties
adjacent to the boundary of the application site, as shown in figure 7.
We may also notify others we consider to be directly affected by the
proposal.

Neighbour
Notification
Letter

Site Notice

Press
Notice

Weekly List

Where proposed new development is likely to affect more properties
than those that are immediately adjacent to the boundary of the site
(e.g. ‘major’ applications), wider consultation may be carried out.
Depending on the type of application, we will display a notice at the
application site in a place that is visible to members of the public.
For all major applications we will display at least one site notice for a
minimum of 21 days.
We will publicise all major planning applications in the notices
section of a local newspaper. We will publicise a press notice
for applications that are in conservation areas or that affect the
character or appearance of a listed building.
Every week we compile a list of planning applications that have
been registered that week. The list is published on our website and
emailed to councillors.
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Diagram 7: Minimum neighbourhood notification for all applications
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A list of who is consulted is set out below:

Method

Statutory
Bodies:

Actions
Statutory bodies will be consutted on planning applications
for certain types of development in accordance with relevant
regulations. A list of statutory consultees is provided in the planning
practice guidance.
Consultation with these bodies will vary depending on the type of
development proposed and/or the location.
Neighbours adjacent to the boundary will be notified of planning
applications. This is subject to the type of application submitted.

Neighbours:
If neighbouring properties cannot be identiifed, a site notice on or
near the application property will be displayed.

Town and
Parish
Councils/
Meetings:

Councillors:

Members
of the
Public:

Town and parish councils will be notified of an application within
and/or immediately adjacent to the town or parish boundary.

They are not lnformed of permitted development proposals.

Ward councillors wil be notified by email when an application
relates to their area. Other councillors may be notified if they have
requested this.

A public consultation will be undertaken for most applications.
The scale of consutlation and involvement with the community will
depend upon the nature of each individual application.
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VIEWING AND COMMENTING ON A PLANNING APPLICATION
3.6

Planning applications submitted to either South Oxfordshire or Vale of White Horse
councils are published on a list of all planning applications received. This is known
as the planning application register.

3.7

You can find the register for planning applications in South Oxfordshire here.

3.8

And the register for planning applications in Vale of White Horse here.

3.9

You can also look on our interactive planning map to search for planning current
applications and to look up a property’s planning history.

The following table explains the process for commenting on an application:
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We can
only accept
comments in
writing.
We ask that all
comments be made
via our websites in
the first instance. We
also accept emails
and letters.

September 2021

Commenting on planning applications
When commenting on an application, it is important to
provide:
•

Planning application reference number

•

Address of the site

•

Name of the case officer

Your comments will appear publicly on the planning
applications’s webpage. All personal information such as
telephone numbers, emails and signatures will be redacted,
however addresses and names will be shown.
Please note that we don’t acknowledge or respond to
comments directly, due to the high numbers we receive.

@
Via our websites
View and comment on
planning applications in
South Oxfordshire

By email
Registration@
southandvale.gov.uk

By post
Planning,
135 Eastern Avenue,
Millon Park,
OX14 4S8

View and comment on
planning applications in
Vale of White Horse

We provide guidance on how to comment on planning applications on our
websites. Comments made on a planning application are not transferred to
a subsequent consultation or to a new planning application (although if an
amendment is made to a current application, comments originally submitted
are taken into account and do not need to be made again). If a new planning
application is submitted on the same application site as a previous application,
you will need to resubmit your comments for consideration.
When commenting on
planning applications, it
is important to comment
on material planning
considerations.
These are more likely to
help shape the outcome
of the application.

In accordance with our Customer Service
Standards, we will not tolerate comments that
contain abusive, offensive or derogatory language,
or those related to a personal circumstance not
directly related to the application. Any comments
submitted to us in this manner will not be published.
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TIME TO COMMENT ON APPLICATIONS
3.10 Once a planning application is registered and allocated to a planning officer, the
application will be publicised online and appropriate parties will be notified. Parties
have a minimum of 21 days to comment. This period is set out in article 15 of the
Town and County Planning (Development Management Procedure) Order. All
comments must be made in writing, preferably through our websites, or by email, or
if this is not possible then by letter, within:

3.11

•

21 days from the date of our notification letter, or

•

21 days from the date of a press notice or site notice appearing

Due to the volume of correspondence we receive, it is not possible to respond to or
discuss individual comments that we receive on planning applications, however a
summary of these and the officers’ responses are provided in the officer report.

DECISIONS ON PLANNING APPLICATIONS
3.12 Decisions on planning applications will be determined in accordance with the
decision-making processes set out in the councils’ constitution.
3.13 The constitution sets out how we, the councils, operate, how decisions are made
and the procedures that are followed to ensure that we are efficient, transparent
and accountable.
3.14 Further information on our constitution can be found on the South and Vale
websites.
Planning Committees
3.15 All planning applications are allocated to a case officer who will assess the
application and make a recommendation on whether the application should be
approved or refused. Most applications are determined under delegated powers,
which means the applications does not need to go to a planning committee for a
decision. However, some larger and/or complicated planning applications will need
to be determined by a planning committee.
3.16 South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse councils each have their own planning
committee that meet regularly to discuss and make decisions on planning
applications. The planning committee, which comprises elected councillors, has
a duty to decide planning and other development-related applications. However,
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currently around ninety percent of applications are determined under the scheme of
delegation to the Head of Planning.
3.17 If an application that you have commented on is due to go to a planning committee
for a decision, we will write to you and invite you to speak or submit a statement for
the meeting. Each speaker, or group of speakers, can speak for up to three minutes
(at Vale of White Horse planning committees) or five minutes (at South Oxfordshire
planning committees) on each application site. If there is more than one speaker,
the three or five minute slot is shared between the speakers, therefore it may be
worthwhile nominating just one or two speakers. Planning committee arrangements
can change, so please refer to our South and Vale websites for the latest position.
3.18 Agenda papers are published on our website five working days before the
committee meeting. If you wish to speak or submit a statement at the meeting,
please register with Planning Services by noon the last working day before the
meeting by emailing planningbusinessenquiries@southandvale.gov.uk or telephone
01235 422600.

PLANNING APPEALS
3.19 If a planning application is refused, the applicant can either re-apply for planning
permission with an alternative scheme, or they can appeal against the decision.
Applicants also have the right to appeal against non-determination, if the council
has not determined the application within the statutory time limits. It is also possible
to appeal against any planning condition imposed on a planning permission.
Appeals are made to the Planning Inspectorate (PINS).
3.20 Only the person who applied for planning permission, or was served with an
enforcement notice, has a legal right to appeal (known as the appellant). There is
no right of appeal for interested people or organisations (known as third parties), or
the councils.
3.21 There is planning pratice guidance available online that provides useful information
about the appeals process.
3.22 If an appeal is made, we will notify the interested parties of the appeal and provide
information on how and when to respond to the Planning Inspectorate.
3.23 Appeals can be viewed on our websites on our Planning Appeals Registers for
South and Vale.
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3.24 This online register is ‘live’ and includes current and recent appeals and sets out
details of what stage the appeal is at, as well as the decision, if it has been made.
3.25 Alternatively, you can view current appeals on the Planning Inspectorate’s Appeals
Casework Portal.

SECTION 106 (PLANNING OBLIGATIONS)
3.26 A Section 106 is a legal agreement between the council and developer(s) and/
or landowner(s) and is used alongside the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) to
raise money to fund infrastructure needed to support development.
3.27 We draw up a Section 106 agreement before we grant planning permission, so
the developer is legally bound to deliver the infrastructure we have agreed. Money
is collected from the developer once the planning permission is implemented and
when certain points in the agreement have been met.
3.28 We do not consult on Section 106 agreements. However, we work with town and
parish councils and local district councillors, to find out which community facilities
may be impacted by new development or that require investment as a result
of the development. Once we have a Section 106 agreement in place and the
development has commenced, we will notify town and parish councils or parish
meetings of the sums available for identified community facilities and provide an
update to them on a six-monthly basis.
3.29 We are committed to working with town and parish councils to continue to identify
local priorities and to deliver local projects. A list of all Section 106 contributions that
are secured by the council are available on our South and Vale websites.

PRE-APPLICATION ADVICE
3.30 The pre-application stage, which is discretionary, encourages applicants to carry
out early engagement with the local community and the council, before submitting a
planning application.
3.31 We encourage the early discussion of planning proposals as it can:
•

verify the list of local validation requirements

•

help applicants to understand how planning policies and other
requirements may affect the proposals.
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3.32 Any pre-application advice letters sent between the applicant and the council will be
made available online if a formal planning application is submitted.
3.33 Further information on the pre-application process, including how to apply for preapplication advice and the charges for it, are on our South and Vale websites.
3.34 We would also encourage applicants to seek advice from other key stakeholders,
such as Thames Water, (if relevant) at the pre-application stage too.

PLANNING ENFORCEMENT
3.35 When a person carries out development without planning permission, the council
considers what action to take. Although we investigate allegations, the decision on
whether to take formal action is discretionary.
3.36 If we find a breach of planning control has occurred, we can consider enforcement
action. However, before such action is taken, we will give the person an opportunity
to put things right. This could involve us asking for a new retrospective planning
application.
3.37 If no application is made and the breach is deemed to be harmful in planning terms,
then formal action will be considered. We have several tools we can use, including
enforcement notices and high court injunctions, however, as most breaches of
planning control are not criminal matters, formal action is always the last resort.
3.38 Further details on our approach to addressing planning enforcement matters,
including our enforcement statement, can be found on our South and Vale
webpages, along with contact details.
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GLOSSARY
Adopt/Adoption/

The final stage for a local plan or planning policy document

Adopted

when it is confirmed and brought into force by a Local Planning
Authority (LPA).

Breach of

A breach of planning control is defined in Section 17A of the

Planning Control

Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as:
•

the carrying out of development without the required
planning permission; or

•

failing to comply with any condition or limitation subject to
which planning permission has been granted.

Charging
Schedule

Community
Infrastructure
Levy (CIL)
Community
Right to Build
Order

Constitution

A document produced by councils as the charging authority,
setting out rates for the amount of Community Infrastructure
Levy chargeable for development in the area.
A levy (tax) that councils can choose to charge on new
developments in their area. The money can be used to support
development by funding infrastructure.
A type of neighbourhood development order allowing
communities to decide for themselves what is built. This might
include, for example, new community facilities and affordable
housing.
Vale of White Horse District Council’s and South Oxfordshire
District Council’s Constitution set out how the council operates,
how decisions are made and the procedures that are followed to
ensure that these are efficient, transparent and accountable to
local people.

Consultation

37

A process of asking for views on a draft policy or planning
proposal before a decision is made.
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The Corporate Plan highlights the council’s priorities and
strategic themes for the next few years.

Development

Document setting out the policies and proposals for the

Plan

development and use of land and buildings in an area.
These include adopted local plans, neighbourhood plans, the
Oxfordshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan and the forthcoming
Oxfordshire Plan 2050. Defined in section 38 of the Planning
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

Development

Development is defined under the 1990 Town and Country
Planning Act as “the carrying out of building, engineering,
mining or other operation in, on, over or under land, or the
making of any material change in the use of any building
or other land.” Most forms of development require planning
permission (see also “permitted development”).

General Data

The General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679 is a

Protection

regulation in EU law on data protection and privacy in the

Regulations

European Union and the European Economic Area. It also
addresses the transfer of personal data outside the EU and EEA
areas.

Local

This sets out the timetable and work programme for the

Development

preparation of the local plan and other development plan

Scheme

documents

Local Plan

The plan for the local area that sets out the long–term spatial
vision and development framework for the district, as well as
and strategic policies and proposals to deliver that vision. Part
of the development plan.

Major

Applications for developments of 10 or more omes, or 1,000

Developments

sqm or more gross non-residential floorspace (including
changes of use of existing buildings).
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Minor

Applications for developments of up to 9 homes or up to

Developments

999sqm gross non-residential floorspace (including changes of
use of existing buildings and changes of use of open land).
This sets out the government’s planning policies for England

National Planning

and how these are expected to be applied at a local level. The

Policy Framework

NPPF is a material consideration when making decisions on
planning applications or appeals.

National Planning

The National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) is a planning

Practice Guidance

practice online resource covering a range of planning issues.

Neighbourhood

Can be used to permit different types of development (in

Development

full or outline) without the need for planning permission.

Order (NDO)
Neighbourhood

A plan prepared by a town or parish or a neighbourhood forum

Development

for a particular neighbourhood area (made under the Planning

Plans

and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).

Oxfordshire Plan

A strategic planning document being prepared on behalf of the

2050

Oxfordshire City and District Councils to provide a joined-up
approach to planning across the county.

Planning Appeals

If a decision to refuse planning permission on a planning
application has been made by a local council, the applicant can
appeal against the decision made. The Planning Inspectorate
will organise for an independent Inspector to review the decision
made and will make a decision.

Planning

The Planning Enforcement Team can investigate when a

Enforcement

person carries out development without the benefit of having
planning permission. The team investigate what action, if any, is
appropriate to take.

Planning

The Planning Inspectorate (PINS) is an executive agency

Inspectorate

sponsored by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and
Local Government. PINS deal with planning appeals, national
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infrastructure planning applications, examinations of local plans
and other planning-related and specialist casework.

Planning

Formal permission from a Local Planning Authority for the

Permission

erection or alteration of buildings or similar development.

Referendum

A general vote by the electorate on a single political question
which has been referred to them for a direct decision. A
neighbourhood plan referendum is used to ask voters whether
they want the Neighbourhood Plan to be used to decide
planning applications in the neighbourhood area.

Stakeholders

Stakeholders can affect or be affected by a council’s actions,
objectives and policies. The council will consult with key
stakeholders at different stages of planning.

Statement of
Community
Involvement

The SCI sets out standards to be achieved by the council
in relation to involving the community in the preparation,
alteration and continuing review of all Development Plan
Documents (DPDs) and in determining planning applications for
development.

Supplementary
Planning
Documents

A planning policy document that adds further detail to the
policies in the local plan. They can be used to provide further
guidance for development on specific sites, or on particular
issues, such as design. Supplementary Planning Documents
are capable of being a material consideration in planning
decisions but are not part of the Development Plan.
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Alternative formats of this publication are available on request.
These include large print, Braille, audio, email,
Easy Read and alternative languages.
Please contact customer services to discuss
your requirements on 01235 422600.

Planning Policy Team
135 Eastern Avenue,
Milton Park, Milton, OX14 4SB
Tel: 01235 422600
Email: planning.policy@southandvale.gov.uk
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